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Abstract
Texts differ from each other in various dimensions such as topic, sentiment,
authorship and genre. In this thesis, the dimension of text variation of interest is
genre. Unlike topic classification, genre classification focuses on the functional
purpose of documents and classifies them into categories such as news, review, on-
line shop, personal home page and conversational forum. In other words, genre
classification allows the identification of documents that are similar in terms of
purpose, even they are topically very diverse.
Research on web genres has been motivated by the idea that finding informa-
tion on the web can be made easier and more effective by automatic classification
techniques that differentiate among web documents with respect to their genres.
Following this idea, during the past two decades, researchers have investigated the
performance of various genre classification algorithms in order to enhance search
engines. Therefore, current web automatic genre identification research has re-
sulted in several genre annotated web-corpora as well as a variety of supervised
machine learning algorithms on these corpora.
However, previous research suffers from shortcomings in corpus collection
and annotation (in particular, low human reliability in genre annotation), which
then makes the supervised machine learning results hard to assess and compare to
each other as no reliable benchmarks exist. This thesis addresses this shortcoming.
First, we built the Leeds Web Genre Corpus Balanced-design (LWGC-B) which
is the first reliably annotated corpus for web genres, using crowd-sourcing for
genre annotation. This corpus which was compiled by focused search method,
overcomes the drawbacks of previous genre annotation efforts such as low inter-
coder agreement and false correlation between genre and topic classes.
Second, we use this corpus as a benchmark to determine the best features for
closed-set supervised machine learning of web genres. Third, we enhance the pre-
vailing supervised machine learning paradigm by using semi-supervised graph-
based approaches that make use of the graph-structure of the web to improve
classification results. Forth, we expanded our annotation method successfully to
Leeds Web Genre Corpus Random (LWGC-R) where the pages to be annotated
are collected randomly by querying search engines. This randomly collected cor-
pus also allowed us to investigate coverage of the underlying genre inventory. The
result shows that our 15 genre categories are sufficient to cover the majority but
not the vast majority of the random web pages.
The unique property of the LWGC-R corpus (i.e. having web pages that do not
iii
belong to any of the predefined genre classes which we refer to as noise) allowed
us to, for the first time, evaluate the performance of an open-set genre classifica-
tion algorithm on a dataset with noise. The outcome of this experiment indicates
that automatic open-set genre classification is a much more challenging task com-
pared to closed-set genre classification due to noise. The results also show that
automatic detection of some genre classes is more robust to noise compared to
other genre classes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Text classification has different branches such as topic classification, authorship
recognition, sentiment analysis and genre identification. This thesis concentrates
on Automatic Genre Identification (AGI). In AGI, documents are classified based
on their genres rather than their topics or subjects. Genre classification attempts
to answer the question: What is the goal or the purpose of the text? whereas the
aim of topic classification is to answer the question: what is this text about? Genre
classes such as editorial, interview and news which are recognizable by their distinct
purposes can be on any topics.
Writers vary their style, structure and vocabulary significantly depending on
the genre of the document they write. For example, an interview, a news article
and an editorial for a newspaper on the same topic will be presented very differ-
ently because they have different purposes. The purpose of news articles is to
inform people and therefore they are written in an informative style, whereas, the
editorials’ main purpose is to express opinion and thus they are presented in an ar-
gumentative style. Meanwhile, the structure of interviews, which are usually in the
form of face-to-face questions and answers, distinguishes them from both news
articles and editorials. Automatic Genre Identification classifies documents into
genres that encapsulate the main communicative function of a text.
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1.1 Motivation
Automatic genre identification has the potential to be important for a number of
applications. For example, AGI could improve Information Retrieval. Search
engines such as Google retrieve web pages based on the queries composed of
keywords. Since keywords to some extent indicate the subject of web pages, these
results are mainly topical. The problem with this method is that it often cannot
precisely retrieve the pages which match the users’ needs. For example, querying
a search engine with the term solar panel would result in retrieving web pages
from various genres such as:
• On-line shops with the aim of selling this product ( Figure 1.1)
• Conversation forums where people have an interactive conversation about this
product ( Figure 1.2)
• News about this product (Figure 1.3)
• Companies’ home pages with the description of the services these companies
provide regarding this product (Figure 1.4)
• Personal blogs where individuals share their experience regarding this prod-
uct in their daily lives
• Academic papers which express deep specialized information about con-
structing and developing this product
However, if a user is only interested in reading reviews about solar panels,
entering solar panel review as a query in a search engine could result in a list of
web pages from any genre class, because the existence of these words in a web
page does not guarantee that it contains a review. For instance, the words review
and solar panel are present in the conversational forum web page in Figure 1.2.
However, this page does not contain any review. Therefore, if a user could use
the search engine to retrieve the web pages from a specific genre, the search re-
sults could be more beneficial. For example, specifying the genre as review in a
genre-enabled search engine would give more precise results. In order to improve
search engines, automatic genre identification of web pages has recently attracted
significant interest [133].
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Figure 1.1: Part of a shop web page retrieved with the query “solar
panel”. URL: http://www.clasohlson.com/uk/Solar-Panel/36-4451?LGWCODE=364451000;83827;4797&gclid=
CPObnY3RwsACFULmwgodkWoAiQ
Figure 1.2: Part of a conversation forum web page retrieved with the query “solar
panel”. URL: http://www.solarpanels.com/showthread.php?12983-Question
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Figure 1.3: Part of a News web page retrieved with the query “solar panel”. URL:
http://www.mcsdirectory.co.uk/fire-service-raises-solar-panels-shock-concerns/
Figure 1.4: Part of a company homepage retrieved with the query “solar panel”.
URL: http://www.solarpowergloucestershire.co.uk/
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Detecting the genre of a discourse could also be beneficial in other areas of
Natural Language Processing (NLP). For instance, AGI can help to choose more
appropriate language models in part-of-speech (POS) tagging, word-sense disam-
biguation, detecting discourse relations and automatic summarization. Giesbrecht
and Evert [52] showed that a change in the genre of a dataset can have a direct
impact on accuracy of POS tagging. In their experiment, POS tagging achieves
96.9% accuracy on newspaper texts whereas it reaches only 85.7% accuracy on fo-
rums. Therefore, automatic identification of the genre of a text as a pre-processing
step to POS tagging could help to choose more appropriate language model for
POS tagging. As an additional example, Petrenz and Webber [112] found that the
probability of the word “states” being a verb is about 20% in letters, whereas this
probability drops to only about 2% in editorials.
Webber [162] showed that genre classes such as letters to the editor and newspa-
per articles are different in terms of the distribution of certain discourse relations.
Since some discourse relations are more frequently found in texts belonging to a
certain genre, prior knowledge of the genre of the texts could help to detect these
relations more accurately.
Automatic genre identification could also be used to improve techniques for
automatic summarisation. Stewart [150] shows that genre-oriented summarisation
algorithms perform better than summarisation algorithms that do not take into ac-
count the genre of the documents. These techniques are based on the fact that
the structure and the position of important information in a text correlates with its
genre [55, 165]. For example, the first few sentences of a news article might be
sufficient to summarise its content, whereas, this approach is not appropriate for
summarising a story. Another application of AGI is the field of word-sense disam-
biguation. Martinez and Agirre [94] emphasise that work on word sense disam-
biguation must take into account genre as an important parameter, because genre
can affect the results of word-sense disambiguation models, as certain senses may
occur only in certain genre classes.
1.2 Objective of the Thesis
In this thesis, the main AGI questions to be addressed are:
1. Is it possible to use crowd-sourcing to reliably annotate a web genre
corpus? Firstly, we wish to investigate whether humans can agree on our
predefined genre classes of web pages.
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2. What set of features produces the best result in genre classification?
The second goal of this research is to find the best set of features that can be
used in an automatic supervised classification method in order to distinguish
genre classes with high accuracy.
3. Can we exploit the graph structure of the web to increase genre clas-
sification accuracy? We also investigate whether the connectivity of web
pages could help us to implement a better genre classifier on the web.
4. How does a genre classification model built on a designed web genre
corpus perform on a random web genre corpus? In order to answer this
question, we, for the first time in genre classification, test the transferability
of the best performing genre model from a designed corpus to a random
corpus.
5. How does an open-set genre classification algorithm perform on the real
web? Finally, we explore genre classification in a more realistic setting
by simulating the web environment where not all web pages belong to a
predefined genre class. In this setting, the classifier has to have the power
to reject to classify a web page as one of the preselected genre categories.
1.3 Main Contributions of the Thesis
The significant contributions of our research are the construction of the first reli-
ably annotated web genre corpus as well as the investigation and development of
new algorithms for automatic genre identification. Below is a brief summary of
our key research contributions.
• We present the Leeds Web Genre Corpus (LWGC) which is the first reli-
ably annotated web genre corpus. This collection includes 15 genre classes
which are reliably annotated via crowd-sourcing. The LWGC consists of
two subcorpora: The first one (LWGC-B(alanced)) is a designed corpus,
where web pages were collected using focused search for specific genres by
following links in available web directories before them being submitted to
the crowd-sourcing annotation. This method leads to a balanced distribution
of genres in the corpus, ideal for automatic genre identification via machine
learning methods that need sufficient training material for each genre (a
property that many existing collections lack). In addition, we collect the
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corpus from a wide variety of sources, circumventing spurious topic-genre
correlations existing in some prior corpora. Our second subcorpus (LWGC-
R(andom)) then expands our method successfully to a corpus where the
pages to be annotated are collected in a more arbitrary way among web
pages returned by search engines. This sub-corpus also allowed us to inves-
tigate coverage of the underlying genre inventory.
• We compare the performance of different features in a supervised genre
classification setup using a reliable and topic-diverse web genre-annotated
corpus. The drawbacks of existing genre-annotated web corpora (e.g., low
inter-coder agreement; false correlations between topic and genre classes)
resulted in researchers’ doubt on the outcomes of classification models based
on these corpora [139]. Therefore, at the time of our research, the question
which set of features produces the best result in automatic genre classifica-
tion on the web was still an open question.
• We employ a semi-supervised graph-based algorithm as a novel technique
in genre classification in order to learn from neighbouring web pages. The
experimental results show that our semi-supervised algorithm significantly
improves the overall genre classification accuracy produced by conventional
supervised classification using features appeared within the web pages. How-
ever, it seems that some genre classes benefit more from this graph-based
model than others.
• We explore an open-set genre classification technique for the first time on
a random slice of the real web. A small number of studies proposed open-
set classification techniques for genre classification. However, the ability
of these techniques to detect web pages which do not belong to any of the
predefined genre classes have not been tested due to the lack of such dataset.
1.4 Thesis Outline
This rest of this thesis is structured as follows:
In Chapter 2, we present the related work on automatic genre classification.
This chapter provides a detailed picture of previous attempts at genre classifica-
tion of documents by other researchers.
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Chapter 3 describes the creation of the LWGC-B corpus which is compiled by
focused search. We detail our motivation for creating the corpus and also describe
our annotation guidelines and methodology. Then we present the results of our
human agreement study as well as a statistical analysis of our final, gold standard
corpus.
Chapter 4 presents supervised learning algorithms for automatically predict-
ing the genre of web pages on the LWGC-B corpus which was created in Chapter
3. We compare the performance of various features proposed by other researchers
for genre classification as well as investigate the usefulness of novel features in
AGI.
Chapter 5 proposes a semi-supervised graph-based algorithm as a novel tech-
nique for genre classification. The motivation behind applying graph-based learn-
ing is to learn from the neighbouring web pages. However, since we do not have
the genre labels of the neighbouring pages in our dataset, we employed them as
unlabelled data using a semi-supervised setting. In this chapter, we use a semi-
supervised min-cut algorithm as a novel technique in genre classification and show
that this algorithm can improve genre classification results.
Chapter 6 investigates whether we can achieve high inter-annotator agreement
on random web pages too. In order to answer this question, we compiled random
web pages by querying search engines and applied exactly the same annotation
scheme used in Chapter 2 for annotating the LWGC-B corpus, which resulted in
creation of the LWGC-R corpus. This chapter also seeks to answer the question
whether a model trained on our designed corpus (LWGC-B) can successfully be
used for automatic genre classification on random web pages (LWGC-R corpus).
In addition, this chapter investigates genre classification as an open-set classifica-
tion task.
In Chapter 7, we summarize the work presented in the thesis. We also point
out some potential directions for further research.
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Related Work
2.1 Introduction
The advent of computers has paved the way for a great increase in text analysis
research. The new technology made it possible to electronically store and process
large amounts of data. The Brown Corpus was the very first large computerised
corpus created in the 1960s. It consists of 500 English texts which are classified
into 15 genre classes such as reportage, editorial and fiction [97]. Later, the British
National Corpus (BNC) was designed and created [84]. This collection includes
70 genre classes which are defined according to a range of parameters such as the
type of medium (e.g., book or newspaper), audience (specialists or lay persons)
and domain (e.g. leisure or applied science). With the arrival of the web, it be-
came much easier to collect large corpora. The web also resulted in new genres
not available before, such as personal home pages.
In the past two decades, researchers have tried to automatically classify doc-
uments based on their genres using both web-based and non-web-based corpora.
Although in this thesis we focus on automatic genre identification on web corpora,
we discuss related work in automatic genre classification in general. The outline
of this chapter is as follows. We start by examining the concept of genre in general
and on the web in Sections 2.2 and 2.3 respectively. In Section 2.4, we investigate
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the issues surrounding genre classification schemes. Section 2.5 introduces exist-
ing publicly available web genre corpora and their limitations. While Section 2.6
investigates the performance of various features in AGI, Section 2.7 focuses on
different algorithms proposed for AGI. Section 2.8 examines the impact of factors
such as topic and authorship on genre classification. Finally, Section 2.9 concludes
this chapter.
2.2 The Concept of Genre
Many researchers have studied the notion of genre and various definitions of genre
have been long debated in this field. Campbell and Jamieson [24] defined genre
as:
“a group of acts unified by a constellation of forms that recurs in each
of its members. These forms, in isolation, appear in other discourses.
What is distinctive about the acts in genre is a recurrence of the forms
together in constellation.” ( [24, p. 20])
In this definition, the emphasis is on the “form” as it is identified as the main
attribute that texts in a genre class share. A similar but extended definition is given
by Miller [105, p.159] who argues that the definition of genre must not be limited
to the form of the discourse only, but it should also include “the action it is used
to accomplish”. In other words, texts in a genre class have the same purpose or
goal as well as similar patterns of form. Moreover, Biber [17] emphasises the
importance of “purpose” in recognizing a genre class by stating:
“I use the term genre to refer to text categorizations made on the basis
of external criteria relating to author/speaker purpose.”
( [17, p. 68])
Swales [154]’s definition of genre is in line with Biber’s as he also recognizes
“purpose” as a principle attribute that instances in a genre class share. Later,
Orlikowski and Yates [109] arrived with a more comprehensive definition of what
genre actually is. They define genre as:
“a distinctive type of communicative action, characterized by a so-
cially recognized communicative purpose and common aspects of
form.” ( [109, p. 543])
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Orlikowski and Yates’s [109] definition adds a new dimension to a genre class
by clearly stressing that genres must be socially recognizable. In other words,
genre classes exist only if they are identifiable by people in the society [1]. This
definition also indicates purpose and form as the two main attributes in defining a
genre category. In this thesis, we adopt this definition of genre which seems to be
the most comprehensive definition.
It must be noted that in the literature, there is much confusion between the
notion of genre and related concepts such as text type, style and register as these
terms are often used interchangeably. Moessner [106] used the metaphor “ter-
minological maze” to describe this confusion. Many researchers tried to provide
clarification of the use of these terms. For instance, Biber [17] attempts to differ-
entiate genre and text type by stating:
“I use the term genre to refer to text categorizations made on the basis
of external criteria relating to author/speaker purpose.”
( [17, p. 68])
“I use the term text type on the other hand, to refer to groupings of
texts that are similar with respect to their linguistic form, irrespective
of genre categories.” ( [17, p.70])
Lee [84] agrees with Biber’s [17] differentiation of these two terms. He, after
an extensive survey of usage and definitions of these terms by the researchers,
concludes that text type refers to rhetorical categories such as narrative, descrip-
tion, exposition and argumentation, because documents categorised as belonging
to each of these classes are similar in terms of linguistic form. Therefore, texts
can have the same text types but belong to different genres (e.g. both genre classes
editorial and review are argumentative).
Moreover, Lee [84] defines the term style as a way of characterising the lan-
guage use by individual authors, whereas he refers to register as linguistic patterns
associated with different situations. Biber [18] sheds more light on differences be-
tween register and style by saying:
“The style perspective is similar to the register perspective in its lin-
guistic focus, analyzing the use of core linguistic features that are
distributed throughout text samples from a variety. The key differ-
ence from the register perspective is that the use of these features is
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not functionally motivated by the situational context; rather, style fea-
tures reflect aesthetic preferences, associated with particular authors
or historical periods.” ( [18, p.2])
Thus, although both register and style concentrate on linguistic patterns, the
former is interested in linguistic patterns associated with particular authors or par-
ticular historical periods while the latter is more concerned with the linguistic
patterns associated with particular situation and communicative purpose. Addi-
tionally, Biber [18] clarifies the definitions of the two terms genre and register by
pointing out their differences:
“The genre perspective is similar to the register perspective in that it
includes description of the purposes and situational context of a text
variety, but its linguistic analysis contrasts with the register perspec-
tive by focusing on the conventional structures used to construct a
complete text within the variety, for example, the conventional way
in which a letter begins and ends.” ( [18, p.2])
Therefore, according to Biber, we often need to have a complete text in order
to identify the linguistic characteristics associated with the genre (e.g. beginning
and ending of a letter are very important for its recognition), whereas, text ex-
cerpts are enough to recognize the register of a text because linguistic features
which reveal the register occur through out the text. Biber [18] also argues that
genre features are often conventional rather than functional. He explains this fur-
ther by providing an example: a news story from a genre perspective begins with
a concise title; the first few sentences is a summary of the main event and the text
usually includes multiple paragraphs which are short and self-contained. In con-
trast, a news story from a register perspective shows the linguistic patterns such
as past tense verbs, passive voice verbs and reported speech, that are distributed
throughout the text and are typical of the register of newspaper reporting.
We see in this example by Biber [18] that when he observes documents from
the register point of view, he emphasises on linguistic forms or patterns common
in these texts. However, he also stresses on the linguistic forms when he provides
a definition for the text type. Moreover, in the definition of genre by Orlikowski
and Yates [109] and Miller [105], form is one of the key attributes in recognising a
genre class. Therefore, as Moessner [106] put it we face a “terminological maze”
here and researchers use these terms interchangeably. In this thesis, we observe
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the texts through the genre lens and based on the genre definition we adopted in
this thesis, both form and purpose of the documents are important in the recogni-
tion of the genre classes.
2.3 Genre on the Web
Since this thesis focuses on genres on the web, it is important to compare these
genres with genres in traditional media. The World Wide Web which was created
in 1989 is a communication medium for retrieving and displaying multimedia hy-
pertext documents [14]. Yates et al. [164] recognized the advent of a new commu-
nications medium as one of the reasons for the emergence of variants of existing
genres or of new genres.
The development of genres on the web has been studied and analysed by re-
searchers in this field. Shepherd and Watters [141] introduced the notion of “cy-
bergenre” for the first time to describe the genres in the new medium. They pro-
posed a hierarchical taxonomy that classifies the genres on the web. According
to this classification, cybergenres can be extant (i.e.“ based on existing genres”)
or novel (i.e. “not like any existing genre in any other medium”). On-line newspa-
per is an example of extant genres and personal homepage is an example of novel
genres. Dillon and Gushrowski [39] also argued that the personal homepage is a
novel genre on the web which has no equivalent in the world of print. Moreover,
extant genres are further divided into two sub-classes: replicated (i.e.“based on
genres existing in other media”) and variant (i.e.“a modification of existing gen-
res”). Novel genres are also separated into two groups: emergent (i.e. “derived
but significantly different from existing genres”), and spontaneous ( i.e. “never
employed in other media”). They refer to personalized newspaper and frequently
asked questions as examples of emergent and spontaneous genres respectively.
Crowston and Williams [33] proposed a similar taxonomy for the genres on
the web. They conducted a survey on 1000 random web pages and distinguish
four different types of genres: reproduced genres, adapted genres, novel genres
and unclassified web pages ( Table 2.1). The first type which comprised 60%
of the data set consists of pages which to a great extent replicate the genres in
the traditional media. The second type which is referred to as adapted genres are
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Type of genre Percentage
reproduced genres 60.6%
adapted genres 28.6%
novel genres 5.3%
unclassified web pages 5.6%
Table 2.1: Percentage of types of genres on the web reported by Crowston and
Williams [33]
genres which evolved from existing genres on the paper world to new genres on
the web by using the capability of the new medium. For example, a list of items
which makes use of the hyper-link capability of the web to link to other pages with
more information on those items is creating both a list and an index. Therefore,
these pages have a new functionality and purpose which is a combination of a list
and an index. The third type of genres on the web is the novel genres which are
exclusive to the web.Home pages are the examples of this group.
Although the proportion of the novel genres in this study is very low, it is pos-
sible that nowadays this group of genres comprise a bigger percentage of the web
due to the rapid growth and easy accessibility of the web.
In Crowston and Williams’s survey there are pages which remained unclassi-
fied due to two main reasons: not knowing the name of the genre and the difficulty
of determining the purpose of the web page. Some of these unclassified web pages
could be the example of genres still in formation. Therefore, in the process of
building a genre-annotated web corpus, we would expect to find some web pages
without any genre label.
The outcomes of these studies provide an insight into the composition of gen-
res on the web. These two classifications show that in general the web is hosting
genres which have counterparts in other media as well as new genres which are
recognized and acknowledged by many web users (e.g. social forum sites and
shopping websites [68] ) and genres which are still developing.
2.4 Genre Classification Schemes
Researchers have always been interested in classification of various entities with
the aim of bringing order to the chaotic world, and the world of documents and
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in particular the world of web documents are no exception. The objective of a
genre classification scheme is to help people make sense of different types of
communicative actions. A variety of genre classification schemes have been de-
veloped by different researchers using mainly two different techniques: top-down
and bottom-up [34].
In the first technique, researchers use existing sources or classifications, or rely
on their own judgement, knowledge and understanding of genres in order to define
genre classes. The example of top-down genre classification schemes are: the very
fine-grained genre categorization system created by Gorlach [56] which consists
of 2000 genres; seventy genre classes in the British National Corpus (BNC) [84];
Dewe et al.’s [37] web genre classification scheme which includes about 24 cate-
gories; seventy genre classes presented in [16]; 500 genre labels listed in [40]; the
web genre classification scheme created by Crowston and Williams [33] which
includes about seventy genre categories; a list of twenty genre classes by Vidulin
et al. [159] and the genre categorization scheme by Sharoff [138] which consists
of only seven very broad genre categories. The creators of some of these classi-
fication schemes claim their completeness. For example, the last two examples
(i.e. [159] and [138]) claim that any web page can be categorized into one of the
genre classes in their proposed genre classification schemes.
In the second technique (i.e. the bottom-up method), a group of people are
asked to produce genre labels for the classification scheme. The genre classifi-
cation scheme with 292 genre classes presented in [32] was produced based on
this approach. Crowston et al. [32] argue that the bottom-up approach is a better
way of creating genre classification systems, because the top-down approach is
not capable of discovering new genre classes such as very domain-specific genre
categories. Also they note that “it is important to capture the users’ own language
and understanding of these genres” [32, p.7]. However, they express their disap-
pointment with the results of their study with respect to its usefulness in building
a classification scheme of genre terms for further application. One of the chal-
lenges that they encountered during their study was that there appears to be no
common understanding on what a genre is. Another challenge was that it was not
always easy for the participants to identify the purpose of the web pages. They
also pointed out that sometimes respondents found it hard to name a genre for
particular web pages, because they could not think of the term that describes the
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purpose of the pages. Therefore, they concluded that it is very hard to study gen-
res naturalistically.
Some researchers combined both top-down and bottom-up approaches in order
to benefit from both techniques. For example, Roussinov et al. [128] conducted a
study based on the combination of these two methods in order to identify genres
on the web. In this study, a number of interviewers asked 184 individual web users
(respondents) to describe the reasons for searching the web and to assign a genre
class to each of the web pages that matches their information needs. In this study,
the initial genre classes were taken from [33]. However, the web users could add
new genres to it to produce the final genre classification scheme. After examining
1234 web pages, 116 different genres were identified of which 44 were new ones.
In the next step of the study, the interviewers annotated the web pages with the
list of genre categories produced in this study. However, the percentage agree-
ment between the interviewers and the respondents was only 49.63%. This study
shows that genre classification is not an objective procedure and it is difficult to
get a high agreement on the genre of web pages.
A different approach called faceted classification was proposed by Crowston
and Kwasnik [34] who recognized the complexity of the concept of genre. Facets
are attributes or properties associated with a genre which people use as clues to
identify the genre of a document. In this approach, instead of directly assigning a
genre to a web page, it is viewed from various angles and through different facets.
The starting point of this classification system is identifying the basic facets which
are used to differentiate genres. Once these attributes have been identified, one can
go to the next phase, which is analysing documents using the facets.
The first advantage of this approach is its flexibility. Since each document is
viewed through a number of independent attributes, these attributes can be put to-
gether in various combinations at the time of retrieval to produce new categories.
For example, combining the attributes “communicative”, “personal” , “informal”
and “emotive” may result in retrieving personal letters or emails expressing emo-
tion of the writer whereas combining “communicative”, “formal”, “personal” and
“testimonial” may result in recommendation letters or emails. The second advan-
tage of this classification system is that it is hospitable to new genres [34]. We
can define emerging genres which we did not previously encounter based on es-
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tablished and known facets [34]. However, the disadvantage lies in the difficulty
to establish appropriate facets. It is hard to determine all the important attributes
of a given genre and therefore developing a complete set of facets will be a real
research challenge. Therefore, due to these difficulties, this approach has been
never put to practice and no annotation experiment has been conducted based on
this proposal.
Reviewing all these genre classification schemes shows that there is no uni-
versal and standard genre classification scheme. The literature review illustrates
a lack of consensus among the researchers about genre classification. Although
genres are recognized and used, there is disagreement in definitions, boundaries,
granularities and level of specificity of genre labels [82]. Genre classification is
highly subjective and people define their own genres differently. However, based
on the definition of genre that we adopted in this thesis (Section 2.2), genre classes
must be socially recognizable. In other words, existence of a genre class depends
on whether people can distinguish this category from other genre classes reliably.
Therefore, as long as a genre class fulfils this criterion (i.e. being socially rec-
ognizable) and also documents belong to this class share same communicative
purpose and form, it can be added to the genre classification scheme.
2.5 Existing Publicly Available Web Genre Corpora
Several efforts have been made to build genre annotated web corpora and to em-
ploy them for research in the field of automatic genre identification. These col-
lections can be divided into two main groups: page-level and site-level. In the
page-level corpora, genre labels are assigned to individual web pages, whereas,
in the site-level collections, the website is the unit of the process. Although the
majority of the web genre collections are page-level, there exist a few site-level
genre annotated corpora such as the one employed in the study by Lindemann and
Littig [88] and the corpus used in [102].
However, only a few of web genre collections are publicly available. Also, it
must be noted that each of these collections is different in terms of the size of the
corpus; how the web pages were collected; how the web pages were preserved
and the set of genre labels used (see Appendix A for the complete lists of genre
labels for each of these collections). Table 2.2 compares some properties of these
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corpora. The following is a short description of publicly available web genre col-
lections, after which we will summarize some of their characteristics.
Hierarchical Genre Collection (HGC) [151] was annotated based on a set of
hierarchical genre labels with seven main categories and thirty two sub categories,
e.g., literature as a main category with the subcategories poem, prose and drama.
This collection consists of 1280 web pages preserved in HTML format. For each
genre category, forty example pages were manually collected.
I-EN-Sample [140] consists of 250 web pages randomly selected from the I-
EN corpus of web pages representing a snapshot of the English web texts from
2005 [137]. This collection was annotated using the Functional Genre Classifica-
tion (FGC) scheme which consists of seven macro-genres aimed at describing the
genre of any text. The genre palette in FGC is based on the function or purpose
of the document e.g., discussion which includes academic papers, forums, emails or
political debates, or instruction which covers FAQs, manuals and tutorials. Therefore,
this annotation scheme differs from all others by sacrificing depth and specificity
of the annotation scheme for coverage.
KI-04 [104] is another genre-annotated web corpus consisting of 1205 HTML
documents. This collection has been annotated using eight genres, e.g., link col-
lection, shop and articles. The genre list in this collection focuses on including the
genre classes that are most useful for web search —it was developed by asking
a group of students to fill in a questionnaire about typical topics for queries and
favourite genre classes.
The KRYS I [16] collection consists of 6200 PDF documents. This corpus
has been annotated using seventy genres which are grouped into ten sets, e.g.
commentary and review in the journalism group. Although this selection is meant
to be a web genre-annotated corpus, it includes only web pages in PDF format.
Therefore, genres that do not normally use this format, such as homepage and
shop, are not included in this corpus.
MGC (Multi-labelled Genre Collection) [159] is the only genre-annotated cor-
pus which allowed multi-labelling. This means that each web page can be catego-
rized as belonging to several genre classes. It consists of 1536 web pages classified
into twenty genres. They were collected by targeting web pages in these genres,
as well as using random web pages and popular web pages coming from Google
Zeitgeist.
SANTINIS [131] corpus which consists of 1400 web pages was annotated
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based on seven genres. This collection focused on genres which are exclusive
to the web, e.g. blog and frequently asked questions (FAQs). In the compilation of
this corpus only web pages which clearly belong to these genres were manually
collected.
The Syracuse [32] collection consists of 3027 web pages annotated based on
292 genres. The genre palette in this collection was developed by asking three
groups of people (teachers, journalists, engineers) to produce web genre terms
themselves.
The corpus constructed in [43] which has 1000 random web pages categorised
into eight very broad main genres (e.g. description, discussion and opinion) and 56
sub-genres. This corpus was annotated via Amazon Mechanical Turk which is a
crowd-sourcing website. The corpus presented in this paper [43] is the work most
similar to ours in that they use crowd-sourcing as annotation methodology. How-
ever, they fail to achieve reliability (see Table 2.2 and further discussion below on
reliability).
As can be seen, these corpora differ in genre definitions and categories. How-
ever, they share the following problems or shortcomings.
Reliability. One problem with all the existing genre-labelled collections is the
issue of reliability of the annotations. Corpora such as SANTINIS, KI-O4 and
Syracuse have been annotated by a single person and as a result, their inter-
annotator agreement measures cannot be computed. The MGC, I-EN-Sample
and KRYS I corpora have been double-annotated. However, agreement measures
were low (α=0.56 for MGC and α=0.55 for I-EN-Sample) as discussed in detail
in [139].1 As an example, Table 2.3 shows the low percentage agreement for the
KRYS I corpus in percentage agreement (chance-corrected agreement tends to be
even lower).
The corpus constructed in [43] is annotated via crowd-sourcing. In this col-
lection, four annotations were assigned to each web page by the annotators in
Amazon Mechanical Turk which is a crowd-sourcing website. However, the re-
sult of this annotation study shows that they fail to achieve good reliability in
annotation, even for the broader genres: on the main genres, on only 63% of the
web pages at least 3 out of four annotators are in agreement; for the fine-grained
genres, on only 43% of the web pages at least 3 out of 4 annotators are in agree-
1We refer the reader to [4] for a comprehensive survey of inter-coder agreement measures such
as percentage agreement as well as chance-corrected agreements α and κ .
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Corpus # of # of pages per genre Format Collection
method
Reliability
pages genres min max med
KRYS I [16] 6200 70 6 117 97 PDF focused search a.p.a.= 50.38% (Table
2.3)
MGC [159] 1536 20 55 227 77 HTML
with
images
both random se-
lection and fo-
cused search
Low α=0.56 [139]
HGC [151] 1280 32 40 40 40 HTML
only
focused search not measured
KI-04 [104] 1205 8 126 205 145 HTML
only
focused search not measured
SANTINIS
[131] 1400 7 200 200 200
HTML
only
focused search not measured
I-EN-Sample
[140] 250 7 10 99 30
TXT from
HTML
random selection Low α=0.55 [139]
Syracuse
[32] 3027 292 1 174 3
HTML
only
focused search not measured
The corpus
in [43] 1000 56 0 99 1
HTML random selection 43% of the time three
out of four annota-
tions agreed
Table 2.2: This Table summarizes some characteristics of genre-annotated cor-
pora. a.p.a. stands for average percentage agreement. Max, min and med are
abbreviations of minimum, maximum and median respectively. See [4] for a com-
prehensive survey on inter-coder agreement measures such as percentage agree-
ment, α and κ .
ment. Only percentage agreement is measured — chance-corrected agreement is
likely to be even lower as their genre distribution is skewed (see also Section 3.2.4
for a discussion of agreement measures).
In addition, another issue regarding annotation in these corpora is that expert
annotation can mislead with regards to the general applicability of the annotation
scheme, especially if these are the same experts as the ones who developed the
theoretical terms and concepts underlying the annotation scheme [124]. This was
the case for example in SANTINI and KI-04.
Size. Some of the prior collections are not large enough to ensure representative-
ness of genre classes. Table 2.2 compares these collections in terms of maximum,
minimum and median number of web pages per genre category. As can be seen,
they often have few annotated web pages per category, especially for the KRYS-I,
Syracuse and the corpus created by [43] via crowd-sourcing, while machine learn-
ing algorithms often require a reasonable number of training examples in order to
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Annotators Agreement
Student and Secretary I 51.74%
Student and Secretary II 53.76%
Secretary I and II 45.65%
All three 37.85%
Table 2.3: Human agreement for the KRYS I corpus [16] which has seventy genre
classes. Results illustrate a low percentage agreement.
produce satisfactory results.
Format. Another major drawback of the existing corpora is that they have been
preserved in different formats such as PDF or plain text which results in losing
HTML tags. For instance, each web page in KRYS I corpus is saved in PDF
format and as a result automated tools are needed to convert PDF to plain text
or HTML format. However, these tools are error prone and as a result some in-
formation may be lost or wrongly converted. Also previous studies in AGI show
that HTML tags can improve the accuracy of genre classification [63] and should
therefore be kept when collecting web genre corpora.
Topic Diversity. There are genres which have a natural, strong correlation with
certain topics, for example the genre label recipe has a profound connection to
the topic label food. These types of correlations between genres and topics are
true and explicit connections and will always exist. However, in some existing
(designed) genre-annotated corpora, there are a number of correlations between
genres and topics which are spurious in that they are due to the way the focused
search for genre texts was conducted. For example, a large sample of the fre-
quently asked questions texts in Santinis corpus [131] come from web sites about
hurricanes. Such spurious correlations will mislead any investigation into typical
genre properties (for example [112] show that the often best-performing word un-
igrams features in AGI perform considerably worse when topic is varied so that
potentially AGI based on these features learns topics rather than genres). There-
fore, a corpus without any unwanted correlation between genres and topics is
needed (see Section 2.8 for a discussion of the influence of topic on genre classi-
fication).
In this section, we introduced existing publicly available web genre corpora
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and pointed out their limitations. Next section describes various features which
are extracted from these corpora and employed in automatic genre classification
using standard supervised machine learning algorithms such as SVM and Deci-
sion tree. In contrast, Section 2.7 focuses on algorithms used in AGI which go
beyond the standard supervised algorithms. In order to be able to easily compare
the performance of different approaches, we summarise the results of different
AGI systems on the most frequently used genre corpora in Table 2.4 at the end of
Section 2.7.
2.6 Genre Classification: Features
There has been a considerable body of research in AGI. In previous studies on
automatic genre classification, various combinations of features have been em-
ployed for genre classification. However, because these experiments have been
conducted on different corpora with different sets of genre labels, it is quite diffi-
cult to compare these results. Moreover, some studies focus only on one specific
genre. For instance, the experiment presented in [142] explores only home pages
and its sub-genres personal, corporate and organization.
In this thesis, we group the features used in genre classification into four main
categories: structural, lexical, text statistic and other features. The lexical group
comprises features such as word n-grams, character n-grams and genre-specific
words that can be directly derived from the text. In contrast, extracting struc-
tural features which refer to features such as part-of-speech tags and noun or verb
phrases, need more sophisticated natural language processing techniques. The ex-
traction of these features is dependent on automated tools such as part-of-speech
taggers and parsers.
The third group comprises a wide range of text statistics such as type/token
ratio, number of sentences, average length of sentences, average length of words,
frequency of punctuation marks and HTML marks. The last group (i.e. other
features) includes features such as the ones which are extracted from the URLs
of web pages, or the ones which are extracted from the images of the documents.
While many features in these four groups are common between the documents in
the print world and the documents on the web, there are features such as HTML
tags and URLs which are specific to web documents. The following subsections
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examine the related work on automatic genre classification with respect to the use
of these groups of features in more detail.
2.6.1 Structural Features
Structural features refer to features which capture syntactic characteristics of the
text. One attractive property of structural features is that they are topic indepen-
dent. Therefore, they potentially capture the differences between genre classes
without being influenced by the topic of the documents. As a result, they are
known as stable features in genre classification [112].
However, one disadvantage of these features is that their extraction can be
computationally expensive and may not be practical for being employed by search
engines. Another drawback of the structural features is that their extraction de-
pends on automated tools such as part-of-speech taggers and parsers whose per-
formance varies for different genres [52]. Even the best part-of-speech taggers and
parsers are error prone and cannot be trusted on new unseen genres. Therefore,
as pointed out by other researchers such as McEnery [100], extracting structural
features is a time-consuming and unreliable procedure. The following subsections
examine the related work which used structural features in genre classification.
2.6.1.1 Part-of-speech Tags
Genre classification can be traced back to studies by Karlgren and Cutting in 1994
[67] on the Brown corpus. They extracted twenty features from the corpus which
included frequency of some part-of-speech tags such as adverbs, first person pro-
nouns, prepositions, nouns and present-tense verbs. Then they employed statisti-
cal data analysis in order to classify the genre categories. With this set of features,
they achieved about 65% accuracy (compared to the baseline accuracy of 19.4% )
on the 10-genre Brown corpus (they grouped the sub-genres under fiction together,
leading to 10 genres to classify). Since then, many other researchers such as Eis-
sen and Stein [104], Vidulin et al. [159] and Feldman et al. [46] used frequency
of the part of speech tags in genre classification as structural cues in combination
with other features.
The motivation behind the use of POS tags in genre classification could be
rooted in Biber’s [17] study of genre classes. The objective of his research was
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to explore similarities and differences among genres in spoken and written texts
with respect to text type. In order to reach this aim, two text corpora (namely the
LOB corpus [59] which comprises written texts in 15 genres and London-Lund
corpus [153] of spoken English in six genres) were selected for the experiment.
In the next step, the frequencies of 67 linguistic features which include part-of-
speech tags as well as features such as type/token ratio and word length were
obtained.
Next, factor analysis was employed to identify the most significant underlying
orthogonal dimensions based on the group of features that co-occur in texts with
high frequencies. Then each group of features also known as factor is interpreted
as a linguistic dimension based on the communicative functions that are shared
by the features in each group. Based on the recognized co-occurring features,
Biber identified six text type dimensions such as “Involved versus Informational
production” and “Narrative versus Non-Narrative”. For each factor, the average
factor scores for each genre class was computed and the results were compared.
For example, in the dimension “Involved versus Informational Production”, the
POS features with high positive weights are present tense verbs and second per-
son pronouns. On the other hand, the POS features with negative weights are
nouns and prepositions. In this dimension, example of genres with high positive
and negative scores are conversations and academic prose respectively. However,
in the second dimension “Narrative versus non-narrative”, the most co-occurring
feature is past tense verbs. Genres which have high scores in this dimension are
romantic fiction, mystery fiction and science fiction (narrative) whereas genres such
as official documents and academic articles obtain a low value in this dimension
(non-narrative). Although Biber did not perform automatic genre classification,
he showed that some particular POS tags are more frequent in some genre classes.
2.6.1.2 Part-of-speech n-grams
Argamon et al. [2] were the first to use part of speech trigrams (sequences of three
consecutive part of speech (POS) tags) to capture the syntax of the text. Argamon
et al. [2] provide two reasons to justify the use of POS trigrams: first, they are large
enough to grasp useful syntactic information, and second they are small enough
to be computationally manageable. Argamon et al. [2] employed POS trigrams in
automatic genre classification and reported an accuracy of 78% for differentiating
news articles from editorials (compared to the baseline accuracy of 50%) . This
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result shows that these two genre classes are different in terms of syntactic struc-
ture and that POS trigrams can capture these differences to a reasonable degree of
accuracy.
Santini [131] adopted this approach and examined the discriminative power
of POS trigrams on the BNC. She selected a subset of documents belonging to
10 different genre classes of the BNC. POS trigrams achieved 82.6% accuracy on
this subset (the baseline accuracy for this subset of BNC is 10%). Following this
good result, she was encouraged to investigate whether POS trigrams could also be
used as genre-revealing features on the web. In order to answer this question, she
tested this approach on Santinis [131] web genre corpus which consists of seven
genre classes. She reported an accuracy of 86.50% (compared to the baseline
accuracy of 14.28%) for this collection. This result illustrates the usefulness of
POS trigrams as genre-revealing features on the web.
2.6.1.3 Features based on Grammatical Analysis
POS trigrams as introduced in the previous section are capable of capturing the
syntactic structure of the texts to some extent without using a parser. However,
this technique is a shallow approach to extract the syntactic properties of a text.
Therefore, Santini [131] examined a set of features which are based on more so-
phisticated analyses of linguistic structure.
The assumption behind this work is that certain syntactic constructions are
more likely to appear in particular genre classes. This assumption was inspired by
studies such as Biber [17], Quirk et al. [120] and Biber et al. [19]. The grammat-
ical features explored by Santini [131] include syntactic patterns (e.g. adverbial
clauses, complement clauses and main clauses) and functional cues (e.g. first, sec-
ond and third person; imperatives; active and passive voice). These features which
are referred to as facets are macro-features containing several micro-features. For
example, “third person facet” comprises third person singular and plural pronouns,
including possessives and reflexives.
Santini [131] compared the performance of these features with POS trigrams
features on Santinis corpus and reported that POS trigrams returned an average
accuracy of 86.50%, while grammatical features returned an average accuracy of
84.28%. These results show that POS trigrams can more accurately distinguish
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the genre classes. One reason for the lack of success of the grammatical features
could be that their extraction relies on the output of automatic parsers whose per-
formance may not be very accurate. On the other hand, the extraction of POS
trigrams is much easier and do not require a parser.
2.6.2 Lexical Features
2.6.2.1 Common Words
Stamatatos et al. [146] were the first to use common words (words such as the, of,
and, a ) as features to distinguish four genre categories namely: editorials, letters
to the editor, reportage, and spot news from the Wall Street Journal corpus. The
result of their experiment showed that common words can be very helpful in de-
termining these genres. They reported an impressive accuracy of more than 90%
when they used the fifty most common words as features (baseline accuracy for
this corpus is 25%).
The most important characteristic of this set of features is that it is topic in-
dependent. Therefore, it can capture the differences between the genre classes
without being influenced by the documents’ topics. This property inspired other
researchers such as Petrenz and Webber [113] and Santini [131] to include com-
mon words as features in their automatic genre classification experiments.
2.6.2.2 Function Words
Another set of features used in genre classification is function words. In linguis-
tics, words are classified into two distinct sets : function words and content words.
As Tausczik and Pennebaker [156, p. 29] state:
“Intertwined through these content words are style words, often re-
ferred to as function words. Style or function words are made up of
pronouns, prepositions, articles, conjunctions, auxiliary verbs, and a
few other esoteric categories.” ( [156, p. 29])
One property of function words is that they are more frequent than content words.
Although there are almost 100,000 word types in the English vocabulary, only
about 500 (or 0.05%) are function words [156]. However, 55% of all the word
tokens we speak, hear, and read are function words [156]. This distribution of
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words in English follows Zipf’s law [168] which states there are few words which
are used frequently and many words which are used rarely.
Another property of function words is that they often lack lexical meaning [19].
In contrast to content words, many function words do not have any meaning them-
selves but rather they are defined in terms of their use, or function. We explain
this property of function words with an example. In the sentence “he has left the
building.” the auxiliary verb “has” has little or no lexical meaning , but we can
say that the function of the auxiliary verb in this sentence is to express present per-
fect tense. Therefore, function words mainly link the content words together by
providing the grammatical relationships between them. Function words are also
known as closed class words, whereas content words are referred to as open class
words, because we can freely add new members to content words such as new
nouns, but it is very uncommon that we come up with a new function word [36].
Argamon et al. [2] were the first to use a list of 500 function words in genre
classification. Like common words, the rational behind the use of function words
in genre classification is that they are topic independent and as a result they are
expected to remain invariant for a given genre category across different topics.
Argamon et al. [2] tested the discriminative power of function words by pair-
wise classification of four text collections: news stories from NY Times, editorials
from NY Times, news stories from NY Daily News and magazine articles from
Newsweek. They reported accuracy between 61% and 82% for different pairwise
genre classifications. They also compared the performance of function words and
POS trigrams in pairwise genre classification using these datasets. The output of
these experiments illustrates that in the majority of cases, function words outper-
formed POS trigrams. Following this study, other researchers such as Vidulin et
al. [159] included function words in the list of features they used for genre classi-
fication.
2.6.2.3 Word n-grams
Word n-grams, especially word unigrams, are popular feature sets in topic classifi-
cation. However, it is also used in genre classification. Word unigram features are
used in studies such as Freund et al [50] and Finn and Kushmerick [48]. Sharoff
et al. [139] compared the performance of word unigrams, bigrams and trigrams
on HGC, I-EN-Sample, KI-04, KRYS-I, MGC, SANTINIS, BNC and the Brown
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corpus and concluded that word unigrams perform better compared to other word
n-grams. The lack of success of longer word n-grams could be due to feature vec-
tor sparsity, because most of the word n-grams are not encountered in a given text
and as a result the feature vectors have less discriminative power.
Moreover, Sharoff et al. [139] who also compared a wide range of word, char-
acter and POS based features in AGI reported that word unigrams was one of
the best performing feature sets. However, they concluded that these results can-
not be trusted because of two main reasons. First, some of these results are not
trustworthy because of the low inter-coder agreement of some of these collec-
tions. Inter-coder agreement is the measure of reliability of the annotation and
any results based on unreliable data could be misleading. Second, the spurious
correlation between topic and genre classes in some of these corpora was one of
the reasons for some of the very impressive results (e.g. FAQs in SANTINIS cor-
pus are mainly about tax and hurricane). Therefore, this feature set must be used
cautiously in genre classification as it can be easily influenced by the topic of
documents (see Section 2.8 which focuses on the impact of topic on genre classi-
fication).
In order to avoid using topic-dependent words in genre classification, a number
of researchers used only function words in AGI, as noted in the previous section.
However, the fact that some content words which are not necessarily topical are
more likely to appear in some genre classes, motivated some researchers to iden-
tify and select these words and use them as genre-specific features. For example,
Santini [131] produced a set of manually selected genre-specific-word facets as
features which together with other features such as HTML tags and punctuation
symbols led to a better result (90.6% vs. 86.50% using POS trigrams) on SAN-
TINIS corpus using SVM classifier with 10-fold cross validation. Stubbe and
Ringlstetter [152] also built a set of hand-crafted classifiers based on a set of man-
ually collected features which have been derived based on linguistic knowledge
and not by statistics. In order to determine whether these features have discrim-
inative power, they calculated the mean occurrence of these features within each
genre class of the training corpus and discarded the ones which showed no ef-
fective discrimination between the genre classes. This approach achieved 72.2%
precision and 54.0% recall on the HGC corpus [151]. However, the main dis-
advantage of these two approaches is that these features are not appropriate for
a fast changing environment such as the web, because they need to be manually
reproduced or updated in order to be able to maintain their performance as genre
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revealing features.
The study by Kim and Ross [72] is also based on genre-specific words. They
refer to these words as prolific words list. However, they construct this list auto-
matically by compiling all the words within a genre class and then counting the
number of files in which each word is found. In the next step, the prolific word
list is built by taking the union of all the words found in at least 75% of the files
in each genre. Each web page in the dataset is represented as a vector, where
each entry is the frequency of a word in the prolific word list. These models were
examined on the six genre classes ( academic monograph, business report, book of
fiction, minutes, periodicals, and thesis) of the KRYS I corpus. The reported results
for individual categories show that this set of features achieves precision ranging
from 0.74 to 0.91 and recall ranging from 0.71 to 0.94 on this dataset.
Another study which is also based on genre-specific vocabularies is presented
by Eissen and Stein [148]. They proposed another technique for automatic ex-
traction of genre-specific words which is more than simple count statistics. This
approach assigns a score fc(w) to each word w in each genre class C based on
P(w) which represents the overall probability of w in the data set, and P(w|C)
which denotes the probability that w is drawn from documents which belong to C.
The following formula defines this score:
fc(w) = P(w|C).P(w|C)P(w) .
d fc(w)
|C| (2.1)
where d fc(w) is the number of documents from C that have w. The words
with high scores are considered as genre-specific words (Tc). In addition to this
score system, this study also takes into account the distribution of genre-specific
vocabularies in a document. They justify this approach by showing that some
genre-specific terms tend to appear concentrated in certain places on a web page
and therefore, the concentration of these words in each web page plays an im-
portant role in genre classification. They used two different statistics in order to
measure the concentration of the vocabulary in a document. While the first one
measures the term concentration strength within a text window, the second one
calculates how unequally genre-specific words are distributed over a document.
This method achieved 80% average F-Measure on the KI-04 corpus. Addition-
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ally, they implemented a software called WEGA for web-based genre analysis
based on this approach [149].
The experiments by Kim and Ross [74] also concentrate on distributive statis-
tics of words as features in genre classification. This study shows that word dis-
tribution patterns are better features in AGI than the word frequency. In order to
capture the word distribution patterns within a document, they measured three dif-
ferent statistics which measure, first, the time duration before the first occurrence
of the word within the document, second, the average period ratio which calcu-
lates how evenly the word is distributed within the document and third, the time
duration after the last occurrence of the word to the end of the document. They
tested this approach on Santini corpus and also 31 genre classes of the KRIS I cor-
pus. The outcome of these experiments indicates that the features based on word
distribution patterns outperformed word frequency features on both datasets. This
method yielded 80% accuracy on the subset of KRIS I corpus compared to 73%
accuracy achieved by term frequency. Similar results are reported for the Santini
corpus ( 96% vs 92%). However, it must be noted that this is not the best result re-
ported for the Santini corpus as the character 4-grams binary representation [139]
outperforms all other features on this corpus.
Moreover, we must emphasise that the words selected by the automatic genre-
specific word selection methods such as the ones used by Eissen and Stein [148]
and Kim and Ross [72] may not be only genre-revealing words, because topic-
revealing words could be chosen by these methods as genre-revealing words, if
there is a false correlation between the topic labels and the genre classes in the
corpus. Therefore, when we employ these techniques, we still need to control
factors such as topic which can affect genre classification. In the next chapter, we
construct a web genre corpus from a diverse range of topics and sources in order
to minimize the influence of topic on genre classification as much as possible (see
Section 2.8 for a discussion of the influence of topic on genre classification).
2.6.2.4 Character n-grams
In all the techniques reviewed so far in this report, the smallest unit for linguistic
feature extraction is the “word” whereas the methodology presented by Kanaris
and Stamatatos [64] is based on character n-grams of variable length as features.
In order to keep the dimensionality of the features to a practical level, only char-
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acter 3-grams, 4-grams and 5-grams were considered in their experiment. The
initial set of features consisted of the 1,000 most frequent fixed-length charac-
ter n-grams. In the next step, each n-gram is compared with either immediately
longer or shorter n-grams and only the dominant n-grams based on their frequen-
cies are kept in the list.
This feature selection technique was tested on two corpora: SANTINIS and
KI-04. The resulting feature sets of variable-length character n-grams were used
for both binary and term frequency representation of web pages of each corpus.
They used SVM as classification algorithm. The result shows that binary features
improved the best reported results for both corpora at the time (accuracy of 96.2%
for SANTINIS and 82.8% for KI-04).
In a much less complex approach, Mason et al. [95] used feature sets of fixed
length character n-grams with normalized frequency representation. They exam-
ined the performance of different n-grams sizes (ranging from 2 to 7) and different
number of the most frequent n-grams selected from each web page (ranging from
500 to 5000 in increments of 500). As classification algorithm, they used sim-
ple distance measure in two different ways. In the first approach, they measured
the distance between a test web page and each training web page and assigned
the genre of the web page in the training set to which it is closest. In the second
approach, they construct a centroid feature set for each genre class using train-
ing data and measured the distance between each test set and these centroids and
assigned the closest label to the test web pages. They reported that the second
approach with using the 1000 most frequent 7-grams yielded the better result on
SANTINIS corpus (accuracy of 94.6%). Although the result of this approach is
not as high as the technique used by Kanaris and Stamatatos [64], it involves a
much simpler procedure to produce the feature set.
In a more recent study, Sharoff et al. [139] investigated the performance of a
wide range of textual features (word-based, POS-based and character-based fea-
tures) on a wide range of genre collections (HGC, I-EN-Sample, KI-04, KRYS-I,
MGC, SANTINIS, BNC, Brown corpus). In this experiment, each web page in
each corpus was converted into plain text. Then from each document, the 1000
most frequent features were collected and combined together to create feature
vectors. In the next phase, two feature representations normalized frequencies
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and binary have been used for word and character features. In the classification
phase, a speed-up variant of linear SVM called Liblinear [44] was employed with
ten-fold cross-validation. The outcomes of these experiments show that the bi-
nary version of character 4-grams and word unigrams as features yield the best
results. They reported an accuracy of 97.14% for SANTINIS and 85.81% for KI-
04 yielded by binary representation of character 4-grams which outperformed the
results produced by the character n-grams of variable length reported by Kanaris
and Stamatatos [64].
However, similar to word n-grams, character n-grams can also be easily influ-
enced by the topic of web pages. Therefore, if we want to use this set of features
in genre classification, the corpus must be constructed in a special way which is
discussed in Section 2.8.
2.6.3 Text Statistic Features
Another widely used feature set in AGI are text statistics (e.g. type/token ratio, av-
erage word length, average sentence length and frequency of punctuation marks)
which are usually used in addition to structural and lexical features. One property
of these type of features is that they are topic-independent. As we observe in the
literature, this characteristic encouraged researchers from early on to use these
features in AGI without being worried about the impact of topic on genre classi-
fication. For example, in one of the earliest papers on automatic genre detection
of web pages which dates back to 1998, Karlgren et al. [66] built a fully func-
tional prototype genre-enabled search engine called DropJaw. This system was
developed and tested based on a corpus of 1358 web pages with 11 genres. They
extracted features such as part-of-speech tags as well as text statistic features such
as number of digits, average word length and number of images from each web
page. Simple if-then categorization rules using C4.5 [119] were employed for
classification. This genre classifier yielded 66% accuracy compared to a 16.56%
baseline.
An important set of experiments regarding the text statistic features is pre-
sented in Kessler et al. [70]. They conducted experiments on the six genre classes
of the Brown corpus with the aim of comparing the performance of structural
features with more easily extractable features (which they refer to as surface fea-
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tures). They built two classifiers: the first one based on 55 surface features which
are mainly text statistic features (e.g. punctuation marks, average sentence length,
type/token ratio and average word length) and the second one based on struc-
tural features (features used in Karlgren and Cutting [67] such as adverb count,
first person pronoun count and preposition count). The result shows that struc-
tural features outperformed surface features. However, the difference between the
results achieved by these two sets of features is only marginal. Therefore, they
concluded that although structural features produce better results, this advantage
does not justify the extra computational cost in most cases.
In addition to these text statistical features which are common in both the doc-
uments in non-web corpora and the documents on the web, frequency of HTML
tags have been used as features in AGI on the web (e.g. [21, 104, 131]). HTML
tags, which are specific to the web documents, provide a wide range of informa-
tion about the web pages such as information about their layout, style, formatting
and visual features (e.g. the number of images, tables, videos and buttons). HTML
features are usually used in combination with other features in AGI. For instance,
Kanaris and Stamatatos [64] showed that adding the frequency of HTML tags to
character n-grams yielded better results (i.e. 84.1% versus 82.8% for KI-04 and
96.5% versus 96.2% for SANTINIS corpus).
2.6.4 Other Features
2.6.4.1 URL Features
Uniform Resource Locators (URL) is a string composed of characters which spec-
ifies the location of a document on the Internet [15]. Like HTML tags, URLs are
also exclusive to the web documents. There are many different schemes for de-
scribing the URLs on the web. For instance, an HTTP URL has the syntax:
htt p : // < host >:< port > / < path >? < searchpart >
where < port > can be omitted [15]. An example of a URL is:
htt p : //www.engineering.leeds.ac.uk/computing/
which is a unique address for the homepage of the School of Computing of the
University of Leeds. Many researchers (e.g. [21, 26, 86, 160]) extracted features
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from URLs and used them for genre classification of web pages. The most com-
mon features extracted from the URLs are the existence of particular words such
as genre names (e.g. news, blog, faq) in the URLs and also the type of the domain
area of the URLs (e.g. ‘ac.uk’ in the above example).
For instance, the URL features extracted by Lim et al. [86] include the domain
area (e.g. com, edu, org), existence of particular words or characters in the URLs
and the depth of the URL (i.e. number of directories included in the path). They
compared the performance of the URL features with various other features such
as 50 most frequent function words, HTML tags and text statistics on a corpus of
1,224 web pages categorized into 16 genre classes. They reported that HTML tags
outperformed other features when compared with other individual feature sets (ac-
curacy of 55.1% for HTML tags versus 43.5% for URL features). However, the
best result was yielded by combining all the features (accuracy of 75.7% versus
55.1%).
Vidulin et al. [160] also extracted similar features from the URLs using the
Multi-labelled Genre corpus. In addition to the URL features used by Lim et
al. [86], they used new features such as appearance of year or existence of a query
(i.e. < searchpart >) in the URL. However, they used these features in combina-
tion with other features and as a result the comparison between these two studies
is not feasible.
2.6.4.2 Visual Features
Research in automatic genre classification has mainly focused on extracting fea-
tures from the textual content of web pages. However, web documents in some
genre classes can differ in structure and layout. These structural differences be-
tween genre categories could be exploited to improve genre classification of web
pages. Thus, employing algorithms which capture visual similarity between dif-
ferent documents could assist us in obtaining better genre classification results.
One of the robust advantages of visual features is that they are language indepen-
dent and can be directly applied to web pages in other languages as long as web
pages which belong to the same genre class do not vary visually across different
cultures.
There are a few studies that investigated whether visual features of web pages
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can improve genre classification. Kim and Ross [72] present classification mod-
els mainly based on two groups of features which are referred to as image and
style. These models were examined on six genre classes (academic monograph,
business report, book of fiction, minutes, periodicals, and thesis) of the KRYS I cor-
pus. The image features are low resolution bit maps of the first page of the web
documents, while the style features are based on genre-specific words (prolific
words explained in Section 2.6.2.3). The best reported result in this experiment
was produced by style features. Although image features did not perform well
over all, they showed the best recall rate for identifying theses and periodicals
genre classes. Therefore, the image classification is more appropriate for genres
which are different in terms of layout and similar in terms of style and content.
Levering et al. [85] also investigated whether visual features of web pages can
improve genre classification. They argue that while using HTML tags to capture
the number of visual elements such as tables, figures and videos might achieve
some improvement over text alone in classification, including features that cap-
ture the layout characteristics of the genres should be more beneficial. In their
research, they conducted experiments on a corpus that consists of web pages of
e-commerce stores classified into three classes: store home pages, product lists and
product descriptions. They showed that adding visual features to lexical and HTML
tags resulted in improving the genre classification accuracy.
Therefore, it seems that extracting visual features that capture the structural
differences between genres should be helpful in genre classification. However,
this approach is only appropriate for genres which are dissimilar in terms of lay-
out.
2.7 Genre Classification: Algorithms
The majority of the work in AGI is based on classification with a standard su-
pervised algorithm. As shown in the previous section, various combinations of
features and supervised learning algorithms (e.g. decision trees, naive bayes and
SVM) have been employed for genre classification. However, this section focuses
on the machine learning techniques employed in AGI which go beyond the stan-
dard supervised algorithms.
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2.7.1 Structural Learning Approach to Genre Classification
There are two general approaches to genre classification, namely the flat approach
and the hierarchy classification approach. In the flat approach, one tries to directly
categorize documents into genre classes without making use of the category hi-
erarchy. In contrast, hierarchy classification methods try to exploit the hierarchy
structure of the genre taxonomy in order to improve genre classification accuracy.
Wu et al. [163] were the first to explore a way of improving fine-grained genre
classification using a hierarchy of genres. This study is based on the hypothesis
that when the genre labels are organized in a hierarchy structure, deciding whether
a document belongs to a genre in higher levels might be easier than at the lower
levels. When a document is securely classified in a higher level, it can be fur-
ther classified into finer grained categories e.g. the distinction between science
fiction and mystery becomes easier when a document is first securely classified
as fiction. They present a novel use of structural Support Vector Machine (SVM)
which works based on measuring the distance between different genres in the hi-
erarchy.
Two approaches are used to measure the distance between two genre classes:
distance measures based on Path Length and distance measures based on Infor-
mation Content. While measuring the distance between two nodes in a hierarchy
using the path length approach is well-defined, the concept of information con-
tent of a genre is not straightforward. They used the distance measure based on
information content suggested by Resnik [123] which requires measuring the fre-
quency of a genre.
Wu et al. [163] proposed two ways of measuring the frequency of a genre.
The first one is measuring genre frequency based on document occurrence. In
other words, the frequency of a genre node in a hierarchy equals the number of all
documents belonging to that genre including any of its sub nodes. The second ap-
proach is measuring the genre frequency based on the genre names. This method
estimates the frequency of a genre as occurrence frequency of its name or label in
a corpus as well as the occurrence frequencies of the labels of all its sub nodes in
the hierarchy. Genre-annotated collections which are used in this experiment are
the Brown Corpus, BNC, HGC and Syracuse. Moreover, character 4-grams are
extracted as features because they out-performed any other features in the previ-
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ous studies.
Their experiment on the 15-genre Brown Corpus using the structural SVM
with path length measure achieves 55.40% which is significantly better than the
result produced by a flat SVM classifier (52.40%). While the results on the Brown
corpus were encouraging, using structural SVM for genre classification did not re-
sult in significant improvement on BNC, HGC and Syracuse corpora. Two main
reasons are specified for lack of success in this experiment. First, it seems that
if a genre hierarchy has sufficient depth (greater than 2), is visually balanced and
the number of examples at each leaf node has the same distribution, the better
results would be produced by structural SVM. Second, information content based
measures do not perform very well because, measuring genre frequency based on
genre label frequency could lead to low results as genre label frequency and class
frequency of documents are not necessarily linked.
In order to prove the first reason, Wu et al. [163] deformed the Brown genre hi-
erarchy in two ways. First, they flattened it by removing its second layer. Second,
they skewed its visual and distributional balance. These changes on the Brown
genre tree worsened the results as expected. The outcome of this study suggests
that this proposed approach leads to a better result if we have a balanced hierar-
chical genre taxonomy with sufficient depth. However, based on the web genre
taxonomies developed in the previous studies, this prerequisite seems unlikely to
be achieved on the web.
2.7.2 Multi-label Genre Classification
Most research on the web genre classification has focused on labelling each web
page with a single genre class. In other words, they considered genres as mutually
exclusive categories. However, there are web pages which belong to more than
one genre class [34,126,128,132]. It is also possible that a web page does not be-
long to any particular genre class as we observed in the experiment by Crowston
and Williams [33] described in Section 2.3.
In order to address these problems, Santini [130] has proposed a zero-to-
multi genre classification scheme. In this method, a web page can belong to zero
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or one or several genres. She implemented a classification model based on this
scheme which had two steps. The first step of this algorithm uses features based
on grammatical analysis (described in Section 2.6.1.3) to infer the text types of
the web pages by employing a modified form of Bayes’ theorem, called the odds-
likelihood or subjective Bayesian method. In the second step, a set of if-then
rules which uses information from the combination of text types produced in step
one and other features such as linguistic and HTML features, was created in or-
der to identify the genre classes of the web pages. However, she could not test
this algorithm for zero-to-multi genre classification due to the absence of a genre
benchmark with zero-to-multi genre annotation.
Inspired by Santini’s [130] proposal, Vidulin et al. [160] built the Multi-
labelled Genre corpus (MGC). This collection is the only web genre corpus which
allows multi-labelling. They built two multi-label models based on problem trans-
formation [158]. In the first model (referred to as multi-class transformation), they
transformed a multi-label model into a multi-class single-label problem by treat-
ing different labels assigned to a web page as a single label. For example, web
pages with two labels: children’s and informative transformed into web pages
with one label children’s-informative. In the second model (referred to as bi-
nary transformation), they transformed the multi-label classification problem into
several single-label binary classification problems (e.g. blog or non-blog, infor-
mative or non-informative). They reported that the first model (i.e. multi-class
transformation) correctly classified a higher number of examples than the binary
transformation. The exact match ratio for the first model was 38%, while it was
only 29% for the second model built on the MGC corpus.
Although the study by Vidulin et al. [160] is the first step towards multi-label
genre classification, it does not exactly comply with the zero-to-multi genre clas-
sification scheme proposed by Santini [130], because none of the web pages in
the MGC corpus has zero label. In other words, the ability of these classifiers to
assign no genre label to a web page could not be tested due to the lack of such data.
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2.7.3 Open-set Genre Classification
Machine learning classification models can be divided into two categories: closed-
set and open-set. In a closed-set model, an instance in a test set is classified into
one or more predefined classes. However, an open-set classification model has the
capability to detect instances which do not belong to any of the predefined classes.
In other words, a closed set classifier which distinguishes between two or more
classes assumes that it has seen all the possible classes in the training set, whereas
an open-set classifier’s assumption is that there are other classes in the test set that
we might have not encountered in the training set.
In order to apply closed-set algorithms on the real web, we need to create a
dataset which contains all the possible genre classes. However, considering the
number of genre categories listed in the web genre classification schemes (e.g.
292 genre classes presented in [32]) creating such a dataset is very expensive or
even completely impractical. In addition, the web is an evolving phenomenon
and new genres are emerging all the time. Therefore, some researchers proposed
open-set classification algorithms for AGI which do not require a complete set of
genre labels and, as a result, are more suitable for genre classification on the web.
It must be noted that open-set genre classification algorithms could be considered
a sub-set of zero-to-multi-genre classification scheme proposed by Santini [130]
(Section 2.7.2). Because the main property of these open-set classification algo-
rithms is that they are capable of rejecting to classify an instance to the predefined
categories. In other words, they can assign zero label to the instances which are
detected as outliers.
Pritsos and Stamatatos [116] investigated open-set genre classification on two
datasets: Santinis and KI04. They examined one-class SVM and random feature
sub-spacing ensemble (RFSE) algorithms as open-set classification techniques for
AGI. One-class SVM differs from binary or multi-class SVM because it learns
from only the positive examples. One-class classification or outlier-detection
techniques are used for two reasons: first, only positive examples are available
and second, having a complete set of negative classes is not feasible due to the
diversity of such classes. The second reason is the main rationale for using one-
class SVM in AGI.
In the first open-set genre classification algorithm (i.e. one-class SVM) pro-
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posed by Pritsos and Stamatatos [116], one one-class classifier is built for each
genre class available in the training corpus. Then, in the test phase, the final label
that this algorithm assigns to each test instance is the one whose classifier has the
highest positive distance from the hyperplane. In cases where all the classifiers
return a negative distance which indicates that the web-pages do not belong to any
of the predefined genre classes, the algorithm refuses to assign any pre-defined
genre label to these web pages.
The second open-set genre classification algorithm proposed by Pritsos and
Stamatatos [116] is the random feature sub-spacing ensemble (RFSE). In the first
phase of the RFSE algorithm, a centroid vector for each genre is constructed by
averaging all the feature frequency vectors of the training instances for each genre.
Then, a number of classifiers are learned based on random feature sub-spacing (
i.e. a number of random subsets of the full feature set). Each classifier uses the co-
sine distance to each centroid vector in order to predict the most likely genre. For
each test instance, a score for each genre class is computed based on the number
of times it was selected as the genre of the web page in the sub-spacing procedure.
The final label is the one which has the highest score as long as it is bigger than
a certain threshold. If the score of the final label is smaller than the threshold,
the web page is detected as an outlier or “Don’t know”. For these experiments,
Pritsos and Stamatatos [116] showed the precision values for 11 standard recall
levels with respect to different values of parameters in these algorithms. The re-
sults indicates that RFSE significantly outperforms the one-class SVM algorithm.
In another study, Stubbe et al. [152] proposed a cascading classifier which can
be used as an open-set classification algorithm. A cascading classifier is a sequen-
tial ensemble of binary classifiers ordered based on a particular selection scheme.
The first binary classifier has the advantage to classify all the test instances and
assign the final label to the web pages which it classifies as positive. Then all the
web pages classified as negative are passed to the next binary classifier. This pro-
cess continues to the last binary classifier. A test instance can remain unclassified
if it is not positively identified by any of the binary classifiers.
In Stubbe et al. [152] the binary classifiers are ordered based on their perfor-
mance in the training set. They chose two different selection scheme to order the
binary classifiers. In the first method, they used F-measure values and the genre
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class with highest F-measure in the training set is the first classifier to label the
test web pages. In the second method, they used ordering by dependencies and
recall which is a much more sophisticated approach. In this method, a prelimi-
nary sequence of classifiers is ordered by the recall value of these classifiers on
the training data set. In the second step, a dependency graph is generated using
the confusion matrices of these classifiers. Then this dependency graph is used to
rearrange the ordering of the binary classifiers.
The comparison between these two approaches (i.e. ordering by the F-measure
and ordering by recall and dependencies) in this study shows that the second ap-
proach yields better results. Stubbe et al. [152] tested this approach on the HGC
corpus and compared it with other classification algorithms such as SVM and De-
cision tree. They reported that their cascading classifier produced the best result
with an average precision of 72.2% and average recall of 54.0%.
Although the algorithms proposed by Pritsos and Stamatatos [116] and Stubbe
et al. [152] are open-set, their capability to detect outliers is not tested, because
none of these datasets have web pages with zero label and as a result, the out-
lier detection of these algorithms can not be investigated. Therefore, in order to
remedy this gap, in Chapter 6, we will test the open-set classification algorithm
proposed by Stubbe et al. [152] on a random web genre dataset which has a con-
siderable number of web pages with zero label.
2.8 Investigating the Impact of Topic and Author-
ship on Genre Classification
Genre and topic are often regarded as orthogonal and independent in the field
of text classification [48]. Documents which belong to the same genre class can
be about different topics and vise versa. As noted in section 2.6.2.3, Sharoff et
al. [139] showed that in some web genre corpora, the features learned by the
genre classifiers are mainly topical because in these collections, there is a false
correlation between the genre and topic classes. Since topic is a factor which
could influence the performance of genre classifiers, it must be considered when
we evaluate genre classification algorithms. Based on this rationale, Finn and
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Approach Features Corpus Performance
Sharoff et al. [139] POS trigrams KI-04 63.40% acc
Santini [131]
genre-specific-word , 50 most common
words, POS tags, punctuation, HTML
tags
KI-04 68.9% acc
Eissen and
Stein [104]
POS tags ,HTML tags, punctuation
marks, text statistics, hand-selected
genre words
KI-04 70.0% acc
Eissen and
Stein [148] word unigrams with feature selection KI-04
80% average
F-Measure
Kanaris and
Stamatatos [63] character n-grams of variable length KI-04 82.8% acc
Kanaris and
Stamatatos [63]
character n-grams of variable length,
HTML tags KI-04 84.1% acc
Sharoff et al. [139] character 4-grams KI-04 85.8% acc
Santini [131] syntactic patterns and functional cues SANTINIS 84.28% acc
Santini [131] POS trigrams SANTINIS 86.50% acc
Santini [131]
genre-specific-word , 50 most common
words, POS tags, punctuation, HTML
tags
SANTINIS 90.6% acc
Mason et al. [95] character n-grams SANTINIS 94.6% acc
Kanaris and
Stamatatos [63] character n-grams of variable length SANTINIS 96.2% acc
Kanaris and
Stamatatos [63]
character n-grams of variable length,
HTML tags SANTINIS 96.5% acc
Sharoff et al. [139] character 4-grams SANTINIS 97.1% acc
Kim and Ross [74] word distribution patterns SANTINIS 96% acc
Kim and Ross [74] word distribution patterns subset of KRIS I 80% acc
Stubbe and
Ringlstetter [151] hand-selected features HGC
72.2%
precision and
54.0% recall
Sharoff et al. [139] character 4-grams HGC 65.51% acc
Sharoff et al. [139] POS trigrams BNC 65.66% acc
Sharoff et al. [139] word unigrams BNC 75.03% acc
Sharoff et al. [139] character 4-grams BNC 74.54% acc
Sharoff et al. [139] POS trigrams 10-genre Brown 59.40% acc
Karlgren and
Cutting [67]
POS frequencies and text statistics (the
whole corpus was used for training and
testing)
10-genre Brown 65% acc
Sharoff et al. [139] word unigrams 10-genre Brown 64.00% acc
Sharoff et al. [139] character 4-grams 10-genre Brown 65.80% acc
Wu et al. [163] character 4-grams and structurallearning approach 10-genre Brown 68.80% acc
Table 2.4: Comparing genre classification results on the most frequently used
corpora reported in prior work(acc is abbreviation for accuracy).
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Training set Test 1 Test 2
Fact Opinion Fact Opinion Fact Opinion
Football X X Football X X Football
Politics Politics Politics X X
Finance Finance Finance X X
Table 2.5: The experimental set up of single-domain (Test 1) and domain transfer
(Test 2) for genre classification in Finn and Kushmerick [48].
Kushmerick [48] suggested the notion of domain transfer for the first time for the
evaluation of genre classifiers. The aim of domain transfer is to assess whether
genre classifiers trained on documents about one topic can successfully be applied
to documents about other topics.
To evaluate the genre classifiers with different features in terms of domain
transfer, Finn and Kushmerick [48] conducted an experiment to distinguish news-
paper articles into fact and opinion categories(i.e. objective or subjective). First,
they trained and tested on the same topic (Table 2.5 Test 1) with three different fea-
tures: word unigrams (words were stemmed and function words were removed);
part of speech tags; and text statistics which comprise features such as function
words, sentence length and number of words. In this experiment, word unigrams
performed best in all the domains. In the second experiment, they performed a
domain transfer (i.e. trained on one topic and tested on another topic which is
illustrated in Table 2.5 Test 2). The results of this experiment show a decrease
in the performance of all the features (average accuracy for word unigrams fell
from 87.2% to 67.3% , for POS tags from 84.7% to 78.5% and for text statistics
from 83.2% to 67.8% ). However, on average the performance of word unigrams
experienced the largest decrease in accuracy.
Inspired by the work of Finn and Kushmerick [48], Petrenz and Webber [112]
examined the performance of AGI systems when there is a complete shift in top-
ics. Their study was conducted on the three genre classes news reports (News),
editorials (Edit) and letters to the editor (LttE) from the New York Times Anno-
tated Corpus (NYTAC) [129], on three different topics: education (Edu), defence
(Def) and medicine (Med). In their two set of experiments, first they examined
the performance of different feature sets on a dataset where each genre class is on
a different topic (Table 2.6: training set and test set 1). The result of the first ex-
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Training set Test set1 Test set2
News Edit LttE News Edit LttE News Edit LttE
Edu X Edu X Edu X X
Def X Def X Def X X
Med X Med X Med X X
Table 2.6: The experimental set up in Petrenz and Webber [112]
Training set Test set
News Edit LttE News Edit LttE
Edu X X X Edu
Def Def X X X
Med Med X X X
Table 2.7: The correct way of domain or topic transfer experimental set up for the
study by Petrenz and Webber [112] which they did not implement.
periment confirms that binary character 4-grams and word unigrams are the best
features in AGI compared to other sets of features.
In the second part of their experiment, the genre-topic distributions of test set
completely differ from the training set (Table 2.6: training set and test set 2). It
must be noted that this experiment is not a domain transfer as proposed by Finn
and Kushmerick [48] because in the domain transfer the training data should be
all on the same topic and the test data on another topic (Table 2.7). The results of
the second experiment show that the performance of both character 4-grams and
word unigrams is significantly worse (about 50% drop) compared to the first ex-
periment, whereas this change has less impact on POS feature. The reason behind
such a dramatic drop in the genre classification accuracy based on features such
as word unigrams and character 4-grams is that the documents in different genre
classes in the training set also differ in terms of topic (e.g. genre class g1 on topic
t1 and genre class g2 on topic t2). Therefore, the model based on this training data
learns both genre revealing features and topic revealing features. However, if the
experiment was conducted based on topic transfer (Table 2.7), the decrease in the
performance of lexical features should be less dramatic because the influence of
topic is kept constant across the different genre classes in the training set.
However, topic is not the only factor that can influence the performance of
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genre classification algorithms. Other factors such as authorship can also affect
the results of genre classifiers. Features such as function words or common words
which are popular in genre classification because they are topic independent, are
also used in authorship classification (e.g. [3]) because they can capture the style
of the authors.
Petrenz [111] investigated the performance of lexical and POS-based features
when the style of writing changes. In a three tiers experiment, Petrenz [111] used
three genres: news, editorial and letters to the editors from the New York Times cor-
pus for the period between 1987 and 1998 (NYT 87-98) for training and testing
(test 1) and tested the same model on the New York Times corpus for the period
between 2003 and 2007 NYT 03-07 (test 2) and Wall Street Journal [93] corpus
(test 3) in order to compare the performance of word unigrams and POS-based
features. The results of these experiments show that word unigrams outperformed
POS-based features in all three tests with quite a big margin. Although both word
unigrams and POS-based models experienced a decrease in accuracy in test 2 and
3 compared to test 1, this drop was much larger for POS-based feature sets. Since
these three datasets have different styles of writing (NYT 87-98 and NYT 03-07
used two different versions of the New York Times manual of style), the results
show that word unigrams can cope much better with changing style. Therefore,
in contrast to the results of studies by Finn and Kushmerick [48] and Petrenz and
Webber [112] which show large decreases of accuracy of word unigrams models
when tested on a new topic, the result of the study by Petrenz [111] shows a sta-
ble performance of this feature set when it is tested on a completely new datasets
with different writing styles. On the other hand, the performance of POS-based
features dramatically decreased.
Although exploiting the natural correlation between topic and genre classes
(e.g. news articles are more likely to be about politics than science) could help
to improve the result of automatic genre classification, the studies by Petrenz and
Webber [112], Finn and Kushmerick [48] and Petrenz [111] emphasise that the
performance of genre classifiers should be evaluated in a topic and style transfer
scenario. Therefore, in order to truly evaluate the performance of a genre classi-
fication technique, we must train on a data set which all its documents are about
the same topic and written by the same person. And test on a dataset which is
on a completely different topic and written by another person (i.e. topic and style
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Figure 2.1: Topic and style transfer: Authorship and topic are kept constant across
the genre classes in the training data. The evaluation is performed on a dataset
which is on a completely different topic and written by another person.
transfer: Figure 2.1). This way, we reduce the influence of these factors on genre
classification by keeping them constant across the genre classes in the training
data and as a result it is more likely that genre classification models can capture
the genre of documents without being influenced by their topics or the style of
their authors. However, constructing such a dataset is practically very hard or
even impossible for genre classes on the web. The other more practical solution
to this problem would be to collect data from various topics and sources in order
to minimize the impact of these factors on genre classification.
2.9 Conclusions
In this chapter, we investigated the previous approaches to automatic genre identi-
fication. Various types of features such as common words [146], function words [2],
word unigrams [50], character n-grams [64,95], part-of-speech tags [46,67] , part-
of-speech trigrams [2, 131], document statistics (e.g. average sentence length, av-
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erage word length and type/token ratio) [48, 70], HTML tags (e.g. [104, 131])
have been explored in AGI. However, researchers conducted genre classification
experiments with different features on different corpora with different sets of
genre labels. As a result, it is difficult to compare them. Although Sharoff et
al. [139] examined a wide range of word-based, character-based and POS-based
features on the existing genre-annotated corpora and showed that lexical features
such as word unigrams and character 4-grams are the best performing features in
AGI, they concluded that the results cannot be trusted because of two main rea-
sons. First, some of these results are not trustworthy because of the low inter-coder
agreement of some of these collections. Second, the spurious correlation between
topic and genre classes in some of these corpora affected the results. Therefore,
the question which set of features produces the best result in automatic genre clas-
sification on the web is still an open question. Therefore, one of the aims of this
thesis is to answer this question. However, in order to fulfil this aim, we need a
web genre corpus which overcomes the shortcomings of existing genre-annotated
web corpora (e.g. having low reliability and having false correlation between topic
and genre classes). The next chapter describes designing and constructing such a
corpus.
Based on the definition of genre that we adopted in this thesis (Section 2.2),
genre classes must be socially recognizable. Therefore, people must be able to
reliably distinguish a genre class from other genre classes. This is the ratio-
nale behind the annotation study described in the next chapter. Also, based on
the lessons that we learned from studies by Petrenz and Webber [112], Finn and
Kushmerick [48] and Petrenz [111] which demonstrate the influence of topic and
authorship on genre classification (Section 2.8), we reduced the impact of these
factors on genre classification to the minimum by collecting data from a diverse
range of sources and topics. Then, in Chapter 4, we employ this corpus to com-
pare the performance of various features in AGI.
Another lesson which we learned from the literature review is that, as noted
in Section 2.7.3, multi-class closed-set classification algorithms are not adequate
for genre classification on the web, because they require a corpus which contains
all the possible genre classes on the web and constructing such a corpus is very
expensive or even completely impractical. Therefore, open-set classification al-
gorithms which are capable of refusing to classify a web page to the predefined
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categories are needed to be employed on the web. Although open-set classification
algorithms have been proposed for genre classification (e.g. [116] and [152]), they
are not tested on a data set with web pages which do not belong to any of prede-
fined genre categories. Therefore, Chapter 6 fills this research gap by constructing
such a corpus and testing an open-set classification algorithm on it.
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Corpus Construction: Designing a
Reliable Genre-annotated Corpus
3.1 Motivation
In Chapter 2, we noted the main shortcomings of the existing publicly available
genre-annotated web corpora which are:
• having low inter-coder agreement in KRYS I [16], MGC [159], I-EN-Sample
[140] and the corpus in [43] which shows that these collections are not re-
liable. Unreliability of the data significantly undermines the experimental
results and the conclusions drawn from it.
• compiled from topically similar sources which is the problem especially
in SANTINIS [131] corpus. The study by Petrenz and Webber [112] and
Sharoff et al. [139] emphasize that the impact of topic on genre classifica-
tion must be somehow eliminated or controlled. As we explained in Sec-
tion 2.8, a practical solution to this problem would be to collect data from
various topics and sources in order to minimize the impact of topic on genre
classification. This solution also controls the impact of other factors such as
the style of the authors and the design of web pages on genre classification.
• having a small number of web pages per genre category (Table 2.2). Ma-
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chine learning algorithms usually need a large amount of data in order to
capture similarities and differences between the classes.
• preserved in formats such as plain text or PDF ( I-EN-Sample [140] and
KRYS I [16] corpora) which resulted in losing HTML tags.
• annotated by experts which can mislead with regards to the general applica-
bility of the annotation scheme, especially if these are the same experts the
ones who developed the theoretical terms and concepts underlying the an-
notation scheme [124]. This was the case for example in SANTINIS, MGC
and KI-04.
These drawbacks highlight the necessity of developing a web genre-annotated
corpus which eradicates these defects. The need for such a corpus is also acknowl-
edged by other researchers in this field (e.g. [73] [122]). Therefore, we have built
Leeds Web Genre Corpus Balanced-design (LWGC-B) which fulfils the following
criteria:
• It is reliably annotated for genre as measured by chance-corrected agree-
ment, focusing on 15 genre classes that are common to the web.
• It avoids circularity (i.e. annotating the corpus using the same experts who
developed the annotation guidelines) by crowd-sourcing naive annotators
that were not involved in annotation scheme development [124].
• It is collected from a diverse range of sources and topics in order to mini-
mize the impact of factors such as topic and authorship on genre classifica-
tion.
• It has large number of web pages per genre category.
• Web pages have been saved in HTML format. Also the appearance of each
web page has been preserved by taking a screen shot of its whole content.
The latter can facilitate using visual features as well as textual and HTML
features in AGI.
The next section describes different steps of building this corpus.
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3.2 LWGC-B: A Web Genre Corpus Designed via
Focused Search
3.2.1 Genre Inventory
The quality of manual annotations depends on the use of precise and consistent
guidelines which include the definitions of the categories. Therefore, the devel-
opment of the annotation guidelines must be seen as one of the crucial tasks in
annotation projects. The vagueness and ambiguity in the annotation guidelines,
especially the definition of the categories which increases the subjectivity of the
annotation task, could be the reason for low inter-coder agreement in existing web
genre corpora. For example, annotators may have different interpretation of broad
and vague categories such as article in KI-04 [104], informative and entertainment in
MGC corpus [159] and information and reporting in I-EN-Sample [140]. Defining
broad genre categories not only could cause disagreement between annotators, but
it could also have a negative impact on automatic genre classification. Kessler et
al. [70] emphasise this point by saying that a genre should not be so broad that the
texts belonging to it do not share any distinguishing properties.
“we would probably not use the term genre to describe merely the
class of texts that have the objective of persuading someone to do
something, since that class which would include editorials, sermons,
prayers, advertisements, and so forth has no distinguishing formal
properties.” ( [70, p. 33])
We therefore chose quite specific genre names which are in common use (such
as blog) with short 1-2 sentence descriptions. With regards as to which genres to
include in our inventory, we started with the genre classification scheme used in
KI-04 corpus with eight genre classes which was developed by asking a group
of students to fill in a questionnaire about typical topics for queries and favourite
genre classes. However, some of the genre classes in this classification scheme
are very broad and vague such as article. As noted above, we need to avoid such
categories in our annotation guidelines. Therefore, we divided the category article
into more well-defined categories such as news, editorial, biography, interview, story,
personal blog and review. We also broke down the genre category help in KI04
into frequently asked questions, instruction or how-to and recipe. Moreover, we split
the genre category non-personal home pages into company/business homepage and
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educational organization homepage. Since we are interested in textual properties of
genres, we excluded download and link collection genre classes which do not contain
much text. Therefore, we concentrated on 15 genre classes, which of course is not
exhaustive. We explore coverage of our scheme on the web in Chapter 6.
Table 3.1 shows the set of 15 genre labels and their definitions, while Ta-
ble 3.2 shows how these 15 selected genre classes correspond to those used in
other genre-annotated corpora. However, since different genre-annotated corpora
used different genre classes with different level of granularity, any one-to-one
comparison between our genre labels and their genre classes can only be approxi-
mate. For example, the genre label journalistic in MGC can include several genres
in our corpus such as news, editorial, interviews and reviews. Another example is the
periodicals (newspaper, magazine) category from the KRYS I corpus which is very
broad and can include many genre classes such as recipe, interview and reviews.
3.2.2 Corpus Compilation
The next step after defining the categories is corpus compilation. Web corpora are
categorized into two subtypes, i.e. designed and random, which are different in
terms of how they are collected [71]. The content of a designed corpus is selected
based on its design specification whereas there is much less control on the content
of a corpus constructed by random selection. HGC [151] and UKWac [9] are ex-
amples of designed and random corpora respectively. we use a designed corpus as
the first step for testing our annotation scheme and crowd-sourcing effort, for two
reasons. First, we can provide a corpus with a large number of web pages for each
category via this method. While collecting random web pages is fast and cheap,
there is no guarantee that it fulfils this criterion. Second, random web pages could
be noisy whereas manually collected clear and prototypical examples provide a
good test bed for our annotation scheme for naive annotators in the first instance.
It is also possible that these clear examples are better for training machine learn-
ers. The use of a designed corpus was also suggested by Rehm et al. [122] as an
initial step when building a reference corpus of web genres. Unfortunately, their
proposal stayed just that, a proposal and the authors did not actually follow up
with their own web genre corpus following these guidelines.
On the flip side, a designed corpus where we look for pages of specified gen-
res will not give us an accurate representation of the genre distribution on the
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Genre Definition
Personal Homepage (php): created by an individual to contain
content of a personal nature rather
than on behalf of a company,
organization or institution.
Company/ Business the main web page of a company or an
homepage (com): enterprise website which promote a product
or a service. These web pages often contain a
description of the purpose or objectives of
the company.
Educational Organization the main web page of an educational institution
Homepage (edu): website. Examples are universities and schools
home pages.
Personal blog /Diary (blog): where people write about their day-to-day
experiences (please only choose this
option if the blog is personal and it is
about personal experiences)
Online shops (shop): Web pages created with intention to sell
Instruction/ How to (instruction): contains instructions and teaches you how
to do something ( not recipes)
Recipe: a set of instructions that describe how to
prepare or make food
News Article (news): a report of recent events
Editorial: an opinion piece written by the editorial staff
or publisher of a newspaper or magazine
Conversational Forum (forum): where people have a conversation about a
certain topic
Biography (bio): a detailed description of someone’s life
Frequently Asked listed questions commonly asked about
Questions (faq): a particular topic
Review: an evaluation of a publication, a product
or a service, such as a movie,a video game,
a musical composition or a book
Interview a conversation in which one or more persons
question another person
Story a narrative, either true or fictitious,
with the aim to entertain the reader
Table 3.1: Definition of Genre labels. To save space, we use the abbreviation of
genre labels which are specified in front of the genre names.
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Genre KRYS I MGC HGC KI-04 SANTINIS Syracuse
php X X X X X
com X X
edu X
blog X X X X
shop X X X X X
instruction X X
recipe X
news X X X
editorial X X
forum X X X X X
bio X X X
faq X X X X X
review X X X
interview X X X
story X X X X
Table 3.2: This table illustrates which genre classes in LWGC-B are also included
in previous genre-annotated corpora.
web nor an idea of the coverage of our annotation scheme. Annotation results on
clear and prototypical web pages are also likely to overestimate inter-annotator
agreement [140]. In other words, reaching a high inter-coder agreement for genre
annotation could be more difficult on random web pages. We will investigate both
issues in Chapter 6 where we collate and annotate a smaller, random corpus, the
LWGC-R.
In order to obtain the wished-for balanced collection, we hand-selected web
pages mainly from existing web directories, particularly the Yahoo Directory1
and Open Directory Project2 websites. We selected 3964 web pages from a di-
verse range of sources to avoid creating false correlation between topic and genre
labels. We will discuss the source and topic diversity of the corpus further in Sec-
tion 3.4. Since most researchers in AGI have used individual web pages as the
unit for genre classification as noted in Section 2.5, we have also chosen to take
individual web page as the unit of process in this thesis.
In the next phase, we used a tool namely KrdWrd [147] to download the web
pages in HTML format. However, only saving a web page in HTML format does
not guarantee to preserve the appearance of a web page. To achieve this aim, we
could, for each web page, save all its graphics and style files, or take a screen
shot of its whole content. We chose the second option and used KrdWrd [147] to
1http://dir.yahoo.com/
2http://www.dmoz.org/
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preserve each web page as an image.
3.2.3 Annotation Procedure
After the compilation of the web pages, the corpus needs to be annotated with
the set of chosen genre labels which can be a very time consuming and expensive
task. However, in recent years, the advent of crowd-sourcing (e.g. via Amazon
Mechanical Turk3) has facilitated annotation tasks and this phase can be done
cheaper and faster than ever before. Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) has been
used for a variety of labelling and annotation tasks e.g. word sense disambigua-
tion, word similarity, text alignment, temporal ordering [144]; machine transla-
tion [23]; building question answering dataset [62]. It has also been used for
genre annotation by [43] but without reliable results (see Section2.5). In addition
to saving expense and time, using naive annotators that are independent of the
annotation scheme developers ensures easy re-use of the annotation scheme by
different annotation teams and avoids circularity in annotation [124].
3.2.3.1 Amazon’s Mechanical Turk
The Mechanical Turk web site provides a service which enables requesters such as
researchers or companies to create and publish jobs also known as Human Intelli-
gence Tasks (HITs). These HITs can be carried out by untrained MTurk workers
(turkers) all around the world for a small amount of money. The main advantages
of Mturk are low cost and efficiency in terms of the speed of task completion as
well as its infrastructure, which allows the requesters to develop their HITs using
standard HTML and Javascript.
With turkers, quality control is crucial in order to detect poor quality or ran-
domly selected answers. Moreover, Mturk HITs like any other web-based inter-
face are vulnerable to automated scripts also known as bots which are used by
some turkers in order to maximize their income [96]. To improve our resulting
annotation, we used two types of qualification criteria added to our HIT design, as
provided by MTurk. The first type is known as “system qualifications”, and is in-
dependent of the specific task one creates. They include HIT submission rate (the
percentage of submitted HITs by the turker), HIT approval rate (ratio of accepted
3https://www.mturk.com/mturk/welcome
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HITs compared to the total number of HITs submitted by the turker), HIT rejec-
tion rate (ratio of rejected HITs compared to the total number of HITs submitted
by the turker) and location (the worker’s country of residence).
The second type of quality control measures is task-specific. It includes the
possibility of a pre-task qualification test designed by the requesters. Up to five
qualification criteria can be assigned to a HIT by the requester and only turkers
who pass these qualification measures are permitted to complete the HITs. With
regards to after-task quality control, Mturk enables the requesters to download and
(automatically or manually) review the submitted works, then reject poor quality
data and only pay for the HITs which they approve. In the next section which
describes our HIT design, we use both system qualifications and task-specific pre-
and after-task quality controls in order to ensure the quality of the annotations.
3.2.3.2 HIT Design and Quality Control
This section describes the details of HIT design and quality control measures
which were developed to ensure obtaining good quality data.
HIT Design. Turkers were presented with a list of our 15 genre categories (see
Table 3.1) as well as very short guidelines that allowed them to view category
definitions (again as in Table 3.1) as well as example pages for the categories.
As our genre inventory is not exhaustive, annotators were also allowed to choose
the option other for web pages that do not fit any of the 15 classes. In order
to keep the annotation task simple, we decided to choose the single-labelling
method, i.e. each web page could only receive a single genre label, despite the
fact that there are some web pages that might belong to more than one genre
class [34] [70] [130]. Annotators needed to click on a link to open the cached web
page that needs annotation in a separate window. Figure 3.1. shows a screenshot
of the annotation task.
In our case, we include 10 web pages to be annotated in a single HIT, both as
this is more time and cost-effective, and because we are going to use this feature
in quality control as described below.
Quality Control. With regard to system qualifications, we restricted the range
of workers who can complete our task. We only allowed workers who had com-
pleted at least fifty previously accepted HITs and have an approval rate higher
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Figure 3.1: Screen-shot of our genre annotation task on the Mturk website
than 95%, thus reasonably experienced and diligent workers.
As a task specific pre-task qualification test, we let turkers read the defini-
tions and examples of genre classes and then complete a trial HIT of ten genre
annotations on pages that we deemed highly prototypical and therefore should be
annotated without much scope for error. Only turkers which completed this qual-
ification test with the score of equal or higher than 80% were allowed to take part.
This was supposed to weed out bots and random clickers.
To allow after-task quality control without excessive manual work and with-
out introducing substantial expert bias, we used one of the ten web pages to be
annotated per HIT as a “trap” question. A set of twenty web pages from different
genre classes in our dataset which the author of this thesis judged as unambiguous
and clear example of one of our predefined genre categories, were selected as gold
standard and used as trap questions. We performed semi-automated monitoring
of the annotations by checking the answers to the trap questions and rejected the
work from workers who gave wrong answers to the trap questions more than 80%
of the time.
Because adding more annotators can help to reduce annotation bias, it is en-
couraged in human annotation projects to have as many annotators as possible [11].
We chose to have five annotations per web page because Snow et al. [144] com-
pared the quality of annotation done by experts and Mturk workers and concluded
that an average of 4 non-expert workers in Mturk often provides expert-level label
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quality.
3.2.4 Inter-coder Agreement Measures
In Natural Language Processing and machine learning, a reliably annotated dataset
plays a crucial role. Reliability of annotated data is an essential factor for relia-
bility of the research result. In other words, the results of research based on un-
reliable annotation can be considered as untrustworthy, doubtful and even mean-
ingless. In order to be able to measure the reliability of annotation, different an-
notators judge the same data and the inter-coder agreement is calculated for their
judgements. The most commonly used inter-coder agreement measure which em-
ployed to measure the extent of consensus in judgements among annotators are:
percentage agreement, S [12], Scott’s pi [135], Cohen’s κ [27] and Krippendorff’s
α [81] (see [4] for a comprehensive survey on inter-coder agreement measures).
Percentage or observed agreement which is the most commonly used measure
of agreement among coders can be computed by measuring pairwise agreement
based on Fleiss [49] definition. If we define nik as the number of times an instance
i is annotated as category k, then the sum of
(nik
2
)
for all categories is all the pair
agreement for item i. Then if we divide this value by all the pairwise combination
of all coders
(c
2
)
, the final value is the amount of agreement for instance i.
agri =
1(c
2
)∑
k
(
nik
2
)
=
1
c(c−1)∑k
nik(nik−1) (3.1)
Then the mean of agri for all items i is the overall observed agreement ( note
that i denotes the total number of items).
Ao =
1
i ∑i
agri (3.2)
Although the computation of observed agreement is not complicated, this
measure cannot be trusted because it does not take into account the agreement
which is expected to happen by chance and as a result it can overestimate the
true agreement. Therefore, in order to overcome the shortcoming of percentage
agreement, other inter-coder agreement measures such as Scott’s pi or Cohen’s κ
which correct for chance agreement must be computed. Originally these coef-
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ficients were proposed for calculating inter-coder agreement between two anno-
tators. Then Fleiss [49] proposed a generalization for Scott’s pi and Davies and
Fleiss [35] gave generalization for Cohen’s κ .
In order to calculate pi and κ , first we need to compute expected agreement
(Ae). For calculating expected agreement for pi we only take into account the
combined judgements of all coders and not the number of items assigned to each
category by each individual coder. Therefore, if we define nk as the number of
times an instance has been assigned to category k regardless of who assigned it,
the probability that an arbitrary coder assign an item to category k (Equation 3.3)
is the overall proportion of items assigned to this category (nk) divided by the
overall number of assignments (number of instances i multiplied by the number
of coders c).
P(k) =
1
ic
nk (3.3)
Because we assumed the independence of coders, the probability that any two
coders assign an instance to the same category is the joint probability of each
coder making this assignment alone. Therefore, we can compute the expected
agreement(Apie ) as the sum of this joint probability over all the categories.
Apie = ∑
k∈K
(P(k))2 =
1
(ic)2 ∑k∈K
n2k (3.4)
Unlike pi , for calculating expected agreement for κ , we take into account the
number of times coder c assigns an item to category k which is denoted by nck.
Therefore, the probability that an arbitrary coder c assign an item to category k is:
P(k|c) = 1
i
nck (3.5)
Since all coders annotate all instances, we need to calculate the mean of the
joint probability over all pairwise combination of coders. Thus the expected agree-
ment for κ is defined as follows:
Aκe = ∑
k∈K
1(c
2
) c−1∑
m=1
c
∑
n=m+1
P(k|cm)P(k|cn) (3.6)
Then the coefficients pi and κ can be computed using the following formula:
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pi,κ =
Ao−Ae
1−Ae (3.7)
Although these two measures are very similar and often have very close val-
ues, there is one difference between them. For calculating expected agreement for
pi we only take into account the combined judgements of all coders and not the
number of items assigned to each category by each individual coder. Unlike pi , for
calculating expected agreement for κ , we take into account the number of times
each coder assigns an item to a category.
Since in MTurk the annotations have been done by various workers, κ is not
a good measure as it takes into account the proportion of items assigned by each
annotator to each category. Therefore, like other annotation studies using crowd-
sourcing ( [107], [99], [13]) we calculated the generalization of pi also known
as Fleiss’s kappa [35] for the annotation. The next section presents the result of
inter-coder agreement results.
3.2.5 Results of Annotation Study
The annotation task was completed within seven days with the total cost of $820.
Overall 42 annotators participated in annotating the corpus in MTurk. The annota-
tion study shows high agreement in the annotation results.The percentage agree-
ment is 88.2% and pi is 0.874. Based on the interpretation of the inter-coder
agreement value by Landis and Koch [83] (Table 3.3), the pi value for our anno-
tation task shows perfect agreement between the annotators and therefore we can
consider the annotation reliable.
We also computed pi for each single category in order to identify the most and
the least agreed on categories. Single category pi measures the agreement for one
target category and treats all other categories as one non-target category and mea-
sures agreement between the two resulting categories. Table 3.4 shows the results
of inter-coder agreement measures for individual genre classes. Results show that
recipe was the easiest category for the annotators whereas company/ business home
pages caused the most disagreement between the annotators. However, pi val-
ues for the individual categories illustrate substantial agreement among the coders
and, as a result, annotations for all the genre classes are highly reliable. Overall
we show that genre identification for the listed genre classes can be reliably anno-
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generalization of pi proposed
by Fleiss [49]
Level of agreement
< 0 Poor
0.0 − 0.2 Slight
0.2 − 0.4 Fair
0.4 − 0.6 Moderate
0.6 − 0.8 Substantial
0.8 − 1.0 Perfect
Table 3.3: Landis and Koch interpretations [83] of generalization of pi proposed
by Fleiss [49]
tated and therefore is a well-defined task for automatic classification.
.
3.2.6 LWGC-B Gold Standard Corpus
The next phase of building a reliable genre annotated dataset for developing su-
pervised machine learning classifiers is to convert the annotated dataset into a gold
standard. There are a number of different methods to derive a gold standard from
an annotated dataset [11]. For instance, the annotators can discuss together [89]
to reach an agreement on the disagreed items or if more than two annotators are
employed in the annotation task, a majority vote approach [161] can be employed
on the disagreed items. Also, a domain expert can be used to decide the final label
for the disagreed instances [54,145] or simply the instances which cause disagree-
ment can be excluded from the dataset [11].
Since, we employed MTurk for annotation, reaching agreement through dis-
cussion between annotators is not possible. Therefore, as we have five annotations
per web page, the majority vote strategy was employed to assign the final label to
the disagreed web pages. There are seven possible types of inter-annotator agree-
ment when there are five annotators (Table 3.5).
In order to analyse how often the annotators agreed with each other, we cal-
culated the percentage of each type of inter-annotator agreement (Table 3.6). For
more than 74% of the web pages all the five annotators agreed and for 95% of
the data at least four annotators agreed which indicates high level of agreement
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Genre Labels Percentage pi
agreement
Personal homepage 0.979 0.858
Company/ Business homepage 0.962 0.713
Educational organization homepage 0.993 0.953
Personal blog /Diary 0.977 0.812
Online shops 0.976 0.830
Instruction/ How to 0.985 0.871
Recipe 0.995 0.971
News article 0.970 0.801
Editorial 0.981 0.877
Conversational forum 0.994 0.951
Biography 0.988 0.905
Frequently asked questions 0.992 0.915
Review 0.984 0.880
Story 0.996 0.953
Interview 0.992 0.905
Table 3.4: Inter-coder agreements for individual categories in LWGC-B show
substantial agreement among the coders. Therefore annotations for all the genre
classes are highly reliable.
between the coders. Low percentage of the other five types of inter-coder agree-
ment confirms the high value of pi for the annotation task. Since we did not have
majority vote for eight web pages, the final label for these instances were assigned
by the author of this thesis.
Disagreements in cases where only three annotators agreed with each other
while the other two disagreed with the majority but agreed with each other, are
mainly caused by confusion between news and editorial and between shop and com-
pany home page. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 are examples of web pages which caused such
disagreement. The web page in Figure 3.2 shows a news article which to some
extent is argumentative. Two out of five annotators chose editorial label whereas
the other three annotators chose the category news for this web page. Also, Fig-
ure 3.3 shows a web page which two out of five annotators categorized it as a shop
whereas the other three annotators labelled it as a company homepage. This kind
of disagreement is caused by two kinds of web pages: web pages that can belong
to more than one genre category and border-line web pages which are ambiguous.
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Figure 3.2: An example of web pages which cause confusion between the cat-
egories news and editorial. URL: http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/ 2010/nov/01/warnings-abound-in-
enforcing-immigration-job-rules/
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Figure 3.3: An example of web pages which cause confusion between the cate-
gories company home page and shop. URL: http://www.autopartmods.com
Types of inter-annotator agreement Represented as
all agreed on a choice of category 5,0
four annotators agreed and the fifth disagreed 4,1
only three annotators agreed with each other 3,1,1
while the other two disagreed with the
majority as well as each other
only three annotators agreed with each other 3,2
while the other two disagreed with the
majority but agreed with each other
only two annotators agreed with each other 2,1,1,1
two annotators chose the same category and the 2,2,1
other two annotators also chose the same category
but different from the first two annotators
all five annotations differed 1,1,1,1,1,1
Table 3.5: All possible combinations of five annotations
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Types of inter-coder # of web pages % of web pages
agreement
5,0 2945 74.29%
4,1 791 19.95%
3,1,1 104 2.62%
3,2 116 2.92%
2,1,1,1 4 0.10%
2,2,1 4 0.10%
1,1,1,1,1 0 0%
Table 3.6: Distribution of different types of inter-annotator agreement for LWGC-
B corpus
Number of genres 15
Number of web pages 3964
Number of web pages for the smallest category 184
Number of web pages for the largest category 332
Median number of web pages for the categories 266
Number of tokens 7,205,820
Number of types 130,254
Number of sentences 329,861
Table 3.7: The corpus statistics for LWGC-B
3.3 LWGC-B Corpus Statistics
In order to provide further insight into the constructed corpus, we computed some
corpus statistics such as number of tokens, number of types and number of sen-
tences. Table 3.7 gives an overview of the corpus statistics. The corpus consists
of 3964 web pages, distributed across 15 genres. 4 It contains more than 7 million
words which makes it approximately seven times bigger than the Brown corpus in
terms of the number of tokens.
We also calculated these statistics for each genre category which are presented
in Table 3.8. A number of interesting observations can be made from the individ-
ual categories’ text statistics. First, the number of sentences in the home pages
is much lower than for other genre categories in this corpus. On the other hand,
personal blogs and interviews seem to contain the highest number of sentences. A
4Although individual annotators used the label other, it was never the majority annotation due
to the focused search collection.
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Number of
Genre sentences tokens types types/token ratio
max min med max min med max min med max min med
php 326 0 11 4,165 21 241 1,232 17 142 1 0.22 0.57
com 195 0 11 4,906 32 330 1390 29 172 0.90 0.22 0.53
edu 179 0 10 5,501 12 396 1960 11 209 0.93 0.13 0.54
blog 1,041 14 139 19,488 214 2,905 2926 141 882 0.69 0.09 0.30
shop 600 0 33 25,651 71 1337 7,459 45 456 0.69 0.05 0.33
instruction 595 11 99 12,767 199 1,219 1,988 102 447 0.57 0.14 0.36
recipe 584 2 20 11,445 123 428 2,218 68 221 0.74 0.15 0.50
news 702 7 41 16,642 271 1312 3,052 140 603 0.64 0.15 0.45
editorial 511 9 45 10,537 311 1367 2,309 187 661 0.63 0.19 0.47
forum 619 2 60 13,010 269 1454 1,932 144 473 0.60 0.12 0.32
bio 2,465 4 67 23,838 198 1616 4,603 103 625 0.67 0.15 0.39
faq 613 5 54 14,312 119 971 2,220 68 355 0.73 0.13 0.36
review 1,107 12 96 19,261 174 2,094 2,979 118 634 0.73 0.15 0.31
story 1,012 10 98 10,521 239 1777 2,043 98 586 0.56 0.16 0.33
interview 1,243 29 150 19,687 380 2,487 3,601 153 733 0.50 0.13 0.30
Table 3.8: Corpus text statistics for individual categories in LWGC-B corpus.
Max, min and med are abbreviations of minimum, maximum and median respec-
tively.
closer look at the corpus statistics also reveals that home pages tend to have high
type/token ratio compared to other categories. Based on these observations, it
seems that automatic genre classification algorithms could benefit from the dis-
criminative power of these statistics as features.
3.4 Investigating Topic and Source Diversity
Collecting data for a genre category from topically similar sources was one of the
drawbacks of some of the existing genre-annotated corpora which we mentioned
in Section 3.1. In the construction of LWGC-B corpus, we therefore tried to com-
pile web pages from a diverse range of sources. We calculated source-diversity
statistics for each genre in Table 3.9. We can see that our focused search avoided
collecting too many web pages from single sites with most genre categories having
a median of one web page collected per site. This is positive as it avoids associ-
ating genres with specific websites and layouts which are subject to fast change
(although, of course, genres also change over time). However, note that there are
still some web sites that might be over-represented such as the maximum of 23
pages from a single shopping web site.
However, even different sources could be on the same topic so we conducted
an additional investigation into the topic diversity of LWGC-B corpus by extract-
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Number of Number of pages
Genre from the same website
web pages websites max min med
php 304 288 9 1 1
com 264 264 1 1 1
edu 299 299 1 1 1
blog 244 215 9 1 1
shop 292 209 23 1 1
instruction 231 142 15 1 1
recipe 332 116 8 1 1
news 330 127 12 1 1
editorial 310 69 11 1 3
forum 280 106 11 1 1
bio 242 190 15 1 1
faq 201 140 8 1 1
review 266 179 15 1 1
story 184 24 38 1 7
interview 185 154 11 1 1
Table 3.9: Statistics for individual categories which illustrate source diversity of
LWGC-B corpus. Max, min and med are abbreviations of minimum, maximum
and median respectively.
ing and comparing keywords of web pages in each genre category. The underlying
assumption of this approach is that if web pages in a genre category of a corpus
have topically similar keywords, that corpus is not topically diverse. For key-
word extraction, we used log-likelihood statistic [42]. We want to extract words
of a web page which have a significantly higher frequency compared to their fre-
quency in the whole corpus. The keyword extraction procedure [121] for each
web page consists of the following steps:
1. We produced a word frequency list for each web page as well as the whole
corpus.
2. For each word in the word frequency list for each web page, we calculated
the log-likelihood statistic by constructing the contingency table shown in
Table 3.10 where a and b are the frequency of the word in the web page and
the whole corpus respectively; c corresponds to the number of the words in
the web page and d is the number of the words in the whole corpus. We can
compute the log-likelihood value based on this formula:
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The web page Whole Corpus
Freq of word a b
Freq of other words c-a d-b
Table 3.10: Contingency table for calculating log-likelihood. a and b are the
frequency of the word in the web page and the whole corpus respectively. c cor-
responds to the number of words in the web page and d is the number of words in
the whole corpus.
LL = 2((a log(
a
E1
))+(b log(
b
E2
))) (3.8)
where E1 = c (a+b)(c+d) and E2 = d
(a+b)
(c+d) .
3. Then we sort the word frequency list of each web page according to their
LL values. The word with the biggest LL value in a web page has the
most significant relative frequency difference between that web page and
the whole corpus or to put it differently, the words with high LL value in a
web page are its keywords.
We only considered keywords which are significant at the level of p < 0.0001
and also we removed some common words such as pronouns and determiners.
Next, we needed to generalise from individual web pages to genre classes and
counted the number of web pages in each genre class that a keyword appears in.
Table 3.11 shows the keywords which appear in the highest number of web pages
in each genre category of LWGC-B corpus. Each number shows the number of
documents that the corresponding word has been selected as a keyword for.
A qualitative analysis of the results presented in Table 3.11 shows that there
are very few topic-specific words in the table and that the majority of the words
are genre-specific. For example, frequently asked questions are not distinguished by
keywords that indicate FAQs on a specific topic but instead by general question
words (such as how or what) and parts of the genre name itself. An exception is the
keyword program which might indicate several FAQs on programming languages.
Similarly, blogs and forums are not distinguished by specific topics but by, for ex-
ample, posting dates for blogs, and forum-specific words such as member, join,
thread. An exception is the genre category recipe where an unavoidable correla-
tion to the topic food holds but even there our corpus did not contain only recipes
of a specific type say, such as mostly vegetable recipes, as indicated by prevalence
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of flexible widely used ingredients with the possible exception of chicken. Some
potentially topic-dependent keywords such as cars, autos for editorials turned out
not to be because of the corpus containing many editorials about cars but because
of frequent advertising links in the boiler plate. In addition, it is also important to
note that some topic-like keywords probably mirror the actual state of web genres
currently, for example the fact that many personal home pages are of scientists.
Although to a certain degree subjective, we indicated potentially spurious “topic
invasion” in our corpus with italics in the Table.
In order to compare our corpus with the existing web genre corpora in terms of
topic diversity, we also extracted keywords from comparable genre classes in these
corpora. Table 3.12 depicts some of the results. The qualitative analysis of the
results show that the faq category in SANTINIS [131] is the least topically diverse
category. Almost all the web pages in this genre class are about hurricane and
tax. Also, results in Table 3.12 show that although keywords from categories such
as blog and forum are mainly genre-specific, personal home pages in KI-04 [104]
and SANTINIS seem to be mainly about Artificial Intelligence researchers and
mathematicians respectively.
3.5 Conclusion
The interest in the web and its genres [103] resulted in a proliferation of genre-
annotated web corpora, each of which was built according to its specific princi-
ples, using its own classification scheme and annotation guidelines. Problemati-
cally, these also tend to be unreliably annotated or the annotation reliability was
just not tested. Therefore, [122] already call for a reliably annotated web genre
corpus, but do not present a follow-up actual corpus. This chapter takes steps to
remedy this research gap. Moreover, as noted in Section 2.5, other shortcomings
of these corpora include provision of few pages for many genre classes as well as
the occasional lack in source and topic diversity and appropriate storage formats.
In this chapter, we tackle these problems by using crowd-sourcing for genre
annotation, leading to the Leeds Web Genre Corpus Balanced-design (LWGC-B)
which is the first reliably annotated web genre corpus. We suggest that crowd-
sourcing is the appropriate method to remedy the most important problem of the
lack of reliable annotation, arguing that this allows speedy, accurate and inexpen-
sive genre annotation that detaches the annotation proper from the potential bias
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faq (201) blog (244) com (264) editorial (310) edu (299)
58 can 70 posted 54 company 93 opinion 130 school
51 questions 50 january 48 services 69 news 124 students
46 information 47 comments 33 products 59 editorial 99 university
45 do 46 blog 25 service 50 blogs 71 campus
44 are 43 was 23 ltd 44 state 69 research
33 does 34 december 20 systems 41 columns 66 student
32 how 31 labels 20 corporation 39 autos 43 programs
29 frequently 31 day 19 clients 38 editorials 43 college
28 services 28 but 18 solutions 33 obituaries 43 academic
26 is 27 august 16 website 31 local 40 undergraduate
26 if 25 share 16 management 31 business 40 events
25 may 25 had 16 contact 29 columnists 37 faculty
24 what 24 july 16 construction 29 city 35 international
23 was 24 christmas 15 design 29 cars 35 graduate
22 will 23 twitter 15 business 29 ads 35 alumni
22 program 23 just 13 provide 28 jobs 33 admissions
22 available 23 april 13 group 27 reprints 32 high
21 top 23 am 13 corporate 27 government 31 learning
21 site 23 about 12 support 26 obama 31 information
20 page 22 october 12 industry 26 editor 31 education
bio(242) forum (280) instruction (231) interview (185) news (330)
62 biography 201 posts 102 how 81 do 135 news
39 became 164 forum 46 step 77 was 104 said
27 had 143 join 43 or 74 did 30 police
26 music 137 thread 43 if 57 what 30 latest
25 later 135 date 41 do 41 think 29 photos
24 will 105 location 37 will 38 were 28 headlines
24 father 102 member 35 make 35 they 26 tuesday
24 as 93 pm 29 use 35 me 26 government
23 have 92 reply 28 was 34 people 25 sport
23 died 82 quote 26 can 34 had 25 minister
21 published 68 am 25 tips 32 because 25 health
21 born 67 post 24 are 30 really 25 blogs
20 married 66 profile 23 get 29 interview 24 sports
20 life 60 view 21 yourself 28 music 23 watch
20 film 60 forums 20 paper 28 lot 23 sun
20 during 57 re 20 job 27 like 23 national
20 award 53 thanks 19 water 26 there 23 former
20 album 46 replies 19 need 26 know 22 search
19 children 43 hi 19 instructions 24 would 22 president
18 were 38 linkback 19 be 23 just 22 lifestyle
php (304) recipe (332) review (266) shop (292) story (184)
38 research 145 recipes 126 review 89 price 72 said
30 university 139 recipe 91 reviews 79 accessories 37 then
23 website 90 cup 39 product 65 shop 34 could
18 cv 75 sauce 38 very 65 shipping 33 old
16 site 69 cooking 37 rating 64 product 33 little
16 guestbook 67 garlic 35 recommend 61 free 31 shall
14 welcome 64 butter 34 service 57 more 31 came
14 page 63 pepper 33 comment 54 items 30 eyes
12 economics 62 sugar 31 overall 49 amazon 29 door
12 blog 60 the 27 helpful 47 reviews 28 words
11 teaching 60 ingredients 27 book 47 clothing 28 king
11 publications 60 cheese 26 great 46 delivery 27 thought
11 professor 58 add 25 excellent 46 buy 25 stood
11 pdf 56 teaspoon 25 but 45 customer 25 went
10 social 56 cook 24 video 43 gift 25 replied
10 engineering 55 onion 24 useful 42 products 25 man
9 web 55 chicken 24 reviewer 41 see 25 looked
9 projects 54 minutes 24 good 41 basket 24 cried
9 personal 53 chopped 23 out 40 store 24 woman
Table 3.11: Keywords from genre categories in LWGC-B
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SANTINIS [131]
faq (200) php (200) blog (200) shop (200)
110 hurricane 26 math 40 but 32 click
109 noaa 16 page 39 march 29 dvd
107 center 16 mathematics 30 just 28 price
84 aoml 15 university 29 posted 26 more
65 tropical 13 unl 28 had 25 basket
57 tax 12 lincoln 28 comments 22 uk
48 publication 12 guestbook 28 blog 22 info
47 faq 12 dk 27 like 21 delivery
46 form 11 research 25 am 21 add
42 pdf 11 mathematical 24 get 17 order
41 references 10 teaching 22 february 17 here
40 cyclones 10 bradley 20 know 17 details
37 income 9 theory 20 got 16 save
36 topic 9 office 20 going 15 summer
33 file 9 nebraska 19 really 15 offers
32 back 9 homepage 18 trackback 14 games
31 return 8 thesis 18 think 14 free
31 if 8 edu 18 there 14 flowers
26 storm 8 department 18 as 14 catalogue
25 weather 7 mit 17 very 13 product
KI-04 [104]
php (126) help (139) shop (167) forum (127)
19 intelligence 52 do 42 store 41 post
18 computer 47 how 30 price 41 pm
17 research 40 what 23 cart 39 forum
15 artificial 37 can 22 shop 39 am
11 proceedings 36 faq 19 books 37 posts
11 conference 33 if 17 shipping 37 message
10 systems 26 there 17 gifts 30 reply
10 science 24 search 16 gift 24 thread
10 reasoning 24 com 16 buy 23 topic
10 homepage 23 be 15 products 23 forums
9 professor 23 web 15 click 22 posted
8 computational 22 site 14 more 20 view
7 member 22 help 14 book 20 quote
7 engineering 22 file 13 music 20 new
7 dr 21 will 12 sellers 19 re
7 ai 20 why 12 here 18 to
7 aaai 20 this 11 valentine 18 send
6 simulation 20 server 11 top 18 profile
6 publications 18 use 11 sale 17 last
6 language 18 http 11 now 17 edit
MGC (Multi-labelled Genre Collection) [159]
blog (77) forum (82) faq (70) fiction (67)
30 posted 29 posts 34 can 36 had
22 pm 20 reply 31 if 35 said
20 blog 20 message 28 was 24 back
18 comments 19 quote 28 what 23 up
15 am 18 thread 24 how 22 looked
13 blogs 18 pm 24 do 19 eyes
11 but 17 am 24 faq 18 down
10 weblog 16 profile 23 are 18 could
10 people 16 post 19 http 18 would
10 comment 15 send 17 version 17 then
9 trackback 12 private 17 use 17 out
9 like 12 posted 17 q 17 into
9 here 11 view 16 html 16 door
9 april 11 topic 16 file 16 but
8 your 11 offline 15 be 15 which
8 think 11 list 15 using 15 room
8 site 11 forum 15 user 15 man
8 october 11 buddy 14 does 15 just
8 march 10 mode 14 com 15 head
7 will 10 may 14 web 14 felt
Table 3.12: keywords from some of the genre categories of the existing web genre
corpora
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of the expert team who developed the guidelines [124].
We developed precise and consistent annotation guidelines which consist of
well-defined and well-recognized categories. The result of inter-coder agreement
shows that the corpus has been annotated reliably. We also investigated the diver-
sity of the topics per genre category by extracting the keywords. The qualitative
analysis of the keywords confirms that our corpus is topically diverse.
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Supervised Models for Genre
Classification
4.1 Introduction
This chapter investigates the performance of various features in supervised genre
classification. Researchers conducted genre classification experiments with dif-
ferent features on different corpora with different sets of genre labels. As a result,
it is difficult to compare them. Although Sharoff et al. [139] examined a wide
range of features on most of the existing genre-annotated corpora, they concluded
that the results cannot be trusted because of two main reasons. First, the spu-
rious correlation between topic and genre classes in some of these corpora was
one of the reasons for some of the very impressive results reported in Sharoff et
al. [139]. These good results were achieved by detecting topics and not genres
of individual texts. Second, some of these results are not trustworthy because of
the low inter-coder agreement of some of these collections. As explained in the
previous chapter, inter-coder agreement is a measure of annotation reliability and
any results based on unreliable data could be misleading. Therefore, the question
which set of features produces the best result in automatic genre classification on
the web is still an open question.
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The reliability as well as topic and source diversity of the corpus we con-
structed in the previous chapter allow us to surmount the shortcomings of existing
web genre corpora and to investigate the answer to this open question. Therefore,
in this chapter, we compare the performance of a wide range of features in au-
tomatic genre classification on the web by reimplementing some of the previous
approaches to genre classification by researchers in this field. We also explore the
discriminative power of new features which have not been used before in genre
classification. Moreover, we examine the effect of feature combination as well as
feature selection on the accuracy of the genre classifiers. We also for the first time
in genre classification, compare the performance of AGI systems on both the orig-
inal text and the main text of the web pages. The next section explains different
steps of the experimental setup.
4.2 Experimental Setup
For all the experiments we use the Leeds Web Genre Corpus Balanced-design
(LWGC-B) [6] via 10-fold cross-validation on the web pages. As explained in the
previous chapter, the topic of web pages, the writing style of the authors as well as
the design of the websites are three factors that can influence genre classification.
In order to minimize the effect of these factors we collected web pages from var-
ious web sites. To reduce the impact of these three factors on genre classification
even further, we ensured that all the web pages from the same websites are in the
same fold. Many, if not all of the previous studies in automatic genre classification
on the web ignored this essential step when dividing the data into folds.
We prepared two versions of the corpus: the original text and the main text
corpora. First, we converted web pages to plain text by stripping HTML markup
using the KrdWrd tool. 1 This resulted in the original text corpus which contains
individual web pages with all the textual elements present on them. We also pre-
pared the main text corpus which contains only the main text of the individual web
pages, because web pages usually consist of different sections such as headers,
footers, lists of links and advertisements which do not necessary belong together.
Therefore, for the first time in AGI, we compare the performance of a wide range
of classifiers on the original and the main text of the web pages. We removed the
1https://krdwrd.org/
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boilerplate parts (e.g. headers, footers, template materials, navigation menus, lists
of links and advertisements) and extracted the main text of each web page using
justext 2 a heuristic based boilerplate removal tool [115]. Justext algorithm is the
state-of-the-art method for removing boilerplate parts of web pages [115]. The
HTML version of the web page is fed to the justext tool and its output is the main
text of the web page in plain text format. Figure 4.1 shows the boilerplate part and
the main text part of an example web page.
Since the outputs of the justext tool for 518 of our web pages were empty files,
the main text corpus has fewer pages. However, the main text corpus still has a
balanced distribution with a relatively large number of web pages per category.
Table 4.1 compares the number of web pages in the two versions of the corpus.
One interesting observation that can be made from this table is that the majority
of empty pages produced by the justext tool belong to home page categories. The
reason is that many home pages are in the form of a list of links and incomplete
sentences.
In the experiments conducted in this chapter, we employed two different fea-
ture representation techniques: normalized frequency where the frequency of each
feature is normalised by the length of the web page; and binary, where the values
“one” and “zero” represent the presence and the absence of each feature respec-
tively.
For machine learning we chose Support Vector Machines (SVM) because it
has been shown that it can cope well with high dimensional feature space [61].
It has also been shown by other researchers in AGI (e.g. [131] [111]) that SVM
produces better or at least similar results compared to other machine learning
algorithms. We used one-versus-one multi-class SVM implemented in Weka [57]
with the default setting. All the experiments are carried out on both the original
text and the main text corpora.
4.3 Evaluation Measures
In this thesis, we compare the performance of different classifiers by employing
several standard evaluation measures used in NLP. These measures are computed
2http://code.google.com/p/justext/
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Figure 4.1: Extracting the main text of each web page by removing the boil-
erplate parts. Blue overlays indicate main text parts of the web page. URL:
http://forum.orpington-astronomy.org.uk/index.php?topic=6466.0
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Number of web pages in corpora
Genre original text main text
php 304 221
com 264 190
edu 299 191
blog 244 242
shop 292 221
instruction 231 229
recipe 332 243
news 330 320
editorial 310 307
forum 280 251
bio 242 242
faq 201 160
review 266 262
story 184 184
interview 185 183
Table 4.1: Number of web pages in individual genre classes in both original text
and main text corpora.
by comparing the output of the classifiers against the gold standard annotations
created in Chapter 3. The first evaluation measure that we employ is accuracy
which can be computed by the following formula:
Accuracy =
number of correctly classified web pages
total number of web pages
(4.1)
While accuracy is a perfect measure to see what fraction of the data set was
classified correctly, it is not very informative on its own and other evaluation mea-
sures such as recall, precision and F-measure should also be computed to assess
the performance of the classifiers for the individual categories. Therefore, we also
employ precision, recall and F-measure as evaluation metrics. These measures
can be computed as follows:
Precision =
T P
T P+FP
(4.2)
Recall =
T P
T P+FN
(4.3)
F−measure = 2×Precision×Recall
Precision+Recall
(4.4)
where TP, FP and FN are the numbers of true positives, false positives and
false negatives for the target class respectively. Precision shows what proportion
of instances classified as positive are actually positive in the gold standard. On the
other hand, recall indicates what proportion of instances in the target class are cor-
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rectly predicted by the classifier to be positive. F-measure is the harmonic mean
of these two measures which provides an overall overview of the performance of
the classifier in terms of precision and recall.
It also must be noted that we use the McNemar test [101] at the significance
level of 5% to test for significant differences between the performance of the al-
gorithms throughout this thesis. The use of the McNemar test for comparing
classification learning algorithms was strongly recommended by Dietterich [38].
4.4 Lexical Features
In this section, we explore various lexical features for automatic genre classifica-
tion. For all the experiments in this section we converted web pages to plain text
using the KrdWrd tool. Then, we tokenized each document using the Stanford
tokenizer 3 (included as part of the Stanford part of speech tagger [157]) and con-
verted all the tokens to lower case.
Genre names and genre keywords. The first set of features which comes to
mind in genre classification is genre names (e.g. news, editorial, interview, FAQs).
The question is how accurately this set of features can classify genre categories.
In order to answer this question, in the first experiment we used a list of genre
names and genre keywords (presented in Appendix B.1 ) as features. The dif-
ference between genre name and keywords is that a genre name could consist of
several genre keywords. For example, while the genre name “frequently asked
questions” is a single feature in the genre name feature set, it is treated as three
different features in genre keywords feature set (i.e. “frequently”, “asked” and
“questions”). The motivation behind this experiment is based on the intuition that
it is likely that the name of the genre or genre keywords are mentioned in the web
pages which instantiate that genre. For instance, we expect to see the genre name
“interview” in web pages which represent this genre. Although other studies in
AGI (e.g. [131]) have used these features as part of genre-specific words, this is
the first time that the performance of genre names are being explored on their own.
3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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Common words. As noted in Section 2.6.2.1, Stamatatos et al. [146] were the
first to use the 50 most common words (listed in Appendix B.2 ) in the British
National Corpus (BNC) as features to distinguish four genre categories namely:
editorials, letters to the editor, reportage, and spot news from the Wall Street Journal
corpus. They reported an impressive accuracy of more than 90%.
Since our collection also contains editorial and news classes, it would be in-
teresting to see how well this set of features can distinguish these two classes as
well as other genre classes in our collection. Therefore, in order to investigate the
discriminative power of these features, we reimplemented this approach on our
corpus.
Function words. Another feature set frequently used in AGI is function words
as explained in Section 2.6.2.2. However, there is no standard set of function
words. Researchers used different sets of function words in their experiments but
limited or no information was provided about the way that they were selected.
For instance, in genre classification, Argamon et al. [2] used a list of 500 function
words. However, they did not provide the list nor the method that they used to se-
lect these words. Researchers in authorship classification also used different sets
of function words. While Zhao and Zobel [166] used a set of 365 function words
and Koppel and Schler [80] proposed a list of 480 function words, Argamon et
al. [3] reported a set of 675 words.
The list of function words that we used are extracted from the British National
corpus (BNC). Appendix B.3 describes the function words extraction procedure
from the BNC. It is interesting to note that the set of the 50 most common words
in the BNC except the word said is a subset of the function words. This observa-
tion confirms the first property of the function words (i.e. they are more frequent
than the content words) which is noted in Section 2.6.2.2.
Word unigrams. In the word unigrams model, all the individual words from the
web pages in the training set are used as features. The features in a word unigrams
model are combinations of function words and content words. In genre classifica-
tion, word unigrams were used by Freund et al [50] and Sharoff et al. [139]. One
disadvantage of this model is that it disregards word order.
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To overcome this problem and to take advantage of word order, word n-grams (
sequence of n consecutive words) have been proposed as textual features. Sharoff
et al. [139] compared a wide range of features including word unigrams, bi-
grams and trigrams in genre classification. However, the classification accuracies
achieved by word bigrams and trigrams were worse than the ones achieved by
individual word features. In fact, in their experiments the word unigrams binary
representation was one of the best performing feature sets. One possible reason
for the lack of success of word n-grams features could be feature vector sparsity.
Since most of the word n-grams are not encountered in a given text, the feature
vectors are very sparse and therefore it is difficult for the classification algorithm
to handle them effectively.
Character n-grams. Character n-grams were first used by Kanaris and Sta-
matatos [64] in genre classification. In their study, they used character n-grams
with variable length and showed that this approach outperformed the best existing
results for the Santini (96.2% accuracy versus 90.6%) and the KI04 (82.8% accu-
racy versus 74.8%) corpora. Sharoff et al. [139] improved these results by using
fixed length character n-grams. They reported that a binary version of character
tetra-grams (e.i. four consecutive characters) yields 97.14% on the Santini corpus
and 85.81% on the KI04 corpus. Therefore, we re-implemented this approach and
built a model based on character tetra-grams binary representation of the text. In
this approach, we collected up to the 1,000 most frequent character tetra-grams of
each text in the training set and combined them together to form the feature set.
Since the number of tetra-grams are usually bigger than the number of words in a
text, the character tetra-grams feature vector has higher dimensions than the word
unigrams feature space.
The character tetra-grams model can capture some morphosyntactic proper-
ties of the texts such as ending of verbs (e.g. -ed, -ing) , ending of adjectives (e.g.
-est) and adverbs (e.g. -ly). This model can also learn from different constituents
of words such as prefixes and suffixes. Moreover, many of very common words
in English such as pronouns (e.g. they, she), modal verbs (e.g. may, can) and
coordinating conjunctions (e.g.and, but, so) have four or fewer characters.
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The next section discusses and compares the empirical performance of these
lexical features.
Features original text main text
Baseline 8.38 9.29
Genre Names binary 57.39 29.02
Genre Name normalized frequency 38.29 14.16
Genre keywords binary 64.17 37.05
Genre keywords normalized frequency 52.92 19.70
Common words binary 39.00 37.69
Common words normalized frequency 63.09 59.20
Function words binary 65.71 55.57
Function words normalized frequency 74.95 66.86
Word unigrams binary 89.32 76.61
Word unigrams normalized frequency 85.21 74.91
Character 4-grams binary 87.96 78.88
Character 4-grams normalized frequency 84.13 76.20
Table 4.2: Classification accuracy of different lexical features in genre classifica-
tion on the LWGC-B. The best results are presented in bold.
4.4.1 Results and Discussion
Table 4.2 shows the result of the lexical features listed in the previous section on
both the original text and the main text corpora. At first glance, we see that all the
features outperformed the baselines (the baselines are the accuracies of the major-
ity classifiers that categorize every document as the most frequent class). We can
also observe that the results of genre classification on the original text corpus are
higher than on the main text corpus. This shows that boiler plates contain valu-
able information which helps genre classification. The results also show that bi-
nary representation of genre names performs better than its normalized frequency
representation. This means that the existence of genre names is more informative
than their frequency. However, it only yields 57.39% for the original text corpus
and 29.02% for the main text corpus which shows that removing boilerplates re-
sulted in removing many of the genre names.
Surprisingly, the model based on the normalized frequency of the fifty most
common words in English yields 63.09% accuracy on the original corpus and
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59.20% ( less than a 4% drop) on the main text corpus which shows the discrimi-
nation power of such a small set of features in genre classification. However, the
binary representation of common words yields lower accuracy compared to their
normalized frequency representation which shows that the number of occurrence
of these features is more informative than simply the existence or non-existence
of these features. This is because these common words usually appear in many
different genres but with different frequency. These results show that there is a
correlation between these genre categories and the fifty most common words. The
keywords for different genre classes presented in Table 3.11 depict some exam-
ples of this correlation. For instance, the keywords how, if and can are common
in the genre class instruction, while the word said is a keyword in the genre classes
news and story.
In order to identify the easiest and the most difficult categories for the classifier
based on normalized frequency of the fifty most common words, we computed the
F-measures for individual genre classes obtained by this model on both the orig-
inal text and the main text corpora (Figure 4.2). It is interesting to see that the
F-measure for four genre categories: story, biography, news and editorial are higher
than 0.7 on the original text. The same picture can also be observed for these
categories in the main text corpus with the exception of the editorial class which
experiences a slight drop in F-measure. These results confirm the results reported
by Stamatatos et al. [146] which showed that this model can differentiate news
from editorial with high accuracy. However, Figure 4.2 illustrates that this model
struggles to distinguish genre categories such as company homepages, on-line shops
and reviews. Therefore, we can conclude that the discriminative power of this set
of features varies across different genre classes.
Moreover, the results (Table 4.2) show that the binary representation of the
word unigrams is the best performing feature set when we use the whole text
of the web pages. However, on the main text corpus, character tetra-grams out-
perform other features. Tables 4.3 and 4.4 depict confusion matrices for word
unigrams binary representation for the original corpus and the main text corpus,
respectively. The left most column shows the true genre labels of the web pages
while the top row of the table illustrates the genre labels assigned by the classi-
fier. We can observe in Table 4.3 that the two most confused categories are news
and editorial. However, Table 4.4 shows a higher degree of confusion between
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Figure 4.2: Comparing the F-measure for individual genre classes, using only the
50 most frequent words in BNC as features (normalized frequency representa-
tion).
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php 285 0 1 1 3 0 3 0 2 5 0 0 2 0 2
forum 1 264 1 4 0 1 1 0 4 0 0 1 0 0 3
review 10 0 229 4 2 2 2 0 9 1 0 0 0 1 6
news 0 0 0 294 4 0 0 0 1 2 20 5 1 0 3
com 8 0 2 0 243 3 1 1 0 0 0 3 3 0 0
shop 1 0 27 0 10 247 4 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1
howto 3 4 3 0 2 0 202 2 3 0 0 7 1 0 4
recipe 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 330 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
blog 8 0 2 1 1 0 2 0 214 1 0 0 0 8 7
bio 11 0 0 3 0 1 0 0 1 214 2 0 2 0 8
editorial 0 0 1 67 1 0 0 0 1 0 235 2 0 0 3
faq 3 2 0 1 3 2 8 1 0 1 1 179 0 0 0
edu 7 0 0 1 2 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 286 0 0
story 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 9 2 0 0 0 160 5
interview 6 0 3 5 0 0 2 0 8 1 0 1 0 0 159
Table 4.3: Confusion matrix for genre classification of original web pages with
word unigrams binary representation.
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genre categories. It means that boiler plates contain many discriminative features
(e.g. dates and times in forums) and removing them reduces the accuracy of all
the classifiers. However, comparing the two confusion matrices in Tables 4.3 and
4.4 shows that removing the boiler-plates of web pages resulted in a decrease of
confusion between the categories news and editorial. In Table 4.3, 67 editorial web
pages were classified wrongly as news, whereas this was reduced to 42 in Ta-
ble 4.4. The reason for this improvement is that news and editorial web pages often
have similar design and consequently similar boilerplates which could confuse the
genre classifiers.
In order to identify the easiest and the most difficult categories for the classi-
fiers, we also computed recall, precision and F-measure for each individual cate-
gory. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate these standard classification evaluation metrics
for word unigrams binary representation of the original text and the main text cor-
pora, respectively. While the category recipe can be identified by the classifier
very easily with an F-measure equal to 0.99, other categories such as interview,
news and editorial seem to be more challenging for the classifier in the original text
corpus. However, a different picture emerges from the main text corpus. Table 4.6
shows that by removing the boiler plates, the F-measures for all the categories fall.
Nevertheless, this decrease in F-measure is much more significant for some genre
classes such as faqs, forum and blog. The reason could be that the classifier mainly
relied on features in boilerplates such as genre names to identify these categories.
It has to be noted that the list of lexical features used in this chapter is not com-
plete. Researchers in the field of automatic genre classification have used various
techniques to select lexical features. For instance, as noted in Section 2.6.2.3, Kim
and Ross [72] presented a classification model based on a genre-specific word list.
They construct this list by compiling all the words within a genre class and then
counting the number of files in which each word is found. In the next step, genre-
specific word list is built by taking the union of all the words found in at least
75% of the files in each genre. Eissen and Stein [148] proposed another technique
for automatic extraction of genre-specific words which is more than simple count
statistics. This approach was described in details in Section 2.6.2.3.
We did not investigate the performance of such techniques which require thresh-
olding because we can use feature selection methods to obtain the optimum fea-
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php 172 9 1 3 6 0 2 0 9 7 0 2 9 0 1
forum 13 187 8 5 3 4 4 0 15 0 3 1 5 0 3
review 1 27 198 4 1 2 7 1 7 0 8 0 1 0 5
news 3 8 1 249 4 1 0 0 2 6 29 6 4 0 7
com 8 4 2 0 142 16 2 0 0 1 1 7 7 0 0
shop 5 2 23 1 23 127 11 1 2 2 0 12 9 0 3
how-to 1 14 2 0 1 4 185 4 5 0 3 7 0 0 3
recipe 2 7 2 0 4 4 4 215 2 0 0 3 0 0 0
blog 8 24 5 3 1 2 9 0 148 2 5 0 1 17 17
bio 7 0 0 5 1 1 0 0 2 212 1 0 3 1 9
editorial 0 9 1 42 0 5 0 0 8 2 231 1 3 0 5
faq 2 8 0 3 7 13 16 2 1 1 5 96 5 0 1
edu 5 1 0 2 4 4 1 0 0 1 2 1 170 0 0
story 0 3 1 6 0 0 0 0 14 1 0 0 0 158 1
interview 2 7 2 2 0 0 1 0 12 1 5 0 0 1 150
Table 4.4: Confusion matrix for genre classification of main text of web pages
with word unigrams binary representation.
ture set in the word unigrams model. Many feature selection methods are avail-
able such as information gain, χ2 and mutual information. In a recent study,
Sarkar et al. [134] compared these feature selection techniques and concluded
that the use of information gain has the most positive impact over other feature
selection methods. Therefore, we employed information gain algorithm to select
the informative features in the word unigrams model and also to reduce the di-
mension of the feature space. Information gain reduced the number of features
in the word unigrams model dramatically (from 67,208 words to 7,353 words in
the original text corpus4) which is very beneficial with respect to memory usage
and computational cost. It also improved the genre classification accuracy from
89.32% to 89.56% on the original text corpus. However, this improvement is not
statically significant (see Section 4.7 for more comprehensive experimental results
for feature selection).
4.5 POS-based Features
Argamon et al. [2] and Santini [131] used part of speech trigrams (sequences of
three consecutive part of speech (POS) tags) to capture the syntactic properties
of the text. Examples of syntactic features could be passive voice (e.g. he was
born), exclamation (e.g. oh my god) and question (e.g. what is that) sentences.
Frequency of parts of speech (e.g. verb, noun, adjective) are also used in genre
classification as structural cues by many researchers such as Karlgren and Cut-
4These numbers are the average number of features extracted from the training data in the cross
validation after removing singletons.
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class Recall Precision F-measure
php 0.937 0.816 0.872
forum 0.942 0.977 0.96
review 0.860 0.851 0.856
news 0.890 0.771 0.827
com 0.920 0.896 0.908
shop 0.845 0.961 0.899
how-to 0.874 0.874 0.874
recipe 0.993 0.988 0.990
blog 0.877 0.849 0.862
bio 0.884 0.942 0.912
editorial 0.758 0.910 0.827
faq 0.890 0.895 0.892
edu 0.956 0.969 0.962
story 0.869 0.946 0.906
interview 0.859 0.791 0.823
Table 4.5: Precision, Recall and F-
measure for genre classification of orig-
inal web pages with word unigrams bi-
nary representation
class Recall Precision F-measure
php 0.778 0.751 0.764
forum 0.745 0.603 0.666
review 0.755 0.804 0.779
news 0.778 0.766 0.772
com 0.747 0.720 0.733
shop 0.574 0.693 0.628
how-to 0.807 0.764 0.785
recipe 0.884 0.964 0.922
blog 0.611 0.651 0.631
bio 0.876 0.898 0.887
editorial 0.752 0.788 0.77
faq 0.6 0.705 0.648
edu 0.890 0.783 0.833
story 0.858 0.892 0.875
interview 0.819 0.731 0.773
Table 4.6: Precision, Recall and F-
measure for genre classification of main
text of web pages with word unigrams bi-
nary representation
ting [67] and Feldman et al. [46]. In order to explore the discriminative power of
structural features, we reimplemented these approaches using our corpus. There-
fore, the goal of the set of experiments presented in this section is to investigate
whether parts of speech and part of speech n-grams can be employed as genre-
revealing features.
For POS tagging, we used the Stanford maximum entropy tagger [157] which
annotates text with 36 POS tags. Since Santini [131] showed that the set of POS
trigrams without punctuation tends to perform better than the set with punctuation,
we removed the punctuation marks. Table 4.7 shows a sample text and its POS
tags conversion.
4.5.1 Results and Discussion
The results of structural features (see Table 4.8) show that binary representation of
POS trigrams outperforms other structural features on both versions of the corpus.
Overall, accuracy results reported in Table 4.8 show that the classification accura-
cies obtained by POS bigrams and unigrams are lower than the accuracy yielded
by POS trigrams. The results also highlight that the performance of structural
features (i.e. POS and POS n-grams) are much less accurate than that of lexical
features such as word unigrams and character n-grams reported in the previous
section. The reason is that the actual words of a web page have more discrimina-
tive power than their POS tags. For example two phrases it was established from
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text its POS tags representation
I recently beaded a necklace for my
daughter for her birthday. It was re-
ally playful and I even put a mag-
netic clasp on it so she could easily
take it on and off. I made it using
the tubular peyote stitch. Unfortu-
nately, it didn’t last long. Just the
other day I found her in her car seat
with the necklace in her mouth and
beads everywhere. Oh well, we’ll
try again in a few years.
PRP RB VBD DT NN IN PRP$ NN
IN PRP$ NN . PRP VBD RB JJ CC
PRP RB VBD DT JJ NN IN PRP
IN PRP MD RB VB PRP IN CC IN
. PRP VBD PRP VBG DT JJ NN
NN . RB , PRP VBD RB JJ JJ .
RB DT JJ NN PRP VBD PRP$ IN
PRP$ NN NN IN DT NN IN PRP$
NN CC NNS RB . UH UH , PRP
MD VB RB IN DT JJ NNS . PRP
RB VBD JJ IN PRP VBD RB .
Table 4.7: A sample text from a personal blog and its POS tags conversion. URL:
http://3sistersbeads.blogspot.com/
Structural Features original text main text
Baseline 8.38 9.29
POS 3-grams binary 73.18 61.23
POS 3-grams normalized frequency 70.28 57.83
POS 2-grams binary 64.10 54.91
POS 2-grams normalized frequency 68.94 60.76
POS normalized frequency 60.14 54.64
Table 4.8: Classification accuracy of POS-based features in genre classification
a company home page and he was born from a biography are treated the same as a
POS trigrams features (i.e. PRP-VBD-VBN) whereas they are different features
in the word unigrams representation of the text.
4.6 Text Statistics Features
Other researchers (e.g. [48,70]) discovered the benefit of document statistics such
as average sentence length, average word length and type/token ratio in automatic
genre classification. These studies motivated us to explore the discriminative
power of text statistics features in genre classification. Therefore, the question
that we seek to answer in this section is whether text statistics features can help us
to improve automatic genre classification. We divided the text statistics features
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that we explore in genre classification into four groups: token features, named
entity tags, readability features and HTML tags. Table 4.9 summarizes these fea-
tures (please see Appendix C for the complete lists of HTML features). In the
following sections, we will provide technical details about the experiments and
feature extraction.
Text statistics category Features
number of tokens
Token features number of types
frequency of punctuation marks
frequency of currency characters
Named entity tags time, location, organization,
person, money, date
average sentence length
standard deviation of sentence length
average word length
standard deviation of word length
Readability features average number of syllables per word
type/token ratio
average parse tree height
average number of noun phrases per sentence
average number of verb phrases per sentence
entity coherence
sections / style
HTML tags formatting
visual features such as forms, images, lists,tables
programming
Table 4.9: List of text statistics features
4.6.1 Token Features
The first group of text statistics features is token features which includes number
of tokens, types, punctuation marks and currency characters. A significant ad-
vantage of such features is that they can be easily extracted from the text with no
additional requirements except the availability of a tokenizer. Moreover, we must
note that frequency of punctuation marks and currency characters were normal-
ized by the document length.
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4.6.2 Named Entity Tags
Named-entity recognition provides some semantic information about words in a
text by categorizing them into predefined categories such as the names of per-
son, organization, location, date, time and money. The idea of using named entity
tags as features in genre classification comes naturally and it is based on the as-
sumption that the likelihood of appearances of these named entity categories in
different genres vary. For instance, we expect to see organization names in com-
pany homepages and list of prices in on-line shops. To test this hypothesis, we used
normalized frequency of named entity tags of time, location, organization, per-
son, money and date as features. Previously, named entity tags are used in genre
classification by Vidulin et al. [159]. However, they used only three named entity
tags namely: date, location and person.
For extracting named entity tags, we used the Stanford Named Entity Recog-
nizer [47]. Each text from original and main text corpora was run through this
tool, generating an output file with the relevant named entity tags attached to each
word. Table 4.10 shows the output of the Named Entity Recognizer for a company
homepage. The tokens and the named entity tags are separated by “/”. The tag “O”
indicates that the token does not belong to any of the predefined named entity tags.
4.6.3 Readability Features
Klare [75] defines readability as “the ease of understanding or comprehension
due to the style of writing.”. The readability of documents varies across differ-
ent genres. This is the assumption and rationale behind the features proposed for
automatic genre classification in this section. This assumption is based on the
findings reported by Kate et al. [69] where it was shown that using features that
are indicative of the genre classes significantly improve the readability prediction
accuracy. This result indicates that there is a correlation between genre classes
and the level of readability. Therefore, the aim of this section is to exploit this
correlation in order to improve automatic genre classification accuracy.
One criterion for determining the level of readability of a text is sentence com-
plexity. In general, documents with complex sentences are harder to comprehend.
Different authors may construct sentences in different genres with different de-
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Abbott/ORGANIZATION and/O Livery/ORGANIZATION Ser-
vice/ORGANIZATION Inc./ORGANIZATION ,/O your/O complete/O
transportation/O service/O located/O in/O the/O heart/O of/O the/O
Berkshire/LOCATION Mountains/LOCATION ,/O in/O western/O Mas-
sachusetts/LOCATION ./O
Family-owned/O and/O operated/O ,/O Abbott/ORGANIZATION ’s/O qual-
ity/O service/O and/O solid/O reputation/O for/O punctuality/O ,/O regard-
less/O of/O time/O or/O weather/O conditions/O ,/O has/O made/O our/O
company/O grow/O steadily/O since/O its/O inception/O in/O 1965/DATE
./O
Don/PERSON Abbott/PERSON founded/O Abbott/ORGANIZATION and/O
Livery/ORGANIZATION Service/ORGANIZATION in/O 1965/DATE ,/O
now/O seven/O members/O of/O the/O Abbott/PERSON family/O are/O ac-
tively/O engaged/O in/O the/O business/O year/O round/O ,/O 24/O hours/O
a/O day/O ,/O 7/O days/O a/O week/O ./O
Table 4.10: Output of Named Entity Recognizer for a company homepage. URL:
http://abbottslimo.com/
grees of complexity. To demonstrate this point, we give an example which sup-
ports this hypothesis. Figures 4.3 and 4.4 show part of a news article and an inter-
view respectively. By comparing the sentences in these two examples, we observe
that the news article is more complex in terms of the sentence structure than the
interview. Therefore, measuring the sentence complexity of texts could be bene-
ficial in automatically differentiating the genre classes. One simple approach to
measure the sentence complexity is to compute the average sentence length as
well as standard deviation of the sentence length. Another more sophisticated
technique to measure the magnitude of sentence complexity is by computing the
average number of verb phrases and noun phrases in its sentences [110], as in-
cluding more verb phrases and noun phrases in a sentence increases the sentence
complexity [114].
In addition to these features, features such as average word length, standard
deviation of word length, average number of syllables per word and type/token
ratio are usually used to determine the level of readability of a document. One
advantage of these features is that their extraction is computationally cheap and
does not required any specific tool. The only resource that we used a part from
a tokenizer, to extract these features was the CELEX English Lexical Database 5
5http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/facilities/howto/celex/
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Figure 4.3: Part of a news article URL: http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2012-03-01/news
/31113736 1 unemployment-rate-labour-global-slowdown
Figure 4.4: Part of an interview URL: http://www.furious.com/perfect/pattismith.html
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which we employed for computing the average number of syllables per word.
Another approach to measure the scale of sentence complexity is to consider
the depth of the syntax trees in the documents. A deep parse tree is an indication
of a complex sentence. Figure 4.5 and 4.6 illustrate the syntax trees of two sen-
tences from a news article and a blog respectively. Although these two sentences
have the same length, the sentence in Figure 4.5 has a much deeper parse tree
which indicates its complexity. Therefore, we used the average depth of syntax
trees as a novel feature in genre classification.
Another criterion for measuring the readability of a text is its coherence. Barzi-
lay and Lapata [10] introduced a method for coherence assessment of a document
that is based on its entity grid representation. In the first step of this approach, en-
tities in each sentence of the document are detected as the subject (S), object (O)
or other (X). In the second step, a grid which shows different entity transitions is
constructed. For example, an (S O) transition occurs when an entity is the subject
in one sentence and an object in the following sentence; (O -) transition happens
when an entity appears in object position in one sentence and is not present in the
next. In the next step, the probability of each transition type is computed. The
entity coherence features which are 16 in total, are the probability of each of these
pairs of transitions.
For example, Table 4.12 shows the entity grid for the text in Table 4.11. In
this grid, the entity JOURNALIST in the first sentence with the grammatical role
object (O) is a subject (S) in the second sentence. Therefore, an (O S) transition
occurs for this entity. As far as we are aware, entity coherence features have not
been used in genre classification and it would be interesting to know if they can
help us in distinguishing genre categories.
For extracting the readability features mentioned above, we used the Stanford
Parser [76]. However, web pages must be cleaned before they can be fed to a
parser, because parsers cannot handle tables and lists of links. For instance, pars-
ing the text version of the web page which is shown partially in Figure 4.7 due
to its length, took 69 minutes and 40 seconds, whereas, parsing this page after
cleaning and extracting the main text using the justext tool [115] took only 41
seconds on the same machine. The reason is that the table or the list outlined by
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1 Unidentified gunmen have on Monday shot and killed a broad-
cast journalist in the fragile city of Galka’yo of Mudug region in
central Somalia, witnesses reported.
2 The dead journalist was identified by the witnesses as Ali Ahmed
Abdi, one of the Somali journalists working for a website and an
independent local radio station in Garsor Village, northern part
Galka’yo town and controlled by Puntland administration of So-
malia.
3 Mr. Abdi, who was shot in the head and chest, died at the scene,
the witnesses said.
4 The identities and motives of the gunmen who shot dead the jour-
nalist were not clear.
Table 4.11: Part of a news web page URL: http://allafrica.com/stories/201203050594.html
1 2 3 4
GUNMEN S - - X
MONDAY X - - -
JOURNALIST O S - X
CITY X - - -
REGION O - - -
SOMALIA X X - -
WITNESSES S X S -
ABDI - X S -
ONE - X - -
JOURNALISTS - X - -
WEBSITE - X - -
STATION - X - -
TOWN - X - -
ADMINISTRATION - X - -
CHEST - - X -
SCENE - - X -
MOTIVES - - - S
Table 4.12: Entity transition grid for the text in Table 4.11
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parse time # sentences
original web page 69m40.640s 99
cleaned web page 0m41.969s 98
Table 4.13: Comparing the parse time for the original web page shown in Figure
4.7 and its cleaned version produced by the justext tool [115].
the red line in Figure 4.7 poses difficulties for the parser. This table is assumed
by the parser to be one very long sentence. However, since it is not a well-formed
sentence and it is very long (651 words), it takes the parser a considerable amount
of time to process it. Table 4.13 compares the parsing time of the original web
page shown in Figure 4.7 and its main text only. Therefore, we only used the
main text of each web page as an input to the parser. For web pages for which
the justext tool [115] produced empty files, we treated these features as missing
values. Moreover, we used the Brown Coherence Toolkit 6 to construct the entity
grid for each web page. This tool needs the parsed version of the text as an input.
Therefore, for web pages for which the justext tool [115] produced empty files,
we also treated these features as missing values.
4.6.4 HTML Tags
Many researchers (e.g. [131], [104]) have used HTML tags as features in auto-
matic genre classification. We also used normalized frequency of HTML tags as
features. We grouped HTML tags into four categories: sections and style, for-
matting, visual features and programming. The detailed description of HTML
tags that we used as features in automatic genre classification can be found in
Appendix C.
4.6.5 Results and Discussion
The results of the text statistics features set (Table 4.14) show that these features
yield 55.47% accuracy for the original text corpus and 59.17% for the main text
corpus. That means that text statistics features are less accurate than structural and
lexical features in automatic genre classification. However, not all these features
contributed equally to the genre classification accuracy and it would be interest-
6http://www.cs.brown.edu/ melsner/manual.html
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Figure 4.7: Tabular structures pose difficulty for parsers. URL: http://www.bestelectrictooth
brushreviews.co.uk/braun-oral-b-triumph-5000/
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ing to find the best individual text statistics features that maximize classification
accuracy. To achieve this aim, we used the information gain algorithm to select
the best features from the training data.
Features original text main text
Text statistics 55.47 59.17
Table 4.14: Classification accuracy of text statistics features in genre classification
Category Feature
Readability average word length
Readability average number of syllables per word
HTML sections / style <title>
named entity tags organization
Token features number of words
HTML sections / style <body>
Token features number of types
Token features question mark
named entity tags person
HTML visual features <a>
Readability type/token ratio
named entity tags date
named entity tags location
Readability standard deviation of word length
HTML visual features <input>
HTML visual features <form>
HTML sections / style <div>
HTML visual features <img>
HTML visual features <li>
HTML sections / style <h1>
Table 4.15: The top 20 text statistics features selected by information gain.
Table 4.15 shows the top 20 text statistics features sorted by their informa-
tion gain. These features belong to various text statistics features. The first two
top features are average word length and average number of syllables per word
which are correlated. This list also shows that text statistics features such as num-
ber of tokens, number of types, semantic features such as named entity tags and
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type/token ratio are very discriminative in genre classification.
Another interesting observation that can be made from this table is that ques-
tion mark is in the top ten text statistics features which shows that it plays an
important role in discriminating text genres. For example, interviews and frequently
asked questions web pages are usually characterized by high frequency of question
marks.
4.7 Feature Combination and Selection
In the previous sections, we described several different feature sets that we used
in automatic genre classification. Each set of features provides us with different
kinds of information about the content, the structure and the style of genre classes.
In this section, we combine these features in order to put these pieces of informa-
tion together. Therefore, one aim of this section is to investigate whether we could
improve genre classification performance by combining the vectors obtained by
different document representations in the previous sections into a single vector
simply by concatenating them. Another aim of this section is to examine whether
applying feature selection could increase genre classification accuracy. In order
to provide answers to these two questions, we tried various feature combinations
with and without feature selection. To be more precise, we combined three sets of
features. The first set of features is the word unigrams binary representation which
was the best performing feature in the lexical category. The second set of features
is the combination of the best performing POS-based features and the third set of
features is the text statistics features.
As in Section 4.4.1, we employed information gain as the feature selection
method. For this experiment we used the corpus via 10-fold cross-validation on
the web pages. For each fold, the feature selection was applied on the training set
and the model constructed based on the selected features was applied to the test
set. Table 4.16 shows the results of various feature combinations with and with-
out feature selection on both original and main text corpora. The results presented
in Table 4.16 show that the combination of word unigrams binary features and
text statistics features resulted in improving genre classification accuracy for both
original and main text corpora. Although this improvement is statistically signifi-
cant for the main text corpus, there is no significant difference between these two
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models for the original corpus.
Surprisingly, adding POS-based features to the word unigrams features de-
creased the genre classification accuracy in both original and main text corpora.
When we combine all three feature sets, we also experience decline in accuracy
compared to the accuracy yielded by the word unigrams features alone. The rea-
son could be that the models are over-fitted on the training data and as a result,
they perform poorly on the test data. Over-fitting which is a common problem in
machine learning, is the use of models that include more features than are nec-
essary to represent the data or the use of more sophisticated approaches than are
needed [58]. Therefore, combining various features will not always improve the
performance of the classification task. In other words, increasing the number of
features does not always result in improvement of the classification accuracy.
Moreover, applying feature selection to the models presented in Table 4.16
resulted in improving genre classification performance in all the cases. However,
these improvements are not statistically significant. The most important benefit
of applying feature selection method as we can observe in Table 4.16 is that it
dramatically decreases the dimensions of the feature vectors (average number of
features extracted from the training data in the cross validation after removing
singletons). As a result the computational cost as well as the memory usage drop
sharply.
4.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we conducted the first comprehensive feature comparison on a reli-
ably annotated and topic diverse web genre corpus. We examined the performance
of various lexical, POS-based and text statistics features in genre classifications.
We carried out all the experiments on two versions of the corpus: the original text
and the main text. The main text of the web pages were extracted by removing the
boilerplate parts. This is the first time that the performance of genre classification
models is compared on both the original and the main text of the web pages. The
classification models tend to perform better on the original text corpus because
boilerplate parts of the web pages often contain genre names. Another possible
reason could be that the web pages within the same genre category use similar
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Feature Description
1 word unigrams binary
2 combination of POS normalized frequency, POS bigrams normalized frequency
and POS trigrams binary
3 text statistics features
Feature without feature selection with feature selectionoriginal text main text original text main text
acc. # features acc. # features acc. # features acc. # features
1 89.32 67,208 76.61 42,832 89.56 7,353 76.78 4,148
2 73.39 28,883 61.40 21,270 73.54 5,993 61.46 5,461
3 55.47 178 59.17 178 55.39 99 59.40 94
1&2 87.74 96,091 75.13 64,102 88.17 13,346 75.54 9609
1&3 89.48 67,386 78.09 † 43,010 89.68 7,452 78.18 † 4,242
2&3 73.76 29,061 61.72 21,448 73.92 6,092 61.84 5,555
1&2&3 87.99 96,269 75.45 64,280 88.35 13,445 75.59 9,703
Table 4.16: Genre classification accuracy using feature combination with and
without feature selection. In this table acc. stands for accuracy. The symbol †
indicates the results which are significantly better than the result yielded by word
binary unigrams alone.
design or templates.
Moreover, the results show that the best performing models are word uni-
grams and character 4-grams binary representation of the web pages. However,
the weakness of these models is that they can be easily influenced by the topic,
the style of authors and the design of the web pages. Therefore, they must be used
cautiously in genre classification. In order to minimize the influence of these fac-
tors on genre classification, the web pages were collected from various topics and
sources. Also, in the experimental setup, we ensured that all the web pages from
the same website are either in the training set or the test set. On the other hand,
the advantage of these models is that they can be easily extracted from the text. In
contrast to POS-based features and some of the text statistics features, they do not
require any sophisticated natural language processing tools such as a parser or a
part of speech tagger.
The results also show that the performance of the POS-based and the text
statistics features is considerably lower than the performance of the lexical fea-
tures such as word unigrams and character 4-grams. Moreover, one drawback of
these features is that their extraction depends on automated tools such as part-of-
speech taggers and parsers whose performance varies for different genres. Also,
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some of these features are computationally very expensive and may not be practi-
cal in order to be employed by the search engines.
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A Semi-supervised Graph-based
Model for Genre Classification
5.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, we investigated the performance of various lexical, POS-
based and text statistics features in genre classification of web pages using a stan-
dard supervised learning framework. Most of the current works in the field of AGI
are based on this approach i.e. extracting features from the content of the docu-
ments and classify them by employing a standard supervised algorithm. However,
on the web there are other sources of information which can be utilized to improve
genre classification of web pages. For instance, the web has a graph structure and
web pages are connected via hyper-links. These connections and the link patterns
between the web pages could be exploited to improve genre classification. The
underlying assumption of this approach is that a page is more likely to be con-
nected to pages with the same genre category. For example, if the neighbouring
web pages of a particular web page are labelled as shop, it is more likely that
this web page is a shop too, whereas, it is highly unlikely that it is a news or an
editorial. This property (i.e. entities with similar labels are more likely to be con-
nected) is known as homophily [136]. We hypothesise that homophily exists for
genre classes and it can help us to improve genre classification on the web.
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While genre categorization on the web is quite mature, the issue of utiliz-
ing hyper-links for genre classification has been relatively unexplored. There-
fore, in this chapter, our aim is to improve genre classification by learning from
neighbouring web pages. Various graph-based classification algorithms have been
proposed to improve the classification accuracy in network data sets. These tech-
niques take advantage of the link structure of the data and the homophily property.
However, implementing these algorithms in a supervised manner using available
genre-annotated data sets is impossible, because for any given web page, we also
require genre annotations of its neighbouring web pages. Although labelled docu-
ments are costly and very time consuming to obtain, unlabelled web pages are easy
to collect. Therefore, we can use semi-supervised graph-based methods which
learn from both labelled and unlabelled data.
In this chapter, we first give a brief review of classification algorithms in net-
work data and introduce related work which applies graph-based algorithms to
text classification in general. Then we propose a semi-supervised graph-based
algorithm namely min-cut which is a novel approach in genre classification (Sec-
tion 5.2.5 and Section 5.3). The experimental results (see Sections 5.3.3.2 and 5.3.4.2)
show the effectiveness of the proposed model, as it outperforms the supervised
learning approaches examined in the previous chapter.
5.2 An Overview of Classification in Networked Data
5.2.1 Graph-based Classification Algorithms
There has been a growing interest in learning from networked data. By networked
data, we mean data that can be best described by a graph where the nodes in the
graph are the entities to be classified and the edges in the graph are the relations
or the links between these entities. Examples of network data are web pages
which are connected via hyper-links; bibliographic data which are connected
through citation and social networks where people are connected by friendship
links. Such connected data provides opportunities to develop better-performing
machine learning algorithms, because in network data, we have access to nodes’
neighbours. One of these opportunities offered by networked data is that it al-
lows collective inference. It means that the classification of linked entities can be
conducted simultaneously.
Various graph-based classification algorithms have been developed which take
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advantage of the rich structure of networked datasets. Although each one of these
techniques has different characteristics, they mainly work based on the homophily
assumption. Therefore, if in a linked dataset, it is true that connected entities
tend to be in the same class, then graph-based methodologies may improve the
classification accuracy. Nevertheless, some graph-based learning algorithm can
go beyond the homophily property and learn more complicated relationships and
patterns between the linked objects in the dataset. The next section introduces
some of the graph-based classification algorithms which have been employed for
text classification.
5.2.2 Related Work on Graph-based Algorithms for Text Clas-
sification
Various graph-based classification algorithms have been proposed to improve topic
classification for web pages, such as the relaxation labelling algorithm [25], itera-
tive classification algorithm [90], Markov logic networks [29] and weighted-vote
relational neighbour algorithm [92]. These classification algorithms which utilize
hyper-link connections between web pages to construct graphs, outperformed the
classifiers which are solely based on textual content of the web pages for topic
classification. Such connected data presents opportunities for boosting the perfor-
mance of genre classification as well.
Graph-based web page classification presented in studies such as [29, 90, 92]
on the WebKB dataset [30] could be considered as genre classification as op-
posed to topic classification. The WebKB dataset contains web pages from four
computer science departments categorised into seven classes: student, faculty, staff,
department, course, project and other. However, this dataset is very specific to the
academic domain with low coverage for the web overall, whereas we examine
graph-based learning for automatic genre classification of web pages on a much
more general dataset with popular genre classes such as news, blog and editorial.
Moreover, the graph-based algorithms used on the WebKB dataset are all su-
pervised and were performed on a very clean and noise free dataset which was
achieved by removing the class other. Class other contains all the web pages
which do not belong to any other predefined classes. However, our experiment
is in a semi-supervised manner which is a much more realistic scenario for the
web, because it is highly unlikely that for each web page, we have genre labels for
all its neighbouring web pages as well. Therefore, we perform our experiment on
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a very noisy dataset where neighbouring web pages could belong to none of our
predefined genre classes. Sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 describe our semi-supervised
graph-based classification experiment, where we use min-cut algorithm as a novel
technique in genre classification.
Previous work on web page categorization utilized the information from the
neighbouring web pages mainly in two ways: by merging the text of the neigh-
bouring pages with the text of the page to classify or by employing collective
graph-based techniques. The research by Chakrabarti et al. [25] is one of the
earliest work which exploit link structure of the web to improve web page clas-
sification based on topics. They used two hyper-linked corpora: a sample from
IBM’s Patent Server database and a sample of 900 web pages from yahoo manu-
ally annotated into 13 topic classes such as art, health and business. In their first
set of experiments, they naively treated the words in the linked documents as if
they were appeared in the target web page. This approach resulted in decreasing
the accuracy rate of their system compared to the baseline performance (i.e. us-
ing the text in the target document alone). In the second set of experiments, they
combined naive Bayes local classifiers with relaxation labelling [125] for collec-
tive inference. This approach resulted in a significant error reduction, compared
to the baseline performance. Chakrabarti et al. [25] concluded that incorporat-
ing words from neighbouring pages hurts the performance, whereas, using only
the predicted category of the neighbours improves the classification performance.
Similar results were reported by Oh et al. [108] who also attempted to exploit the
link structure of the web in order to improve web page classification based on
topic. They used a collection of encyclopaedia articles categorised into 76 topic
classes.
In the same line of research, Macskassy and Provost [91, 92] proposed the
weighted-vote relational neighbour (wvRN) algorithm for learning in connected
data. The wvRN classifier performs relational classification in two steps. Firstly,
it computes a weighted average of the estimated class membership probabilities
of the node’s neighbours. Secondly, it performs collective inference via a re-
laxation labelling method [125] similar to that used by Chakrabarti et al. [25].
They compared the performance of wvRN algorithm to the algorithm proposed
by Chakrabarti et al. [25] on the Cora dataset [98] which contains machine learn-
ing papers categorised into seven topics and the WebKB dataset [30]. They re-
ported that while wvRN yielded the best results on the Cora dataset, Chakrabarti
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et al. [25] algorithm outperformed wvRN on the WebKB dataset.
In the spirit of work by Chakrabarti et al. [25] and Macskassy and Provost [91,
92], Lu and Getoor [90] proposed iterative classification algorithm (ICA) for
classification in linked data sets. ICA can learn a variety of different patterns
among the categories of linked objects by modelling the link distributions around
an object. To be more precise, this approach models the neighbourhood of an
object by computing three different link feature vectors namely: mode, count
and binary which are all built based on statistics computed from categories of
the neighbouring pages. Lu and Getoor [90] evaluated this approach on three
datasets: Cora [98], CiteSeer [53] which includes papers from six topic categories
and WebKB [30]. In all three datasets ICA outperformed the content-only classi-
fier. However, they did not compare ICA with other graph-based methods.
With the aim of comparing graph-based classification algorithms, Sen et al. [136]
compared ICA, Gibbs sampling [60] with other graph-based learning techniques
such as loopy belief propagation [155], and mean-field relaxation labelling in topic
classification using two bibliographic data sets: Cora [98] and CiteSeer [53] de-
scribed above. In both data sets, all four graph-based algorithms outperformed the
content-only classifier. However, they reported that the differences between these
graph-based techniques were not significant.
A different line of research on classification on network data focuses on rep-
resenting the relational structure of the web in first-order logic. Craven et al. [31]
used the WebKB corpus to investigate the performance of the First Order Induc-
tive Learner (FOIL) [118]. The main idea of this approach is that, first, it provides
some positive and negative examples of classes and a set of relations between
these classes to represent the data. Then FOIL generates rules for these classes
and based on these rules it classifies the test data. Slattery and Mitchell [143]
extended this idea and proposed a new algorithm called FOIL-HUBS which is a
combination of FOIL and Hubs and Authorities algorithm [77]. They reported
that FOIL-HUBS performs better than using FOIL alone.
Further studies in the same research direction includes the study by Crane
and McDowell [29]. They investigated the performance of Markov Logic Net-
works (MLNs), which are also based on first-order logic, in classification of linked
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datasets. They compared the performance of MLNs and ICA algorithms on Cora,
CiteSeer and WebKB datasets. In all three datasets, MLNs methods outperformed
the ICA approach.
All the graph-based text classification approaches listed in this section are
based on topic except the studies which are conducted on WebKB dataset. The
classes in this dataset could be counted as genres because they are categorised
based on their function. However, as we noted at the beginning of this section,
this dataset is very specific to the academic domain, whereas we examine graph-
based learning for automatic genre classification of web pages on a much more
general dataset. Moreover, all the studies on the WebKB dataset are in supervised
manner and were performed on a very clean and noise free dataset, whereas, we
implement this approach in a semi-supervised manner which is a much more real-
istic scenario on the web, because it is highly unlikely that for each web page, we
have genre labels for all its neighbouring web pages as well. Therefore, first we
give a brief introduction to semi-supervised graph-based learning in Section 5.2.3
and then we describe our semi-supervised graph-based classification experiment,
where we use the min-cut algorithm as a novel technique in genre classification,
in Sections 5.2.4 and 5.2.5.
5.2.3 Semi-Supervised Graph-based Learning
In many classification problems, collecting labelled data is expensive and time
consuming, while unlabelled data is widely available and can be collected very
cheaply. Therefore, with the aim of learning from both labelled and unlabelled
data, semi-supervised learning methods are proposed (for a detailed literature
survey see [167]). In graph-based semi-supervised learning, first, a weighted
graph is constructed in which both the labelled and unlabelled data are repre-
sented as vertices. Therefore, we suppose that there are m labelled instances
(x1.y1), ...,(xm,ym) where x and y represent an instance and its label respectively;
and n unlabelled points xm+1, ...,xm+n. The objective of a semi-supervised graph-
based algorithm is to learn from both labelled and unlabelled data by taking into
account the links between the instances. Since we do not have the labels of the
neighbouring web pages of the pages in our dataset, we adopt a semi-supervised
graph-based technique to learn from both labelled and unlabelled data.
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5.2.4 The Binary Min-cut Algorithm
The binary min-cut algorithm deals with two labels only. The main objective of
the min-cut algorithm is to cut the graph into two disjoint partitions by removing
a set of edges in a way that the sum of their weights is minimal. The min-cut
algorithm has two different forms: the common minimum cut and the minimum
s-t cut with the aim of finding the minimum cut of the graph such that the source
(s) and sink (t) vertices are in two different partitions. In this thesis, by min-cut al-
gorithm, we mean the minimum s-t cut where the source and the sink correspond
to the two classification nodes.
The min-cut algorithm is based on the idea that linked entities are highly likely
to belong to the same class. The first step of this algorithm is to construct the graph
G = (V,E). All the instances in the training and test dataset are represented as ver-
tices (example vertices) in the graph and the links between them are represented
as undirected weighted edges in the graph which indicate the similarity of the con-
nected nodes. The graph G also has two classification vertices s and t. Example
vertices are connected to classification vertices s and t by weighted edges which
specify the likelihood of the example vertices to be classified as the classification
vertices.
The second step of the min-cut algorithm is to find the minimum cut of the
graph in order to split the graph into two disjoint subsets of all vertices, S and T
with s ∈ S and t ∈ T . In other words, the task is to find a cut of the graph which
minimizes the following formula:
W (S,T ) = ∑
u∈S,v∈T
W (u,v) (5.1)
where w(u,v) denotes the weight of the edge between two vertices u and v.
Fortunately, minimum cuts can be found in polynomial time by using the maxi-
mum flow algorithm [28, 79].
Blum and Chawla [20] propose a semi-supervised graph min-cut algorithm
which incorporate both labelled and unlabelled data. If n is the number of the
instances in the whole data set including both labelled and unlabelled data, and l
is the number of the labelled data, we can formulate semi-supervised min-cut as
an algorithm that solves the following optimization problem:
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min
y∈{0,1}
∞
l
∑
i=1
(yi−Yli)2 +
n
∑
i, j=1
wi j(yi− y j) (5.2)
where y is the predicted label; Y is the given label of the labelled data and
wi j is the weight of the edge between two vertices i and j. The first term of the
function in Equation 5.2 is called the loss function and the second term is called
the regularizer. Note that the loss function has infinite weight (∞). That means if
we reverse the class of the labelled data, the value of the function in Equation 5.2
will be infinity. On the other hand, if yi = Yli for labelled data, the value of loss
function will be zero (We define that ∞ ·0 = 0). Since the classes of the labelled
instances are known, the minimization of the function in (Equation 5.2), will be
dependent on the minimization of the regularizer.
5.2.5 Multi-class Min-cut
Semi-supervised min-cut classification algorithm proposed by Blum and Chawla [20]
is a binary classification algorithm, whereas, we have a multi-class problem. Un-
fortunately, multi-class min-cut is NP-hard and there is no exact solution for it.
Nevertheless, Ganchev and Pereira [51] proposed a multi-class extension to Blum
and Chawla’s [20] min-cut algorithm by encoding a multi-class min-cut problem
as an instance of metric labeling. Kleinberg and Tardos [78] introduced the met-
ric labeling problem for the first time for classification problems where the data
involves pairwise relationships among the objects to be classified. The main idea
of metric labelling for web page classification can be described as follows:
Assume we have a weighted and undirected graph G = (V,E) where each ver-
tex v ∈V is a web page and the edges represent the hyper-links between the web
pages. The task is to classify these web pages into a set of labels L which is
a function f : V → L. In order to do this labelling task in an optimal way, we
need to minimize two different types of costs. First, there is a non-negative cost
c(v, l) for assigning label l to web page v. Second, if two web pages v1 and v2
are connected together with an edge e with weight we, we need to pay a cost of
we · d( f (v1), f (v2)) where d(., .) denotes distance between the two labels. A big
distance value between labels indicates less similarity between them. Therefore,
the total cost of labelling task f is:
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E( f ) = ∑
v∈V
c(v, f (v))+ ∑
e=(v1,v2)∈E
we ·d( f (v1), f (v2)) (5.3)
Kleinberg and Tardos [78] developed an algorithm for minimizing E( f ). How-
ever, their algorithm uses linear programming which is impractical for large data [22].
In a separate study for metric labelling problems , Boykov,et al. [22] have devel-
oped a multi-way min-cut algorithm to minimize E( f ). This algorithm is very fast
and can be applied to large-scale problems with good performance [22, 65].
5.3 Genre Classification via Semi-supervised Min-
cut
5.3.1 Why might Semi-supervised Min-cut Work?
Semi-supervised min-cut classification algorithms proposed by Blum and Chawla [20]
and Ganchev and Pereira [51] are based on the idea that linked entities are highly
likely to belong to the same class. In other words, it is based on the homophily as-
sumption. We also hypothesised that homophily exists for genre classes and can
help us to improve genre classification on the web. Therefore, semi-supervised
min-cut classification should be able to improve genre classification on the web if
our hypothesis holds. Although, as noted in Section 5.2.2, there are other graph-
based techniques which we could employ in genre classification, we chose the
min-cut algorithm because it is only based on homophily assumption whereas
other graph-based techniques such as ICA and relaxation labelling could learn
from other links patterns.
Conventional genre classification algorithms consider each web page in iso-
lation. But when it is difficult to accurately classify a particular web page in
isolation, its neighbouring web pages could help us to do this task with higher
accuracy. In other words, if xi and x j are connected via a hyper-link and xi is
classified wrongly by a supervised classifier, knowing that xi belong to the same
genre class as an easily-categorized x j, makes labelling xi easier. The min-cut
algorithm can take advantage of easily classified neighbours to correctly classify
hard instances. For example, if a blog web page is wrongly classified by a super-
vised classifier, but its neighbouring web pages are correctly classified as blog,
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the min-cut algorithm uses this information and pulls the wrongly classified web
page into the right cut (category).
5.3.2 Selecting Neighbours
A web page w has different kind of neighbours on the web such as parents,
children, siblings, grand parents and grand children which are mainly differen-
tiated based on the distance to the target web page as well as the direction of the
links [117]. Since the identification of children of a web page (i.e. web pages
which have direct links from the target web page) is a straightforward task as their
URLs can be extracted from the HTML version of the target web page, in this
study, we explore the effect of the target web pages’ children on genre classifica-
tion. Therefore, for every web page in the data set, we extracted all its out-going
URLs and downloaded them as unlabelled data. 1 However, using all these neigh-
bouring pages could hurt the genre classification accuracy because web pages are
noisy (e.g. links to advertisements) and therefore, some neighbours could have
different genres than the target page. In order to control the negative impact of
such neighbours, we could preselect a subset of neighbours whose content is close
enough to the target page. To implement this idea, we computed the cosine simi-
larity between the web page w and its neighbouring web pages and used different
threshold to select the neighbours. If u is a neighbour of w and −→u and −→w are the
representative feature vectors of these two web pages respectively, we compute
the cosine similarity between these two web pages using the following formula:
cos(−→w ,−→u ) =
−→w ·−→u
‖ −→w ‖‖ −→u ‖ =
∑ni=1 wi×ui√
∑ni=1(wi)2×
√
∑ni=1(ui)2
(5.4)
where n is the number of the dimensions of the vectors and wi is the value
of the ith dimension of the vector −→w . Table 5.1 shows the number of unlabelled
web pages with different cosine similarity threshold. Since word unigrams binary
representation model yields the best result for content-based genre classification,
we used this representation of web pages to construct their feature vectors. We
divided the labelled data into 10 folds while we ensured that all the web pages
from the same websites are in the same fold. We used 8 folds for training, one
fold for validation and one fold for testing. We learnt the best cosine similarity
1We did not make any distinction between in-domain and out-of-domain links in the experi-
ments presented in this chapter.
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Cosine similarity # of unlabelled Average # of
web pages neighbours per labelled page
≥ 0 103,372 40.65
≥ 0.1 98,824 39.08
≥ 0.2 87,834 34.23
≥ 0.3 70,602 26.46
≥ 0.4 50,232 17.52
≥ 0.5 28,437 8.62
≥ 0.6 13,919 3.77
≥ 0.7 7,241 1.86
≥ 0.8 3,772 0.98
≥ 0.9 1,732 0.44
Table 5.1: Number of unlabelled web pages with different cosine similarity thresh-
olds
threshold using the validation data and then evaluated on the test data.
5.3.3 Semi-supervised Binary Min-cut
5.3.3.1 Formulation of the Model
The formulation of our semi-supervised min-cut for genre classification involves
the following steps:
1. We divide the multi-class genre classification task into fifteen binary classi-
fication subtasks e.g. blog and non-blog; news and non-news.
2. For each classification subtask, we build a weighted and undirected graph
where web pages are represented as vertices. This graph also has two ver-
tices s (source) and t (sink) as classification nodes which correspond to the
two labels e.g. blog and non-blog. Following the definition in Blum and
Chawla [20], we call the vertices s and t classification vertices, and all other
vertices (labelled, test, and unlabelled data) example vertices.
3. We connect the labelled training web pages by edges with a high constant
weight to the classification nodes that they belong to. The reason for this
is that we do not want the min-cut algorithm to reverse the labels of the
training data.
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4. Then we connect each test and unlabelled web page to the classification
nodes via a weighted edge where weights are the probability of them be-
longing to the classification nodes. An SVM supervised genre classifier
based on word unigrams binary representation of web pages is used to set
the edges’ weights.
5. Then we connect web pages which are linked together via a hyper-link and
set the weight to 1.
6. After the graph is constructed, we employ the maximum-flow algorithm
to find the minimum s− t cut of the graph and split the graph into two
disconnected parts, the s part and the t part. The vertices which are on the
s part are classified as the genre class which s represent and the vertices
which are on the t part are classified as the genre class which t corresponds
to.
An Example Graph
An example graph is shown in Figure 5.1 where vertex s (source) corresponds to
the genre class blog while vertex t (sink) corresponds to the class non-blog. More-
over, the red, yellow and green vertices in the graph represent the training, test and
unlabelled web pages respectively. As it is shown in Figure 5.1, the edges’ weights
connecting the example vertices to the classification vertices represent how likely
the example vertices are preliminarily predicted as blog or non-blog by a super-
vised classifier. For example, web pages p2 and p3 are predicted as non-blog with
confidence of 0.75 and 0.8 respectively.
The effect of unlabelled data as neighbouring pages, as well as the homophily
assumption of the min-cut algorithm can be seen in Figure 5.1. Web page p2 has
two unlabelled neighbours p4 and p5 with high probability of being a blog. As a
result, the minimum cut of the graph (red dashed line) classified web page p2 as a
blog too, by putting it on the s side of the graph. On the other hand, page p6 and
p7 which are the neighbours of page p3 did not reverse the classification result of
page p3. The reason is that the predicted classes for p6 and p7 are the same as
for p3. Therefore, all three nodes p3, p6 and p7 are positioned on the t side of the
graph.
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classification node
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training page
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blog non-blog
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0.2
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100
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0.2
0.001
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0.8
5
1
1
1
1
1
Figure 5.1: An example graph which depicts how semi-supervised binary min-cut
algorithm works
5.3.3.2 Results and Discussion
We use the supervised SVM classifier with word unigram features as a baseline
to compare with our proposed semi-supervised min-cut approach. Note that this
supervised SVM classifier is also used to provide the edges’ weights connecting
example vertices to the classification vertices in the min-cut approach. Table 5.2
shows the results for the supervised SVM classifier and the semi-supervised min-
cut algorithm for the best cosine similarity thresholds.
Although the results presented in Table 5.2 show very high accuracies for the
individual genre classes, it must be noted that accuracy is not a good indicator
of the performance in this case. Splitting the multi-class classification problem
into 15 binary sub-problems results in 15 unbalanced data sets with high num-
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bers of negative and low numbers of positive instances and binary classifiers that
recognize only negative examples still achieve a high accuracy. Therefore, recall,
precision and F-measure are more informative measures in binary classifications
with unbalanced data.
By comparing the F-measure of these two approaches in Table 5.2, we see that
the semi-supervised min-cut algorithm significantly outperformed the supervised
SVM classifier for some of the genre categories such as editorial, news, interview
and instruction for the learnt cosine similarity equal or greater than 0.8 (it must be
noted that the result of the min-cut algorithm when we used all the neighbouring
pages was much lower than the supervised SVM classifier due to the noise). Ta-
ble 5.2 also shows that, although the semi-supervised min-cut algorithm resulted
in lower accuracy, precision and F-measure for genre categories review and faq, we
observe improvement in terms of recall for these genre classes.
However, we observe no improvement or even decline in F-measure for some
genre categories such as forum, faqs and company home pages. This results illus-
trate that our semi-supervised min-cut algorithm is not effective uniformly across
all the genre classes. Three reasons could have contributed to these results. First,
the homophily assumption does not hold for all the genre classes. Second, we
might need to examine other neighbours of the target web pages such as parents,
siblings, grand parents or grand children in order to benefit from the homophily
property. The third reason could be that our neighbour selection method is not effi-
cient. Although increasing the cosine similarity threshold leads to a high reduction
of the noise, this process could also remove web pages which are informative and
have the same genre as the target pages. To see if this is the case, we manually
checked the output of the neighbour selection method for a few sample web pages
in our dataset, and we observed that in some cases the neighbours with the same
genre class as the target web page are removed by this selection method, because
their contents were not similar enough. Therefore, in some cases, our neighbour
selection method removed the informative neighbours along side of the uninfor-
mative ones.
In this section, we investigated the performance of a binary semi-supervised
min-cut algorithm in genre classification by dividing a multi-class classification
task into several binary classification tasks. The next section describes the formu-
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Genre Binary semi-supervised min-cut Binary supervised SVM
Acc R P F Acc R P F
php 0.985 0.872 0.933 0.901 0.983 0.878 0.902 0.890
forum 0.991 0.875 0.992 0.930 0.991 0.886 0.988 0.934
review 0.971 0.662 0.880 0.755 0.972 0.654 0.906 0.760
news 0.969 0.724 0.889 0.798 0.968 0.715 0.877 0.788
com 0.977 0.770 0.839 0.803 0.977 0.779 0.841 0.809
shop 0.981 0.825 0.906 0.864 0.979 0.812 0.898 0.853
instruction 0.981 0.736 0.929 0.821 0.980 0.723 0.908 0.805
recipe 0.997 0.979 0.991 0.985 0.997 0.976 0.988 0.982
blog 0.980 0.718 0.936 0.813 0.978 0.697 0.929 0.796
bio 0.990 0.864 0.972 0.915 0.989 0.855 0.963 0.906
editorial 0.972 0.710 0.917 0.800 0.971 0.690 0.915 0.787
faq 0.987 0.806 0.931 0.864 0.988 0.801 0.953 0.870
edu 0.991 0.926 0.949 0.937 0.990 0.923 0.948 0.936
story 0.988 0.783 0.960 0.862 0.987 0.755 0.959 0.845
interview 0.986 0.743 0.959 0.837 0.984 0.697 0.942 0.801
Table 5.2: Accuracy, Recall, Precision and F-measure for binary semi-supervised
min-cut and binary supervised SVM genre classification. The results of the cate-
gories in bold are significantly improved by binary min-cut algorithm.
lation and results of the semi-supervised multi-class min-cut algorithm described
in Section 5.2.5.
5.3.4 Semi-supervised Multi-class Min-cut
5.3.4.1 Formulation of the Model
The formulation of semi-supervised multi-class min-cut for genre classification
involves the following steps:
1. We built the weighted and undirected graph G = (V,E) where vertices are
the web pages (labelled and unlabelled) and the edges represent the hyper-
links between the web pages and set the weights to 1.
2. For training nodes set the cost of the correct label to zero and all other labels
to a large constant.
3. For test labelled nodes and unlabelled nodes, we set the cost of each label
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using a supervised classifier (SVM) using the following formula:
c(w, l) = 1− pl(w) (5.5)
where c(w, l) is the cost of label l for web page w and pl(w) is probability
of w belonging to the label l which is computed by a supervised SVM using
word unigrams binary representation of web pages.
4. Set d(i, j), which denotes the distance between two labels i and j, to one if
i 6= j and zero otherwise.
5. Employ Boykov et al.’s [22] algorithm to find the minimum total cost using
multiway min-cut algorithm.
class R P F
php 0.928 0.850 0.887
forum 0.925 0.977 0.951
review 0.895 0.832 0.862
news 0.897 0.798 0.845
com 0.897 0.891 0.894
shop 0.860 0.965 0.910
instruction 0.870 0.914 0.892
recipe 0.994 0.991 0.993
blog 0.889 0.879 0.884
bio 0.905 0.948 0.926
editorial 0.800 0.932 0.861
faq 0.902 0.841 0.870
edu 0.957 0.963 0.960
story 0.902 0.943 0.922
interview 0.870 0.809 0.839
overall accuracy = 90.11%
Table 5.3: Recall, Precision and F-
measure for multi-class semi-supervised
min-cut genre classification.
class R P F
php 0.938 0.798 0.862
forum 0.943 0.974 0.958
review 0.872 0.859 0.866
news 0.894 0.782 0.835
com 0.920 0.874 0.897
shop 0.849 0.950 0.897
instruction 0.866 0.889 0.877
recipe 0.988 0.988 0.988
blog 0.865 0.841 0.853
bio 0.884 0.926 0.905
editorial 0.765 0.926 0.837
faq 0.866 0.879 0.872
edu 0.950 0.969 0.959
story 0.864 0.941 0.901
interview 0.827 0.785 0.805
overall accuracy = 88.98% 2
Table 5.4: Recall, Precision and F-measure
for multi-class supervised SVM genre clas-
sification using word unigrams feature set
5.3.4.2 Results and Discussion
The results which are presented in Tables 5.3 and 5.4 show that multi-class min-
cut algorithm significantly outperforms the content-based classifier for the cosine
2Please note that in this experiment we had less training data because we used 8 folds for
training, one fold for validation and one fold for testing. As a result, the accuracy of word unigrams
is slightly lower than the result reported in Table 4.2.
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similarity equal or greater than 0.8 3. The results, which show the same trend ob-
served in the binary min-cut results, show that some genre classes such as news,
editorial, blog, interview and instruction benefited more than other genre classes from
the neighbouring web pages. Genre categories with improved results are shown
in bold in Table 5.3. The homophily property of these genre categories was the
reason behind this improvement. For example, the fact that a news article is more
likely to be linked to other news articles, whereas an editorial is more likely to be
linked to other editorials, helped us to differentiate these two categories further.
On the other hand, we observe no improvement or even decrease in F-measure for
some genre categories such as frequently asked questions, forums and company home
pages.
Figure 5.2 depicts the learning curve of the the semi-supervised multi-class
min-cut algorithm on the validation data, i.e., the accuracy depending on the co-
sine similarity threshold used in the neighbour selection method. The learning
curve shows that when we used all the neighbours, the genre classification ac-
curacy yielded by semi-supervised min-cut was much lower than the supervised
SVM. However, increasing the cosine similarity threshold in the neighbour selec-
tion technique resulted in improving the accuracy of the semi-supervised min-cut
algorithm and at the cosine similarity threshold equal to 0.8, this algorithm out-
performs the model based on the supervised SVM.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we investigated the feasibility of applying a semi-supervised learn-
ing approach to genre classification on the web. We give a brief introduction to
semi-supervised classification methods, and propose a semi-supervised minimum
cut algorithm for genre classification by exploiting the hyper-link connections be-
tween the web pages [5]. We hypothesise that the homophily property (i.e. entities
with similar labels are more likely to be connected) exists for genre classes and
web pages in the neighbourhood, i.e. those connected by hyper-links, should help
reveal the class of the target document.
This hypothesis helped us to significantly improve the genre classification re-
sult using a semi-supervised min-cut algorithm. We employed the children of the
3McNemar test at the significance level of 5%
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Figure 5.2: The learning curve of the the semi-supervised multi-class min-cut
algorithm on the validation data which illustrates the accuracy depending on the
cosine similarity threshold used in the neighbour selection method.
target web pages as unlabelled data. The results of this method which takes ad-
vantage of the graph structure of the web show that some genre classes benefit
more than others from the neighbouring web pages.
So far, we have discussed supervised and semi-supervised learning models
for genre classification on the web, and the experimental results show that the
proposed models are all effective, with the semi-supervised min-cut framework
achieving the best performance. Therefore, we might wonder that since we can
automatically classify genre classes on a designed dataset at a relatively high level
of accuracy, can we apply genre classification on random web pages and achieve
the same performance? In order to answer this question, in the next chapter, we
will investigate the reliability of human genre annotation as well as the perfor-
mance of closed-set and open-set genre classification algorithms on a corpus of
random web pages.
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Extending Genre Classification from
a Designed to a Random Corpus
6.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, we described different phases of the construction of the Leeds Web
Genre Corpus Balanced-design (LWGC-B). In the corpus compilation step, we
noted that we chose to build a designed corpus as opposed to a random corpus be-
cause we wanted to have a balanced collection with a large number of web pages
per genre category. Therefore, we did a focused search for collecting web pages
which belong to our predefined genre categories. The result of human annotation
which was conducted in Amazon Mechanical Turk showed high inter-annotator
agreement and, as a result, the corpus was annotated reliably. However, the ques-
tions that we are seeking to answer in this chapter are threefold: firstly, can we
achieve such high inter-annotator agreement on more arbitrary web pages? Sec-
ondly, how good is the coverage of our genre inventory when applied to web page
selection that is not guided by focused search for particular genres? Thirdly, can
a model trained on our designed corpus successfully be used for automatic genre
classification on random web pages? Section 6.2 focuses on our first and second
research questions, while Section 6.3 consentrates on providing the answer to the
third question.
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6.2 LWGC-R: Human Annotation Study on Ran-
dom Web Pages
In order to answer the first and the second questions stated above, we repeated the
same annotation study that we conducted in Chapter 3, on random web pages. The
following subsections describe the corpus collection, the corpus annotation and
the results of the experiment in detail leading to the creation of LWGC-R(andom)
corpus.
6.2.1 LWGC-R: Web Page Collection
The BootCat toolkit [8] is often used to collect a varied sample of web pages in
a given language, using seed keywords that are fed as queries to search engines,
and we follow this approach. Two things have to be noted when using this method
that distinguish it from a truly random web page collection (which would only
be possible if we had access to a snapshot of the whole web): Firstly, if specific
topics such as Rafael Nadal, tennis are fed as seeds then we of course will get
topic-specific pages back. Therefore we need to choose very general seeds in our
case and we follow Sharoff [137] and use a list of the 500 most frequent words
extracted from the BNC corpus, which are mostly function words, as seeds. The
BootCat tool creates a list of n-tuples out of the seed words by randomly com-
bining them. We use 3-tuples in this experiment (e.g., have, we, which). These
3-tuples are used as keywords to query a search engine.
Secondly, as search engines, such as Google, rank and retrieve web pages
based not only on keyword occurrence but also on their popularity, we actually do
not get a truly random result either but rather a snapshot of popular web pages. In
our case, this is not a disadvantage as for practical purposes being able to label the
most used parts of the web is important. However, as there is a genre bias when
using the very top-most results which tend to be commercial home pages [87], we
ignored the first 30 URLs retrieved for each query and collected URLs which were
ranked from 31th to 50th positions. Overall, fifty queries were sent to a search
engine by the BootCat toolkit and we collected 1000 URLs. After the URLs
collection phase, we downloaded these web pages using the KrdWrd tool [147].
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6.2.2 LWGC-R: Annotation Procedure
Similar to the annotation of our designed corpus in Chapter 3, we also used crowd-
sourcing for the annotation of the random web pages collected in the previous
section. In fact, we carried out exactly the same annotation study that we con-
ducted for our designed corpus using Amazon Mechanical Turk. The definitions
of the genre categories as well as example web pages for each class were provided
as part of the annotation guidelines. Annotators had the option to choose one of
our 15 predefined genre categories or the option other for each web page. We
set the number of annotations per web page to five. Moreover, the same quality
control measures used in the experiment described in Section 3.2.3.1 (e.g. trap
questions, qualification test and having high approval rate), were also adopted in
this experiment.
6.2.3 LWGC-R: Results of Annotation Study
In order to measure the reliability of the annotation result, we calculated the inter-
coder agreement measures. For this experiment, the percentage agreement is
78.15% and pi is 0.712 which shows substantial agreement between the anno-
tators and therefore we can consider the annotation reliable. We also calculated
pi for the individual genre labels (Table 6.1). The results show that for all the
categories except story and interview, the pi value is above 0.6. Therefore, we can
consider them reliable. Quite importantly, the agreement for the category other
is high which means that the current genres cannot just be easily delimited from
each other (as in LWGC-B) but also from other arbitrary web pages.
However, the pi value for the two genre classes story and interview is around
zero, despite the fact that they have a very high observed or percentage agreement
(99.9% and 99.8% respectively).
A pi of around zero usually indicates very poor agreement. However, this
interpretation of a chance-corrected agreement coefficient like pi and κ only makes
sense if the categories occur reasonably often [45]. Skewed categories can bias
chance-corrected agreement measures such as pi and κ to a low value even when
the proportion of annotators agreement is very high. To illustrate this point, we
provided the number of times that each category was chosen by the annotators
(fourth column of Table 6.1). As you can see these numbers are very skewed
ranging from 2 for the genre class story, to 2089 for the category other. These
statistics show that prevalence was indeed the reason behind the very low inter-
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Genre Labels Percentage pi N.T.C.A
agreement
Personal Homepage 0.997 0.741 39
Company/ Business homepage 0.888 0.646 961
Educational Organization Homepage 0.993 0.707 64
Personal blog /Diary 0.979 0.611 83
Online shops 0.966 0.774 414
Instruction/ How to 0.946 0.645 423
Recipe 0.999 0.928 43
News Article 0.952 0.791 626
Editorial 0.991 0.667 67
Conversational Forum 0.994 0.738 51
Biography 0.998 0.892 28
Frequently Asked Questions 0.993 0.757 58
Review 0.996 0.775 48
Story 0.999 -0.0004 2
Interview 0.998 -0.0008 4
Other 0.847 0.685 2089
Table 6.1: Inter-coder agreements for individual categories show substantial
agreement among the coders on LWGC-R. N.T.C.A stands for number of times
chosen by the annotators. For example the category story has been chosen only
two times by the annotators.
coder agreement for the categories story and interview in this study. Due to the low
number of samples of these two categories in the random corpus, we cannot draw
definite conclusions with regard to the reliability of these two categories.
The comparison between the results of the annotation study on the designed
corpus and the random web pages reveals that generally the pi values for the more
randomly selected web pages are lower. This could be due to two reasons: First,
it could be the influence of the prevalence factor on pi because the random dataset
is highly skewed. Second, it is harder to obtain a high inter-coder agreement for
random web pages as these will include more borderline cases. In order to provide
more insight into this annotation study, we also compute the percentage of each
type of inter-annotator agreement (Table 3.5). For 59.40% of the web pages all
the five annotators agreed and for more than 80% of the data at least four annota-
tors agreed which indicates high level of agreement between the coders. However,
comparing the two Tables 6.2 and 3.6 reveals that the main reason behind lower
agreement for random web pages is that annotators find it harder to agree on the
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ID Types of inter-annotator agreement # of web pages % of web pages
1 5,0 594 59.40%
2 4,1 219 21.90%
3 3,1,1 31 3.10%
4 3,2 122 12.20%
5 2,1,1,1 4 0.40%
6 2,2,1 29 2.90%
7 1,1,1,1,1 1 0.10%
Table 6.2: Distribution of different types of inter-annotator agreement in LWGC-
R
random web pages compared to prototypical web pages in the designed corpus.
Comparing Tables 6.2 and 3.6 also shows that 12.20% of the web pages in the
random corpus caused the type 4 inter-coder agreement (i.e. 3,2: three annota-
tors agreed with each other while the other two disagreed with the majority but
agreed with each other), whereas, this kind of disagreement is only 2.92% in the
designed corpus. As noted in Section 3.2.6, this kind of disagreement is caused
by two kinds of web pages: web pages that can belong to more than one genre
category and border-line web pages which are ambiguous. The fact that this kind
of web pages are much more frequent in the random corpus compared to the de-
signed corpus indicates that we are more likely to see this kind of web pages in
the random snap-shot of the web than the designed corpora which usually contain
prototypical examples of the genre classes. Table 6.3 shows the ten most con-
fused genre categories which cause this kind of disagreement. It reveals that the
two most confused categories are other and company home pages. There are 24
web pages in this dataset which two out of five annotators chose company home-
page label for them whereas the other three annotators chose the category other or
vise-versa. Figure 6.1 is an example of such a web page.
Nevertheless, the result of this study still shows substantial agreement between
the annotators and as a result it was a successful annotation study.
6.2.4 LWGC-R: The Gold Standard Corpus
In order to use the corpus of the random web pages in a supervised machine learn-
ing experiment, we need to convert the annotated dataset into a gold standard. We
employed the majority vote strategy to assign the final label to the disagreed web
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24 other and com
22 how-to and other
9 com and shop
6 other and news
6 news and editorial
4 other and blog
4 other and shop
4 how-to and com
4 com and edu
3 review and shop
Table 6.3: The ten most confused genre categories in the LWGC-R corpus which
cause the type 4 inter-coder agreement where three annotators agreed with each
other while the other two disagreed with the majority but agreed with each other.
We show the number of web pages for which the two genre classes caused this
type of disagreement.
pages in this experiment. This method was also used to create the gold standard
for the LWGC-B corpus. As shown in Table 6.2, there are seven possible types
of inter-annotator agreement when there are five annotators. However, there is no
majority for the last three types. Therefore, as we did not have a majority vote for
34 web pages, we excluded them from the gold standard corpus.
Table 6.4 illustrates the number of web pages per genre category in the ran-
dom web pages which indicates a very skewed distribution. 43.8% of pages did
not belong to any of our 15 predefined genre categories, indicating a somewhat
more than 50% coverage for our 15 genres. Researchers in genre classification
have come up with long lists of genre classes, e.g., 292 genre labels in the Syra-
cuse corpus [32] or 500 genre labels listed in [40]. Therefore, the web pages
categorized as other in this experiment could belong to any genre class in these
taxonomies. However, as most phenomena in language are Zipfian, most genre
labels will after a certain point of adding genre classes be very rare.
Moreover, while genre categories such as company home pages and news arti-
cles comprise a high percentage of the total number of web pages in the LWGC-R
corpus, other genre categories such as biography and personal home pages have very
few web pages assigned to them. Table 6.4 also shows that no web page represents
the genre categories story and interview in this corpus.
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Figure 6.1: An example web page which caused confusion between the categories
company home page and other.URL: http://structsource.com/index.html
6.3 Automatic Genre classification on Random Web
pages
The aim of this section is to investigate the performance of AGI systems on the
LWGC-R corpus constructed in the previous section. The main difference be-
tween this corpus and the LWGC-B corpus built in Chapter 3 is that the LWGC-R
corpus includes the category other which includes all the web pages which do not
belong to any of our 15 predefined categories. This property of the LWGC-R
corpus allows us to examine the performance of open-set genre classification al-
gorithms which can reject to assign any predefined label to a web page. In other
words, open-set classifiers can detect outliers or noise. 1 Although, as noted in
Section 2.7.3, Pritsos and Stamatatos [116] and Stubbe et al. [152] proposed al-
gorithms for open-set genre classification, due to the lack of a dataset with noise,
the real performance of these algorithms could not be examined.
Therefore, in this section, first we examine the performance of a closed-set
classifier on the LWGC-R corpus without noise (i.e. the class other) in Sec-
tion 6.3.1 and then we investigate the performance of an open-set classifier on
the whole LWGC-R corpus including the class other in Section 6.3.2. This is the
1By noise we mean any web page which does not belong to any of our predefined genre classes.
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Category # Web % of the
pages corpus
other 438 45.34%
com 167 17.29%
news 117 12.11%
shop 79 8.18%
how-to 76 7.87%
blog 16 1.66%
edu 12 1.24%
editorial 12 1.24%
faq 10 1.04%
review 9 0.93%
recipe 9 0.93%
php 8 0.83%
forum 8 0.83%
bio 5 0.52%
story 0 0%
interview 0 0%
in total 966 web pages
Table 6.4: Distribution of genre categories in the gold standard LWGC-R corpus
first time in genre classification that the performance of an open-set classifier in
detecting noise is being investigated.
6.3.1 Closed-set Genre Classification
In Chapter 4, we investigated the performance of various lexical and POS-based
as well as text statistics features in genre classification. The result showed that
word unigrams outperformed other features on the LWGC-B corpus with the ac-
curacy of 89.32%. The question is: can we achieve the same high result on the
random web pages? In order to answer this question, in this section we test the
discriminative power of the genre classification model built using the LWGC-B
corpus, on the LWGC-R corpus.
6.3.1.1 Experimental Setup
In this experiment, we use the LWGC-B gold standard corpus as the training data
and the gold standard LWGC-R corpus of the random web pages built in Sec-
tion 6.2.4 without the class other as unseen test data.
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Moreover, in this experiment we used word unigrams binary representation
as features, because they outperformed other features in the set of experiments
presented in Chapter 4. Although feature combination produced a better result,
this improvement was insignificant. We converted web pages to plain text using
KrdWrd tool. Then, we tokenized each document using the Stanford tokenizer
(included as part of the Stanford part of speech tagger [157]) and converted all
the tokens to lower case. For machine learning we used one-versus-one multi-
class SVM implemented in Weka [57] with the default setting. The next section
presents the results.
6.3.1.2 Results and Discussion
In order to evaluate the experiment conducted in the previous section, we com-
puted overall accuracy as well as precision, recall and F-measure for the individual
genre classes. The results which are presented in Table ?? show 80.68% overall
accuracy. Although this is quite high, it is approximately 9% lower than the re-
sult on the LWGC-B corpus. Moreover, the F-measure values for the individual
categories depict a very mixed picture. While we observe high value F-measure
for genre categories such as biography, news and company home pages, the re-
sults show low F-measure for categories such as frequently asked questions and
editorial. In order to have a full picture of the classification result, we also pro-
vided the confusion matrix of this classification experiment in Table 6.6. The left
most column shows the true genre labels of the web pages while the top row of
the table illustrates the genre labels assigned by the classifier. The fact that the
LWGC-R data set contains more border-line web pages which are harder to clas-
sify automatically, is the reason for the lower F-measure on the random dataset.
These border-line web pages even caused disagreement between humans which
resulted in lower inter-annotator agreement on the LWGC-R corpus compared to
the LWGC-B corpus.
6.3.2 Open-set Genre Classification
Until now, we focused on closed-set multi-class genre classification algorithms
which assign one predefined genre label to each web page. In order to apply such
algorithms on the real web, we need to create a dataset which contains all the
possible genre classes. However, creating such a dataset is very expensive or even
completely impractical, because the web is an evolving phenomenon and new
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Genre Precision Recall F-measure
php 0.545 0.750 0.632
forum 0.700 0.875 0.778
review 0.444 0.444 0.444
news 0.898 0.829 0.862
com 0.849 0.910 0.879
shop 0.829 0.734 0.779
how-to 0.923 0.789 0.851
recipe 1.000 0.889 0.941
blog 0.800 0.500 0.615
bio 1.000 1.000 1.000
editorial 0.267 0.333 0.296
faq 0.333 0.800 0.471
edu 0.750 0.750 0.750
story n/a n/a n/a
interview 0.000 n/a n/a
overall accuracy = 80.68%
Table 6.5: Results for closed-set genre classification of random web pages with
word unigram binary representation as feature set.
genres are emerging all the time. Therefore, as discussed in detail in Section 2.7.3,
open-set classification algorithms which do not require a complete set of genre
labels are more suitable for genre classification on the web. In this section, we
reimplement the open-set classification technique proposed by Stubbe et al. [152]
and test it on the LWGC-R corpus. As noted in Section 6.3, the novelty of this
experiment lies in the use of a dataset which contains noise. This characteristic of
the dataset enables us to investigate the outlier detection property of the open-set
genre classifiers. The following subsections describe the experimental set up and
the results.
6.3.2.1 Experimental Setup
As noted in Section 2.7.3, Stubbe et al. [152] proposed a cascading classifier
which can be used as an open-set classification algorithm. A cascading classi-
fier is a sequential ensemble of binary classifiers ordered based on a particular
selection scheme. Therefore, in the first phase, we build binary classifiers for in-
dividual genre classes using the LWGC-B corpus as the training data and applied
them on the whole LWGC-R corpus as the test data.
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php 6 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
forum 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
review 0 0 4 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
news 0 1 0 97 6 1 0 0 1 0 11 0 0 0 0
com 1 0 0 0 152 9 0 0 0 0 0 4 1 0 0
shop 2 0 2 0 13 58 1 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0
how-to 0 0 1 2 3 0 60 0 1 0 0 9 0 0 0
recipe 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
blog 2 1 0 1 1 0 2 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 1
bio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0
editorial 0 0 1 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0
faq 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0
edu 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 9 0 0
story 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
interview 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 6.6: Confusion matrix for closed-set genre classification of random web
pages
In the second phase, we need to define a selection scheme which orders the
binary classifiers. In Stubbe et al. [152] the binary classifiers are ordered in two
different ways based on their performance on the training set. In the first method,
they used F-measure value and the genre class with highest F-measure in the train-
ing set is the first classifier to label the test web pages. In the second method, they
used ordering by dependencies and recall which is a much more sophisticated ap-
proach. In this method, a preliminary sequence of classifiers is ordered by the
recall value of these classifiers on the training data set. In the second step, a de-
pendency graph is generated using the confusion matrices of these classifiers. In
the dependency graph, a directed edge is created from class gi to g j if web pages in
class g j are misclassified as gi. The weight of this edge is the number of misclas-
sified web pages. Then this dependency graph is used to rearrange the ordering of
the binary classifiers. If a classifier gi is followed by g j and has a dependency edge
with g j , g j is placed before gi . If there are cycles in the dependency graph, gi
is only rearranged if the label of the outgoing edge to g j is higher than that of the
incoming edge from g j.We reimplemented both selection schemes. We divided
the LWGC-B corpus into 10 folds and used 9 folds for training and one fold as
validation data for learning the ordering of the binary classifiers.
In this open-set classification technique, the first binary classifier has the ad-
vantage to classify all the test instances and assign the final label to the web pages
which it classifies as positive. Then all the web pages classified as negative are
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passed to the next binary classifier. This process continues to the last binary clas-
sifier. A test instance can remain unclassified if it is not positively identified by
any of the binary classifiers.
6.3.2.2 Results and Discussion
Table 6.7 presents the order of the binary classifiers in the two selection schemes
described in the previous section. It must be noted that the both selection schemes
performed exactly the same. This is not surprising, as there is a very small dif-
ference between the ordering of the binary classifiers in the two schemes. The
result of the classification which is presented in Table 6.8 shows 59.32% accuracy.
This result is considerably lower than the accuracy of the closed-set classification
presented in Section 6.3.1.2 (59.32% vs. 80.68%). Also, precision, recall and F-
measure for all the categories except forum experience a moderate or a sharp fall.
It must be noted that noise pages affect mainly precision, whereas recall is mostly
affected by the open-set genre classification model.
Selection scheme Order of binary classifiers
F-measure
recipe→ edu→ forum→ bio→ php→ faq→ shop→
story→ com→ how-to→ interview→ blog→ news→
editorial→ review
Recall and
dependency
graph
recipe→ edu→ forum→ php→ bio→ shop→ faq→
com→ story→ how-to→ news→ blog→ interview→
editorial→ review
Table 6.7: The order of binary classifiers using two different selection schemes.
In order to provide a more detailed picture of the classification result, we also
present the confusion matrix in Table 6.9 which shows that almost a quarter of the
web pages that belong to class other are misclassified as one of our 15 predefined
genre categories, especially as company home pages, how-to and personal home
pages. Therefore, the noise (i.e. category other) is the main reason for the poor
performance of the open-set classification algorithm. This shows that although we
can yield a high accuracy in the closed-set genre classification, this good result is
not easily achievable on the real web which contains noise.
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Genre Precision Recall F-measure
php 0.114 0.500 0.186
forum 0.875 0.875 0.875
review 0.667 0.222 0.333
news 0.845 0.419 0.560
com 0.725 0.647 0.684
shop 0.936 0.557 0.698
how-to 0.509 0.355 0.419
recipe 1.000 0.778 0.875
blog 0.333 0.125 0.182
bio 0.294 1.000 0.455
editorial 0.167 0.083 0.111
faq 0.133 0.400 0.200
edu 0.429 0.500 0.462
story n/a n/a n/a
interview n/a n/a n/a
other 0.576 0.701 0.632
overall accuracy = 59.32%
Table 6.8: Precision, recall and F-measure for open-set genre classification of
random web pages with word unigrams binary representation as feature set.
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, we present the LWGC-R corpus, which is the first reliably anno-
tated random web genre collection. We expanded our human annotation method
successfully to this corpus where the pages to be annotated are collected in a more
arbitrary way among web pages returned by search engines. We showed that hu-
mans can reliably distinguish our 15 predefined genre categories from each other
as well as from all other web pages in the LWGC-R corpus. Therefore, our anno-
tation scheme is applicable to random web pages as well.
In addition, the LWGC-R corpus allowed us to investigate coverage of our
genre inventory. We show that our 15 genre categories are sufficient to cover the
majority but not the vast majority of random web pages. Moreover, the skewed
distribution of genre classes in this corpus illustrates that some genre categories
are more frequent on the web than others. Web pages which did not belong to any
of our 15 predefined genre classes were labelled as other in this corpus.
We also investigated the performance of automatic genre classification mod-
els on LWGC-R corpus. First, we examined the performance of a closed-set genre
classification model on the LWGC-R corpus without noise. The model was trained
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php 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4
forum 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
review 0 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
news 0 0 0 49 3 0 0 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 0 59
com 1 0 0 0 108 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 0 54
shop 2 0 0 0 5 44 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 27
how-to 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 0 1 0 0 4 0 0 0 44
recipe 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
blog 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 11
bio 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0
editorial 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 9
faq 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 6
edu 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 4
story 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
interview 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
other 26 0 1 8 30 1 26 0 1 12 1 18 7 0 0 307
Table 6.9: Confusion matrix for open-set genre classification of random web
pages
on the LWGC-B corpus and tested on the noise-free LWGC-R corpus which was
created by removing the class other in this collection. The result showed 80.68%
overall accuracy which is approximately 9% lower than the result of the same
model using the designed corpus via 10 fold cross-validation. This drop in accu-
racy indicates that automatic genre classification on the random web pages is a
harder task compared to AGI on the designed corpus. The reason could be that
the random web pages include more ambiguous and borderline cases as we noted
in Section 6.2.
Second, we experimented with an open-set classification algorithm on the
LWGC-R corpus. The unique property of this corpus (i.e. having category other)
allowed us to, for the first time, evaluate the performance of an open-set genre
classification algorithm on a dataset with noise. The outcome of this experiment
indicates that automatic genre classification on the noisy web is a much more
challenging task compared to genre classification on the noise-free datasets.
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Conclusion
In today’s information era, genre classification of documents plays a very impor-
tant role in Information Retrieval. As the web grows rapidly, the need for a well-
performing automatic genre classification technique is becoming more apparent.
Search engines would be more useful if they could automatically distinguish the
genre of web pages. With the aim of improving search engines, the past studies of
automatic genre classification paid great attention to exploring the performance of
various features in supervised genre classification.
However, limitations of the genre-annotated web corpora such as low inter-
coder agreement, false correlation between topic and genre labels and their small
size, resulted in researchers’ doubt on the outcomes of classification models based
on these corpora. Therefore, with the aim of overcoming the limitations of these
collections, our research journey began with constructing a reliable genre-annotated
web corpus which we then used for developing and evaluating automatic genre
classification techniques. In this chapter, we conclude the main findings of this
thesis. Section 7.1 summarizes our main findings in respect to the construction
of the first reliable genre-annotated web corpus via crowd-sourcing as well as de-
veloping novel machine learning algorithms for genre classifications. Section 7.2
discusses the potential future work.
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7.1 Main Findings
Our major findings include:
• Crowd-sourcing can be a fast and cheap method which yields reliable genre
annotation. In Chapter 3, we used Amazon Mechanical Turk which is a
crowd-sourcing website to annotate our designed web genre corpus (LWGC-
B). This corpus was compiled by a focused search for 15 genre categories.
The high inter-coder agreement results of this experiment show that the
corpus is annotated reliably. Moreover, in Chapter 6, we employed crowd-
sourcing to obtain annotation for a corpus of random web pages (LWGC-R).
The result of this experiment also shows high inter-coder agreement. How-
ever, the agreement for the LWGC-B corpus was higher than the LWGC-R
corpus. The reason is that the LWGC-B corpus consists prototypical in-
stances of our 15 predefined genre categories, whereas, the LWGC-R corpus
includes some irregular and borderline instances of the genre classes which
can cause disagreement between the annotators. Moreover, the LWGC-B
corpus is a balanced collection. In contrast, the LWGC-R corpus is very
skewed with no or very few samples for some genre categories. As noted in
Section 6.2.3, Skewed categories can bias chance-corrected agreement mea-
sures such as pi and κ to a low value even when the proportion of annotators
agreement is very high [45] and that is the reason for low pi for categories
story and interview in the LWGC-R corpus.
Also, it must be noted that the quality of manual annotations depends on the
use of precise and consistent guidelines which include the definitions of the
categories. Therefore, in our annotation guidelines, we only included cate-
gories which are well-defined and well-recognizable and avoided broad and
vague categories such as article in KI-04 [104], informative and entertainment
in MGC corpus [159] and information and reporting in I-EN-Sample [140].
• The LWGC-B corpus is topically diverse. One of the main short-comings
of some of the existing web genre-annotated collections was the spurious
correlation between topic and genre categories. The effect of topic on genre
classification was discussed extensively in Section 2.8. In order to minimize
the impact of topic on genre classification, In construction of the LWGC-B
corpus, we collected data from various topics and sources. In Section 3.4,
we investigated the topic diversity of the LWGC-B corpus by extracting
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keywords for each genre categories using log-likelihood statistic [42]. The
qualitative analysis of the keywords confirms that the LWGC-B corpus is
topically diverse.
• Word unigrams binary representation of web pages is the best feature set for
automatic genre classification of web pages. In Chapter 4, we compared the
performance of a wide range of lexical, part of speech based and text statis-
tics features in AGI. In general lexical features such as function words, word
unigrams and character n-grams performed better than POS n-gram and text
statistics features (e.g. punctuation marks, readability features and HTML
features). The advantage of the lexical features is that they can be extracted
from the text very easily, whereas, extraction of POS-based features and
some of the readability features relies on POS taggers and parsers whose
performance varies on different genre categories. Also, these tools are not
available for many languages.
Moreover, for the first time in automatic web genre classification, we com-
pared the performance of classification models on the main text of the web
pages as well as the whole text. The results show that genre classification
models generally perform better when we use the text that appeared on the
web pages in entirety. Boilerplate parts of the web pages which usually
contain the genre names (e.g. editorial, news, interview and review) play an
important role in genre classification on the web.
• Our novel proposed semi-supervised graph-based genre classification algo-
rithm can improve genre classification on the web. The underlying assump-
tion of this algorithm is that a web page is more likely to be connected to
web pages with the same genre category (i.e. homophily property). We
hypothesised that homophily exists for genre classes and it can help us to
improve genre classification on the web. We used semi-supervised min-
cut classification algorithm which is based on homophily assumption. We
implement this algorithm in a semi-supervised manner, because we did not
have the genre labels for the neighbouring web pages. The results of both bi-
nary and multi-class min-cut algorithms show improvement for some genre
classes such as news, editorial and blog when the neighbouring web pages
are automatically preselected based on cosine similarity measure.
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• The genre classification model trained on our designed corpus (LWGC-B)
can be used for automatic genre classification on the random web pages cor-
pus (LWGC-R) without noise with reasonable performance (80.68% over-
all accuracy which is 9% lower than the result of the same model using the
LWGC-B corpus via 10 fold cross-validation). However, the result of the
open-set genre classification on the LWGC-R corpus with noise is much
less encouraging (overall accuracy of 59.32%).
7.2 Direction for Further Research
The following are some of the possible extensions to our work.
7.2.1 Corpus Extensions
The LWGC corpus constructed in this thesis can be extended in several ways as
explained in the following paragraphs.
Size Expansion
The corpus which we built in this thesis is significantly bigger than the other ex-
isting web genre-annotated corpora in respect to the number of web pages per
category (see the corpus statistics in Sections 3.3 and 6.2.4). However, increas-
ing the amount of data can be beneficial for machine learning algorithms and it
is recommended in the literature (e.g. [7]). Therefore, one future direction lies in
extending this corpus in terms of size which could be done by the focussed search
(i.e. the method that we used in Chapter 3) or by annotating random web pages
(i.e. the method that we used in Chapter 6). Both of these approaches have ad-
vantages and disadvantages. While extending the corpus using random web pages
results in creating an unbalanced corpus (as it is shown in Chapter 6), it ensures
representativeness of less prototypical examples of genre categories. On the other
hand, by employing focussed search approach, we can create a balanced corpus
and overcome the problems that a skewed corpus can create for machine learning
algorithms. Therefore, we think extending the corpus should be done by employ-
ing both of these approaches in order to create a balanced and representative genre
corpus.
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Another way of extending the corpus in terms of size is to increase the number
of genre categories. As noted in Section 2.4, there is no universally agreed set of
genre labels. However, as long as the web users can identify a genre category
reliably in an annotation task, it can be added to the corpus. In other words,
identification of a genre category should be done by the users warrant as noted by
Rosso and Haas [127].
Multi-label Annotation
In this thesis, we considered genres as mutually exclusive categories and adopted a
single-labelling approach in our annotation tasks (we asked annotators to choose
the main genre of the web pages). However, some researchers in the field of
AGI have suggested that multi-labelling is a better approach for genre classifica-
tion (e.g. [34, 70, 130] ), because there are web pages which belong to more than
one genre category. Therefore, another important future direction lies in allowing
multi-labelling genre annotation. One way of designing this approach is to give
annotators different levels of reply options for each category because some web
pages have several parts which might have different characteristics and each part
can comprise a different proportion of the web page. Whether this approach re-
sults in a reliable annotation or causes more disagreement is yet to be seen.
7.2.2 Machine Learning Algorithm Enhancements
This section focuses on possible avenues for future work that could lead to im-
provement in the performance of automatic genre classification.
Graph-based Genre Classification
In Chapter 5, we proposed the min-cut algorithm as a semi-supervised graph-
based genre classification technique which employed the neighbouring web pages
as unlabelled data. We significantly improved the genre classification result using
semi-supervised min-cut algorithm by employing the children of the target web
pages as unlabelled data. However, as explained in Section 5.3.2, a web page has
different kind of neighbours on the web which are mainly differentiated based on
the distance to the target web page as well as the direction of the links. Therefore,
a natural extension to this work is to examine the effect of other types of neigh-
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bours on genre classification of web pages.
Another possible avenue for future work is to explore other graph-based al-
gorithm such as iterative classification algorithm [90] and Markov Logic Net-
works [29]. These two algorithms are much more flexible that the min-cut as
they can learn from the link pattern and are not restricted to the homophily prop-
erty. Potential tools for conducting experiments based on this techniques include
NetKit-SRL [92] and Alchemy [41]. However, our personal experience with these
tools shows that they are not efficient in terms of speed and scalability.
Open-set Genre Classification
An important future direction lies in exploring other open-set genre classification
algorithms. In construction of the LWGC-R corpus in Chapter 6, we have a col-
lection of web pages which is annotated as other. In the closed-set classification
conducted in Section 6.3, we removed these web pages from the test data, because
they do not share common characteristics as they are not part of a single genre cat-
egory. Then we used the whole LWGC-R corpus including class other to evaluate
the performance of an open-set genre classification algorithm. In this experiment,
we simulated the web environment by having our 15 predefined genre classes as
well as noise web pages. In future work, the LWGC-R corpus can be employed
in order to investigate the performance of other open-set genre classification al-
gorithms such as one-class SVM and the random feature sub-spacing ensemble
(RFSE) proposed by Pritsos and Stamatatos [116].
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Appendix A
Genre Classification Schemes for
Existing Web Genre Corpora
This appendix contains the genre classification schemes for existing web genre
collections which are described in Section 2.5. By Comparing the Tables in this
appendix, we see that these collections are different in terms of the set of genre
labels used in their genre classification schemes.
1. Personal Blogs 5. Listings
2. Eshop 6. Personal Home Page
3. FAQs 7. Search Pages
4. Online Newspaper Front Pages
Table A.1: The SANTINIS [131] corpus genre classification scheme
1. Article 5. Link Collection
2. Discussion 6. Non-personal Home Page
3. Download 7. Personal Home Page
4. Help 8. Shop
Table A.2: The KI-04 [104] corpus genre classification scheme
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i. Journalism iv. Documentation
1. Commentary 21. Law
2. Review 22. Official Report
3. Portrait 23. Protocol
4. Marginal Note
5. Interview v. Dictionary
6. News 24. Person
7. Feature Story 25. Catalog
8. Reportage 26. Resources
27. Timeline
ii. Literature
9. Poem vi. Communcation
10. Prose 28. Mail, Talk
11. Drama 29. Forum, Guestbook
30. Blog
iii.Information 31. Form
12. Science Report
13. Explanation vii. Nothing
14. Receipt 32. Nothing
15. FAQ
16. Lexicon, Word List
17. Bilingual Dictionary
18. Presentation
19. Statistics
20. Code
Table A.3: The HGC [151] corpus genre classification scheme
1. Personal 11. Index
2. Informative 12. Gateway
3. Journalistic 13. Community
4. Commercial/promotional 14. Content Delivery
5. Shopping 15. User input
6. Official 16. Entertainment
7. Scientific 17. Adult
8. Prose fiction 18. Children’s
9. Poetry 19. Blog
10. FAQs 20. Error message
Table A.4: The MGC [159] corpus genre classification scheme
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Table A.5: The KRYS I [16] corpus genre classification scheme
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Narrative Discussion
News report/blog Question/answer forum
Sports report Other forum
Personal/diary blog Other discussion
Historical article Reader/viewer responses
Short story Lyrical
Novel Song lyrics
Biographical story/history Other
Joke Poem
Magazine article Prayer
Memoir How-to/Instructional
Obituary How-to
Other factual narrative Technical support
Other fictional narrative Recipe
Other personal narrative Instructions
Travel blog FAQ about how to do something
Opinion Other
Opinion blog Informational Persuasion
Review Description with intent to sell
Advice Persuasive article or essay
Religious blog/sermon Editorial
Self-help Other
Advertisement Spoken
Letter to the editor Interview
Description Formal speech
Description of a thing Transcript of video/audio
Description of a person Other
Research article TV/movie script
Abstract
Legal terms and conditions
FAQ about information
Encyclopedia article
Informational blog
Course materials
Technical report
Other
Table A.6: Genre classification scheme for the corpus presented in [43]
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“About Us” Page
About a Companys Services
About a Country/State/City
About a Program/Institution
Mission Statement
Other ”About Us” Page
Abstract
Account Creation Page
Advertisement
Announcement
Event Announcement
Press Release
Other Announcement
Article
Journal Article
Magazine Article
Article Excerpt
Other Article
Syllabus
Bibliography
Annotated Bibliography
Bibliographic Citation
Other Bibliography
Biography
Extended Biography
Brief Biography
Featured Profile
Biographical Timeline
Other Biography
Brief
Report Brief
Registry Brief
Policy Brief
Brochure
Resume/Curriculum Vitae
Cv Excerpt
Shopping
Catalog
Testimonial
Product/Service Description Page
Product/Service Features Page
Product/Service Specification Page
Product/Service Promotion
Product/Service Purchase Page
Contact Page
“Contact Us” Page
Contract
Proclamation
Data
Specifications
Material Data Sheets
Glossary
Description
Course Description
Interview
Interview Transcript
List
List of People
List of Companies
List of Places
List of Services
List of Products
List of Projects
Login Page
Manual
Coding Manual
User Manual Page
Minutes
Legal Decision
Outline
Portal
News Portal
Research Portal
Blog
Blog Diary
Blog News
Blog Political
Other Blog
Position Statement
Report
Research Report
Government Report
Report Chapter
Other Report
Rules and Regulations
Policy Statements
Accreditation Guidelines
License Requirements
Rules For Games
Draft Bills
State and Federal Laws
Construction Requirements
Other Rules and Regulations
Search Page
Archives Search
Search For Statistics
Search For Products/Services
Search For Recipes
Search Results
Site Map
Source Code
Source Code Library
Table of Contents
White Paper
Gallery
Quotation Page
Book
Book Excerpt
Index to Videos
Index to Tutorials
Index to News Stories
Index to Blogs
Index to Reviews
Index to Past Issues
Index to Recipes
Index to Projects
Index to Articles
Index to Resources
Index to Biographies
Index to Lesson Plans
Index to Statistics
Index to Reports
Index to Laws and Policies
Index to Agencies and Offices
Index to Press Releases
Index to Images
Index to Newsletters
Other Index
Standards
Instructions
Legal Agreement
Lesson Resource
Letter
License
Statistics
Tutorial
Locator
Office Locator
Map
Memo
Menu
Discussion Board
Simulation
Newsletter
Roster
Notification
Overview
Plan
Lesson Plan
Test Plan
Strategic Plan
Long-Term Plan
Presentation
Slideshow Page
Redirect Page
Reference
Fact Sheet
Other Reference
Schedule
Program Schedule
Definition
Sponsored Links
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Directory
Directory of Places/Institutions
Directory of Lesson Plans
Directory of Blogs
Directory of White Papers
Directory of Books
Directory of Phone Numbers
Directory of Articles
Directory of Resources/Links
Directory of News Stories
Directory of Online Stores
Directory of Companies
Directory of Laws and Policies
Directory of Software
Directory of Reports
Directory of Standards
Dissertation
Case Study
Encyclopedia Entry
Wikipedia Page
Other Encyclopedia Entry
Flyer
Discography
Form
Poll
Quiz
Questionnaire
Survey
Comment Entry
Registration Form
Other Form
Frequently Asked Questions
Guide
City Guide
Shopping Guide
Travel Guide
User Guide
Programming Guide
Guide to Resources
Event Guide
Other Guide
Help Page
Playbill
Book Chapter
Preface
Book Summary
Other Book
Calendar
Calendar of Events
Column
Digest
Editorial
Email Page
Legal Proposal
Video
404 Not Found Page
Stop Page
Essay
Personal Essay
News
Feature
News Story
News Stories
News Blurb/Excerpt
Homepage
Professional Homepage
Magazine Homepage
Organizational Homepage
Shopping Homepage
Company Homepage
Project Homepage
Personal Homepage
Program Homepage
Community Homepage
Product Homepage
Group Homepage
Government Homepage
Other Homepage
How-To
Recipe
Other How-To
Index
Index to Books/Essays
Index to Standards
Index to Products
Index to Tests
Legal Opinion
Speech
Review
Book/Textbook Review
Game Review
Article Review
Report Review
Notes
Class Notes
Meeting Notes
Working Notes
Agenda
Obituary
Proposal
Request For Proposal (RFP)
Other Proposal
Splash Page
Podcast
Best Practices
Bulletin
Calculator
Profile
403 Company Profile
Verification Page
Age Verification Page
Story
Promotional Story
Summary
Change Summary
Executive Summary
Legal Summary
Synopsis
History
Timeline
Other History
Terms and Conditons
Disclaimer
Image Page
Suspended Page
Under Construction Page
User Preferences Page
Game
Petition
Question-and-Answer Page
Table A.7: The Syracuse [32] corpus genre classification scheme
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Lexical Features in Detail
B.1 Genre Names
Table B.1 and Table B.2 show the list of genre names and genre keywords, which have
been used in this thesis, respectively.
news biographies reviews
editorial forum shop
editorials forums shops
opinion blog faqs
recipe blogs faq
recipes diary frequently asked questions
instruction diaries company homepage
instructions story school homepage
how to stories university homepage
bio interview college homepage
bios interviews personal homepage
biography review
Table B.1: Genre names
B.2 Common Words
Table B.3 shows 50 most common words in the BNC which were used by Stamatatos et
al. [146] for the first time in automatic genre classification.
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news question recipes forum interview
editorial company instruction forums review
editorials school instructions blog shop
opinion university how blogs interviews
faq faqs college bio diary
frequently personal bios diaries shops
asked homepage biography story reviews
questions recipe biographies stories
Table B.2: Genre keywords
the to with that are but or been her as
of is he by not had an has n’t if
and was be at his which were have there who
a it on you this she we will can what
in for i ’s from they their would all said
Table B.3: 50 most common words
B.3 Function Words
Table B.4 shows the list of British National Corpus (BNC) part of speech tags 1 which
are used for extracting function words. The list of function words extracted from BNC
using these tags, contains 927 words. I Also added hundred most frequent general adverbs
(AV0) to this list to construct the final list of function words.
POS tag Description
AT0 Article (e.g. the, a, an, no)
AVP Adverb particle (e.g. up, off, out)
AVQ Wh-adverb (e.g. when, where, how, why, wherever)
CJC Coordinating conjunction (e.g. and, or, but)
CJS Subordinating conjunction (e.g. although, when)
CJT The subordinating conjunction that
DPS Possessive determiner-pronoun (e.g. your, their, his)
DT0 General determiner-pronoun: i.e. a determiner-pronoun which is not a
DTQ or an AT0.
DTQ Wh-determiner-pronoun (e.g. which, what, whose, whichever)
EX0 Existential there, i.e. there occurring in the there is ... or there are ...
construction
ITJ Interjection or other isolate (e.g. oh, yes, mhm, wow)
1http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/bnc2/bnc2guide.htm
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PNI Indefinite pronoun (e.g. none, everything, one [as pronoun], nobody)
PNP Personal pronoun (e.g. I, you, them, ours)
PNQ Wh-pronoun (e.g. who, whoever, whom)
PNX Reflexive pronoun (e.g. myself, yourself, itself, ourselves)
POS The possessive or genitive marker ’s or ’
PRF The preposition of
PRP Preposition (except for of) (e.g. about, at, in, on, on behalf of, with)
TO0 Infinitive marker to
VBB The present tense forms of the verb BE, except for is, ’s: i.e. am, are,
’m, ’re and be [subjunctive or imperative]
VBD The past tense forms of the verb BE: was and were
VBG The -ing form of the verb BE: being
VBI The infinitive form of the verb BE: be
VBN The past participle form of the verb BE: been
VBZ The -s form of the verb BE: is, ’s
VDB The finite base form of the verb BE: do
VDD The past tense form of the verb DO: did
VDG The -ing form of the verb DO: doing
VDI The infinitive form of the verb DO: do
VDN The past participle form of the verb DO: done
VDZ The -s form of the verb DO: does, ’s
VHB The finite base form of the verb HAVE: have, ’ve
VHD The past tense form of the verb HAVE: had, ’d
VHG The -ing form of the verb HAVE: having
VHI The infinitive form of the verb HAVE: have
VHN The past participle form of the verb HAVE: had
VHZ The -s form of the verb HAVE: has, ’s
VM0 Modal auxiliary verb (e.g. will, would, can, could, ’ll, ’d)
XX0 The negative particle not or n’t
Table B.4: The list of British National Corpus part of speech tags which we used
for extracting function words.
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HTML tags
Table C.1 lists the HTML tags that I used in my experiments. I grouped these tags into
four categories: sections and style, formatting, visual features and programming. The
description for individual tags are from w3schools 1 website.
Sections / Style Description
<title> Defines a title for the document
<body> Defines the document’s body
<h1> to <h6> Defines HTML headings
<p> Defines a paragraph
<br> Inserts a single line break
<hr> Defines a thematic change in the content
<style> Defines style information for a document
<div> Defines a section in a document
<span> Defines a section in a document
<header> Defines a header for a document or section
<footer> Defines a footer for a document or section
<section> Defines a section in a document
<article> Defines an article
<aside> Defines content aside from the page content
<details> Defines additional details that the user can view or hide
<dialog> Defines a dialog box or window
<summary> Defines a visible heading for a <details> element
<!–...–> Defines a comment
Formatting
1http://www.w3schools.com/tags/ref byfunc.asp
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<acronym> Defines an acronym
<abbr> Defines an abbreviation
<address> Defines contact information for the author/owner
of a document/article
<b> Defines bold text
<big> Defines big text
<blockquote> Defines a section that is quoted from another source
<center> Defines centered text
<cite> Defines the title of a work
<code> Defines a piece of computer code
<dfn> Defines a definition term
<em> Defines emphasized text
<font> Defines font, color, and size for text
<mark> Defines marked/highlighted text
<meter> Defines a scalar measurement within a known range
<pre> Defines preformatted text
<q> Defines a short quotation
<small> Defines smaller text
<strike> Defines strikethrough text
<strong> Defines important text
<sub> Defines subscripted text
<sup> Defines superscripted text
<time> Defines a date/time
<u> Defines text that should be stylistically different
from normal text
<var> Defines a variable
<wbr> Defines a possible line-break
Visual features
<form> Defines an HTML form for user input
<input> Defines an input control
<button> Defines a clickable button
<img> Defines an image
<canvas> Used to draw graphics, on the fly, via scripting
<ul> Defines an unordered list
<ol> Defines an ordered list
<li> Defines a list item
<dir> Defines a directory list
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<dl> Defines a description list
<menu> Defines a list/menu of commands
<table> Defines a table
<caption> Defines a table caption
<th> Defines a header cell in a table
<tr> Defines a row in a table
<td> Defines a cell in a table
<thead> Groups the header content in a table
<tbody> Groups the body content in a table
<tfoot> Groups the footer content in a table
<col> Specifies column properties for each column within
a <colgroup> element
<colgroup> Specifies a group of one or more columns in
a table for formatting
<audio> Defines sound content
<source> Defines multiple media resources for media
elements (<video> and <audio>)
<track> Defines text tracks for media
elements (<video> and <audio>)
<video> Defines a video or movie
<a> Defines a hyperlink
<link> Defines the relationship between a document and
an external resource (most used to link to style sheets)
Programming
<script> Defines a client-side script
<noscript> Defines an alternate content for users
that do not support client-side scripts
<applet> Defines an embedded applet
<embed> Defines a container for an external
(non-HTML) application
<object> Defines an embedded object
<param> Defines a parameter for an object
Table C.1: HTML tags and their descriptions
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